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ABSTRACT 

This study provides a foundational framework for Afrocentric translation. Afrocentric 

translation in which Afrikan languages and their Pan-Afrikan cultural context, 

transgenerationally and transcontinentally, are central in the interpretation of Afrikan 

texts (written or oral) and, thus, ensuring that Afrikan people are the subjects in the 

episteme of the translation process. The two languages of focus in this study are Medew 

Netcher, the Kemetic language, and the Jamaican language. The basic grammatical 

features of Medew Netcher will be explained from an Afrocentric perspective through 

Jamaican translations. More specifically, the analysis shows that the equational 

juxtaposition system reflects the Afrikan notion of ontological unity, the verbal paradigm 

is reflective of the Afrikan notion of time, and it also shows how Afrikan existential 

concepts of existence and knowledge manifest in the grammar of Medew Netcher and 

Jamaican. In addition, this study includes the first translation of a Kemetic text in an 

Ebonics language as an exemplar for large-scale Afrocentric translation of a text. Overall, 

this study provides a foundational framework for the Africological study of Afrikan 

language.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Statement of the Problem 

This study address three problems pertaining to the study of Afrikan languages. 

Afrikan people studying or learning Medew Netcher often learn through the perspective 

of English or French. European translation leads to conceptual and cultural limitations in 

the understanding of Medew Netcher. Moreover, Afrikan people in the diaspora are often 

not fluent in an autochthonous Afrikan language. Consequently, European languages 

have been the default language for accessing Kemetic texts and likewise for living 

autochthonous Afrikan language. However, the collective of West and West-Central 

Afrikan languages make up the foundation of the Ebonics languages of the Afrikan 

diaspora. This study uses the Jamaican language as an exemplar to systematically 

demonstrate that Ebonics is critical to understanding autochthonous Afrikan languages in 

a diasporic context. Conversely, this approach helps Ebonics speakers understand the 

internal dynamics of their own languages within proper cultural context. Oftentimes, 

Ebonics languages are studied from the perspective of their European lexical source 

language, while the Afrikan source is given surface-level treatment as a situational 

“influence”, to explain aspects that are non-existent in respective European lexifier. For 

example, the Jamaican language is recognized as distinct from English, but it is still 

referenced by hybrid terminology in linguistics, i.e. creole. The Afrikanity of Afro-

Caribbean language is reduced to a substrate influence, rather than its ontological 

disposition. This study builds upon the Afrioclogical approach to Ebonics outlined and 
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established by the works of Carol Blackshire-Belay and Kimani Nehusi to correct this 

problem. 

Secondly, this study examines the equational juxtaposition system in Medew 

Netcher. The equational juxtaposition establishes a relationship between words through 

morphological juxtaposition. This aspect of Medew Netcher is misinterpreted in 

Egyptological literature because of limitations in Eurocentric translation because Indo-

European languages are copula-centric. Through typological comparison, this study 

provides a centered perspective on the equational juxtapositions in Medew Netcher and 

Jamaican which, in turn, implicates other Afrikan languages. 

The Jamaican verbal system is analyzed through the prism of English, likewise 

Medew Netcher. Both are understood as aspect-based systems, but the language of tense 

is still used to explain both verbal systems in the academic literature. The tense-centric 

approach is, again, a result of translation in European languages. Consequently, this study 

provides an Afrocentric framework for the Afrikan aspect system. The conceptual 

framework is a revision of John S. Mbiti’s Sasa/Zamani schema for Afrikan time. In 

addition, Jamaican model phrases will be used to explain the aspect categories within the 

Sasa/Zamani schema. In short, Jamaican is the translation language providing the 

Ebonics model, while the Sasa/Zamani schema is the cultural grounding for the verbal 

system. 

This study addresses the concepts of existence and knowledge within the Kemetic 

verbal system. The existential concepts  wnn “to exist in perpetuity” and  xpr 

“to become through continuity” express dynamic notions of existence which are only 
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comprehensible in Afrikan language and the case is likewise for  rx “to learn 

through experience”, the Kemetic expression for knowledge. The connection between the 

Afrikan cultural perspective of existence and knowledge has not been systematically 

connected to the grammatical usage of these verbs within an Afrikan context. Due to its 

Niger-Congo base, Jamaican translation has the same concepts in its verbal system. 

Consequently, Jamaican translation provides clarity on the relationship between Afrikan 

notions of existence and knowledge and the grammatical function of the respective verbs. 

 

1.2 Purpose of the Study 

This study has three main purposes. The overarching purpose is to conceptualize a 

method of Afrocentric translation and provide a tangible exemplar. The translation of 

Kemetic texts in Ebonics languages serves to reaffirm and reinforce the validity of 

Afrocentric historiography by making a transcontinental and transgenerational link with 

the diaspora through the Jamaican language. The other two reasons involve 

conceptualizing key grammatical traits within Afrikan languages. Within that, this study 

focuses on two key grammatical commonalities between Medew Netcher and the 

Jamaican language: the equational juxtapositions and the aspectual verb system. In doing 

so, this study gives an actual Afrocentric perspective on the inner workings of Afrikan 

languages. Moreover, this study deconstructs the cultural context that informs critical 

aspects of Medew Netcher in the equational juxtaposition system and verbal system. 

Furthermore, this study reaffirms the Afrikanity of diasporic Afrikans through language 

by making this transgenerational connection between an ancestral Afrikan language in 
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Medew Netcher and a younger living Afrikan language in Jamaican. In this way, this 

research is a tangible reaffirmation of Afrocentric historiography in that it systematically 

demonstrates the relevance of Kemet to the contemporary Afrikan reality in the diaspora. 

Ultimately, this study establishes a foundation for the Africological study of Afrikan 

language. 

 

1.3 Significance of the Study 

The significance of this study stems from the fact that it is the first systematic 

analysis and translation of Medew Netcher from a diasporic Afrikan perspective and, 

more broadly, the first analysis of an autochthonous Afrikan language from an Ebonics 

perspective. The research reaffirms the Afrikanity of Ebonics languages and the need to 

study them as relexified Afrikan languages, rather than reducing their Afrikanity to 

“substrate status” as often done in the discipline of linguistics. In other words, Afro-

Caribbean languages should be studied as a part of the Afrikan language family, rather 

than being contextualized as “Afrikan influenced” languages or “having Afrikan traits”. 

This study approaches Afro-Caribbean languages as Afrikan languages created outside of 

the continent. In other words, the Caribbean simply being a geographic descriptor, while 

Afrikan is the ontological descriptor.  

Moreover, this study shows how diasporic Afrikans can engage works done in 

continental Afrikan languages on Afrikan terms. More specifically, it shows that Afrikan 

people in the diaspora need to have grammars of continental Afrikan languages done in 

Ebonics languages. This study focuses primarily on Medew Netcher and the Jamaican 
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language, but the broader implication from the research is that autochthonous Afrikan 

languages can only be studied effectively in a diasporic context through Ebonics. For 

example, it is best to have a Kiswahili grammar in the Haitian language or Yoruba taught 

in Afrikan American Ebonics. Ultimately, the issues raised in this research are relevant to 

Afrikan people who want to learn about other Afrikan languages in relation to their own. 

For example, the Igbo speaker will not lose the essence of their language system in a 

grammar done in Afrikan American Ebonics. As such, this study is an empowering 

approach to Afrikan language that connects the diaspora and the continent. Ultimately, 

the intellectual use of Ebonics languages allows Afrikan people to dictate discourse on 

Afrikan phenomena. 

Overall, this study addresses the three levels in which Afrikan languages 

contribute to Afrocentric project as outlined by Ama Mazama. This project addresses the 

colonial alienation in the study of Afrikan languages caused by the systematic imposition 

of European languages.1 This study shows that Afrikan people must engage their 

ancestors through their own languages to avoid and counter Eurocentric interference and 

misinterpretation. The second level is the transmission of Afrocentric values and positive 

imagery of Afrikan people.2 The text translated in this study, the story of Sanhat (e.k.a 

Sinuhe), transmits Afrocentric values being that it is classical Afrikan literature and, thus, 

reflective of said values. This is distinct from translating European cultural texts, such as 

the Greek epics or Shakespeare, into Afrikan languages. The very basis of Afrocentric 

translation aligns with this second level. The third level is the standardization of Afrikan 

 
1 Mazama 1994: 214. 
2 Ibid. 
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languages.3 The comparative analysis is an act of standardization by using and creating 

terminology from the Jamaican language and other Afrikan languages to explain Medew 

Netcher and, at the same time, doing likewise for Jamaican grammar internally and other 

Afrikan languages. Further, the study reinforces Pan-Afrikan consciousness by 

demonstrating the transgenerational and transcontinental cultural unity of Afrikan 

language from Kemet to the diaspora. 

 

1.4 Limitations of the Study 

The major limitation in this study is the state of knowledge of Medew Netcher 

itself. The current state of knowledge of the Kemetic language is limited because it is an 

ancestral language, rather than a living language. Consequently, the day-to-day function 

of the language is not immediately accessible. Moreover, the stable consonants in the 

words are known, but the placement of the vowels is uncertain for most of the words 

which was likely based on dialectal variation in Kemet. It is Egyptological convention to 

insert an ‘e’ in place of a vowel when writing untranslated Kemetic terms into the Latin 

script, e.g.  km.t → Kemet. This study, however, will use the Jamaican vowel 

system, singular and dipthongs, for untranslated Kemetic terms to reflect Jamaican 

pronunciation, such as km.t → Kemit (as opposed to Kemet).  

 

 
3 Ibid: 215. 
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1.5 Terms, Concepts, and Orthography 

There are specific terms used throughout this study that are informed by 

Afrocentric imperative of lexical refinement. This study is an exercise in Afrocentric 

translation which, as its namesake indicates, is a mode of translation that is explicitly and 

internally grounded in the theory of Afrocentricity which asserts that Afrikans must see 

themselves as subjects and historical actors in their own phenomena.4 More specifically, 

Afrocentric translation is a mode of translation in which Afrikan languages and their Pan-

Afrikan cultural context, transgenerationally and transcontinentally, are central in the 

interpretation of Afrikan texts (literary or oral) and, thus, ensuring that Afrikan people are 

the subjects in the episteme of the translation process. There are three components to 

Afrocentric translation which ensure that Afrikan people have subject position in the 

translation process. Firstly, Afrocentric translation can only be done amongst Afrikan 

languages exclusively. For example, a translation of a text written in Mandarin-Chinese 

into Guyanese is not Afrocentric because there are no historical or cultural connections 

between the two cultures, one is Asian and the other is Afrikan. Rather, an Africologist 

would translate a Ki-Swahili text, for example, in a Ebonics language, such as Ayisyen 

(e.k.a Haitian), or another autochthonous Afrikan language, such as Yoruba. An Afrikan 

language is any language created by Afrikan people which, by extension, means the 

Ebonics languages of the Afrikan diaspora are Afrikan languages. The Afrikan peoples in 

the diaspora constitute Pan-Afrikan ethnic formations and, by extension, their languages 

are Pan-Afrikan linguistic formations.  

 
4 Asante 1998: xii-xiii; Asante 2007: 2. 
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Texts must be grounded in the Afrikan historical and cultural experience to be 

considered Afrikan material. For example, translating the Bible in Jamaican or the Quran 

in Ki-Kongo is not Afrocentric because Christianity and Islam are Eurasian religions and, 

moreover, they are central conduits of Afrikan dislocation. It is unfortunate, for example, 

that there is a Jamaican translation of the Bible, rather than continental Afrikan proverbs 

or wisdom texts. This is no different from Christian missionaries translating the Bible in 

continental Afrikan languages as a means for “developing” them and imposing 

Christianity onto Afrikan people.5 This dilemma, of course, is a consequence of the neo-

colonial suppression of Afrikan spirituality and, consequential, institutionalized 

mystification of European culture in Jamaica. In contrast, translating Igbo proverbs in 

Jamaican makes sense because it is an exchange of knowledge amongst Afrikan people.  

Third, translation commentaries, if present, must have historical and/or cultural 

relevance to Afrikan people. For example, grammatical commentaries should, if 

necessary, propose and establish new grammatical concepts that reflect an Afrocentric 

perspective. One approach, for example, would include using words or phrases from 

Afrikan languages to explain aspects of Afrikan grammar. Moreover, there should be 

connections drawn to other Afrikan languages, diasporic and continental. Ultimately, the 

purpose of Afrocentric translation is to reinforce the transgenerational and 

transcontinental dynamics of Afrikan linguistic phenomena. 

The term Ebonics within the context of this study is not to be confused with a 

focus on Afrikan American language as it is often used, but rather this study follows an 

 
5 Mazama 1998: 13-14. 
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Africological approach that is captured by two definitions.  In her Africological approach, 

Carol Blackshire-Belay defines Ebonics as follows:  

[I]t has become necessary to view Ebonics as a created language developed by 

Africans in response to their environmental situations. Ebonics becomes the 

overall heading for contact languages that have arisen among people of African 

descent who are dispersed throughout the world.6 

Kimani Nehusi defines Ebonics with other criterion: 

[T]he continuity of Afrikan linguistic traditions in a new environment that 

includes significant factors such as other languages, European oppression with 

the aim of cultural genocide, and simultaneous processes of resistance, 

accommodation and adaptation to this continuing cultural violence against 

Afrikans.7 

This study combines the two definitions provided by Blackshire-Belay and Nehusi. 

Blackshire-Belay provides a descriptive definition and an umbrella category for Afrikan 

contact languages, while Nehusi gives an explanatory context for the environmental 

circumstances and processes that created Ebonics languages. However, a concise 

descriptor for Ebonics languages is that they are Afrikan languages created from the 

social and historical complexity of Afrikan contact with non-Afrikan languages. 

 Consequently, Ebonics provides necessary lexical refinement for the contact 

languages in the Afrikan continent and the diaspora. Ebonics languages of the Afrikan 

continent can be named and classified by ethnicity, nationality or region. For example, 

so-called “Nigerian pidgin English” is Nigerian Ebonics (NE) or the nation-language 

term Naijá and, in a regional context, it is a type of West Afrikan Ebonics (WAE). In 

addition, nomenclature for Caribbean languages should refer to ethno-nationality of the 

speakers. For example, this study uses Jamaican (JA) to describe the nation-language of 

 
6 Blackshire-Belay 1996: 16. Emphasis added. 
7 Nehusi 2001: 57. Emphasis added. 
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Jamaica as opposed to agency reducing terms like “Jamaican Creole” or even the 

common name Patwa (Patois) which means ‘broken language’. The problem of the 

creole nomenclature was already asserted by Mervyn Alleyne, but it has not been used 

consistently in Caribbean linguistics as “Creole” is still the predominate term used in 

reference to Afro-Caribbean Languages.8 In sum, the Ebonics classification provides a 

terminology of Afrikan contact languages that moves away from hybrid nomenclature 

(e.g. pidgin and creole) and Black Remix nomenclature (e.g. African-American 

Vernacular English) and instead centers the Afrikanity of Ebonics languages.  

 Ebonics languages, being contact languages, most of their vocabulary is non-

Afrikan. Some have an English lexical source as is the case with Jamaican, while others 

have French or Portuguese or Spanish lexifiers. The Black Remix nomenclature centers 

the lexifier source, e.g. ‘Caribbean English Creoles’ or ‘French Creoles’, and assumes 

that Ebonics languages are Afrikanized versions of European languages. To address this 

issue, the terminology used in this study is ‘Caribbean Ebonics with predominantly X 

lexicon’ and corresponding short forms. The Jamaican language is an example of 

Caribbean Languages with Predominantly English Lexicon (CLPEL). Within a larger 

global context outside of the Caribbean, Jamaican is an Ebonics with Predominantly 

English Lexicon (EPEL) as is Naija (Nigerian Ebonics) and Afrikan American Ebonics 

(AAE).  

 The distinction between ancestral and living languages is an important part of the 

lexical refinement in two ways. Firstly, it properly contextualizes the relationship 

 
8 Alleyne 1988: 131-34. 
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between classical Afrikan languages and living ones and the connection between 

continental Afrikan languages and Ebonics languages. Languages are part of a people’s 

cultural core, so the terminology should be micro-analogous to internal relationships 

within Afrikan culture. Medew Netcher is an ancestral language to living Afrikan 

languages, just as Nile Valley civilizations are part of the classical bases of Afrikan 

culture as demonstrated by Chiekh Anta Diop and Theophile Obenga. Secondly, the 

concept of “ancestral languages” is an important departure from the Eurocentric concept 

of “dead languages”. The notion of “dead languages” is to reinforces the Eurocentric 

prioritization of linear time through disconnection and competition with their ancestors. 

In contrast, the ancestral language distinction is consistent with the Afrikan notion of 

time and cyclical existence. Further, this nomenclature reflects the centrality of ancestors 

in Afrikan spirituality. Just as ancestors live through Afrikan people, the same goes for 

Afrikan languages. 

There are several forms of the Medew Netcher language that existed over time. 

This study uses the nomenclature established by Ankh Mi Ra, the first Afrikan person to 

write a grammar for Medew Netcher, for these forms of the Kemetic language. The 

phrase “Kemetic” is used because the phrase  rA n(y) Km.t translates in 

English “the Kemetic language” or “Language of Kemet” (Di Langwij a Kemit) and it 

was also used by the Afrikan people of Kemet to refer to their nation language. The first 

form is ‘The Old Language of Kemet’ which refers to the form of Medew Netcher during 

the period of the Old Kingdom in Kemet which dates from the first to sixth dynasty era 

(ca. 2686 – 2181 BCE). This study will use the terms Old Language of Kemet (OLK) for 
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this version of the Kemetic language. The second form is ‘The Middle Language of 

Kemet’ (MLK) which refers to the state of the language during from the ninth to the 

eighteenth dynasty (ca. 1975 to 1640 BCE) in what is known as the Middle Kingdom. 

The Middle Language of Kemet is regarded as the classical stage of the language. The 

third form is the Late Language of Kemet (LLK) which existed during the eighteenth 

dynasty into the twenty fourth (ca. 1570 to 1544 BCE) in an era known as the ‘New 

Kingdom’. The fourth form is the ‘Popular Language of Kemet’ (PLK) which 

Eurocentric refers to as “Demotic”. The PLK existed from the time period of the twenty-

sixth dynasty into the Eurasian invasion periods (ca. 525 to 323 BCE).9 The fifth and last 

form of ra-n(y)-kemet is Coptic which is the Kemet spoken language that existed from 

400 CE to 640 CE. It was written with the Greek alphabet and seven symbols from PLK. 

Coptic could be considered an Ebonics language (and, in turn, the oldest to date) because 

it is an example of an Afrikan linguistic adaptation in irregular environmental 

circumstances and contact situations with a non-Afrikan language.10 MLK is the focus of 

this study and the term Medew Netcher within this study will refer to the MLK.   

The language parameters for Jamaican that are important to address is the choice 

of orthography. There are two known writing systems for the Jamaican language – The 

Cassidy System and the modified orthography system of the Jamaican Language Unit at 

the University of West Indies Mona Campus (referred to as JLU hereafter). This essay 

uses the JLU system. JLU orthography is not used is when citing authors who wrote 

 
9 The Ptolemaic occupation of Kemet is a period of settler colonialism akin to European invasion of Azania 

(South Afrika), while the Persian invasion and Roman annexation of Kemet is akin to the modern European 

colonization of Afrika. 
10 Ankh Mi Ra 1992: 28-31. This author uses the common dating for OLK and MLK. 
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before its creation or use a different system. The charts below provide an overview of 

Jamaican vowels:  

 Sound Example 

a Short a  ban (band) 

e Short e  tel (tell) 

i Short i  wi (We) 

o Short o kom (come) 

u Short u  gud (good) 

aa Long a kaal (call) 

ii Long i  fiil (feel) 

uu Long u Suun (soon) 

 

Vowel Combination Jamaican English 

ie Biebi baby 

uo Gruo grow 

ai Laik like 

ou Kou cow 

 

There is a double consonant -hn that marks nasalized vowels. For example, the Jamaican 

word kyaahn which translates into English as ‘cannot’ (or can’t) has this vowel marker. 

There is also the intensifier iihn as in di kya luk gud iihn “the car looks good doesn’t it”!11 

 The Jamaican language has single and double consonants – 18 single and 4 

double. The tables below explain the orthography and pronunciation: 

 
11 JLU Hand out: “Spelling the Jamaican Way” <https://www.mona.uwi.edu/dllp/jlu/documents/spelling-

jamaican-the-jamaican-way-Handout.pdf>. 
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 Jamaican English 

b buk book 

d daag dog 

ch chrii three 

f fuud food 

g guot goat 

h hous house 

j joj judge 

k kot cut  

l liin lean 

m man Man 

n nais nice 

ng sing  

p piil peal 

r ron run 

s sik sick 

Sh shout  

t tuu two 

v vuot vote 

w wail wild 

y yong young 

z zuu zoo 

zh vorzhan version 
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Consonant Combinations   Jamaican English 

gy gyal girl 

ky kyaa(r) car 

ny nyam eat 

chr Chrii three or tree 

jr Jred dread 

eks Eksiep escape 

 

The zh is in loan words, such as vorzhan “version”, but can alternate with j, such as 

vorjan. The h sound in Jamaican has dialectal variation. In western and central areas of 

Jamaican, the h is emphatic. For example, h in hen (female fowl) is not confused with en 

‘end’. In others may use h in English loan words, or it may drop. For example, hous can 

also be ous.12 In such situations, this study puts h in parentheses to acknowledge this 

dialectal variation.  

 

1.6 Methodology and Methods 

As explained by foundational theorist Molefi Kete Asante, Afrocentricity is a 

“paradigmatic intellectual perspective that privileges African agency within the context 

of African history and culture transcontinentally and transgenerationally”.13 As such, 

Afrocentricity is not about data, rather it is a perspective on data that is not subject to the 

ideas European hegemony.14 This study is an Afrocentric approach to language by 

putting Afrikan languages in conversation with each other and, within that conversation, 

 
12 Ibid. 
13 Asante 2007: 2. 
14 Ibid: 3. 
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locating Ebonics within its Afrikan context. The minimum characteristics of an 

Afrocentric project: (1) an interest in psychological location, (2) finding the Afrikan 

subject place, (3) defense of African cultural elements, (4) a commitment to lexical 

refinement, (5) a commitment to correct the dislocations of the history of Africa.15 This 

study is informed by these characteristics by locating Medew Netcher in an Afrikan 

context that is transcontinental and transgenerational, simultaneously, reaffirming the 

validity of Ebonics in the Afrikan language family and its vitality as a language for 

discourse. 

As an Afrocentric work, this study is informed by the Afrocentric paradigm. The 

Afrocentric paradigm, as outlined by Ama Mazama, consists of three aspects: cognitive, 

structural, and functional. The cognitive aspect of the paradigm is Afrocentricity.16 This 

research is informed by Afrocentricity in that it makes the Afrikan reality central in the 

interpretation of Afrikan languages. This centered approach gives agency to the linguistic 

creativity of Afrikan people. The structural aspect of this research is that it serves as a 

foundational exemplar in Africological study of language. In terms of the comparative 

analysis, this study outlines a way for Africologists to study Afrikan languages. The 

translation of Kemetic texts contributes a concrete example of Afrocentric translation. 

The functional aspect is the unique characteristic of the Afrocentric paradigm. The 

functional imperative asserts the need for knowledge that activates and builds Afrikan 

consciousness in order to bring forth Afrikan liberation.17 This study reinforces a Pan-

 
15 Ibid: 41. 
16 Mazama 2003: 9. 
17 Ibid: 8. 
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Afrikan consciousness amongst Afrikan people by demonstrating Afrikan cultural unity 

across time and space through language. 

The methodology upon which this study is based is Afrocentric translation as 

defined previously. Afrocentric translation expands upon the centrality given to the 

Afrikan cultural experience in Afrocentricity. Afrocentric translation identifies the 

universality given to European languages in the study of Afrikan languages, by means of 

translation and/or universalizing of linguistic concepts, as a fundamental limitation. In 

contrast, Afrocentric translation centers Afrikan languages as the source of inquiry. Being 

that language is a vehicle of culture, translation is not simply the transfer of words or 

word arrangements from one language to another, rather it is cultural engagement. Thus, 

the Afrikan experience is communicated in the translation of Afrikan texts in Afrikan 

languages. 

Afrocentric translation is used for a comparative analysis that is grounded in 

Afrocentric historiography. This study compares the Kemetic language and the Jamaican 

Language at the typological level through translation. This comparative method is 

reflective of the Cheikh Anta Diop’s influence on the Afrocentric paradigm in which 

Kemet is a classical center of Afrikan culture.18 This Diopian historiographic shift de-

centers the European historiographic postures of universality and racist fallacy of an 

ahistorical Afrika. In turn, the Diopian approach to Afrikan historiography, as Asante 

explains, allows one to “write African history with African agency”.19 In other words, 

 
18 Asante 2007: 61-63. 
19 Ibid: 64. 
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connecting Kemet to the Afrikan world not only corrects the racist separation of Kemet 

from Afrika, but also provides a classical reference point for Afrikan people to connect 

with and build upon. 

It is, however, important to note the distinction between the Diopian 

historiographic framework and Afrocentricity. The Diopian framework is a 

historiography, while Afrocentricity is a perspective on Afrikan phenomena. Language is 

a prime example where this distinction is important. In defining an Afrikan personality, 

Diop identified three factors: historical, linguistic and psychological factor. Regarding 

Afrikans in the diaspora, Diop argued the following:  

The linguistic bond is broken, but the historic bond remains stronger than ever, 

perpetuated by memory.20  

This observation reflects the limitation of a historical approach to language. 

Afrocentricity, as an intellectual-paradigmatic perspective, allows for an examination of 

the dimensions of Afrikan cultural unity reflected in the Ebonics languages in the 

diaspora.  

Moreover, Asante identifies three constructural adjustments enabled by 

Afrocentric historiography: the reconnection of classical Afrikan civilizations with the 

rest of Afrika, emphasis on the moral and ethical content of the societies, and greater 

examination of the relationship between the diaspora and the continent.21 In regards to the 

third, Asante specifies the need for more studies on cultural retentions and linguistic 

 
20 Diop 1991: 219. 
21 Asante 2007: 66. 
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influences.22 Afrocentric translation addresses this immediately and, in turn, implicates 

the other two constructural adjustments. In summation, this comparative method assumes 

and builds upon the transgenerational (ancestral to living languages) and transcontinental 

(Afrika to diaspora) dynamics of the Afrikan linguistic experience. 

The methodology will be applied to a select range of sources in a manner that 

aligns with Afrocentric methodological principles. The texts from Kemet will involve a 

variety of examples. The texts that contain relevant grammatical issues will be sentence 

examples used for comparison. The Jamaican translations of these examples show the 

typological similarities between the two languages. Moreover, the translation portion of 

this paper will be a Jamaican translation of the Kemetic story of Sanhat which will serve 

as the first full-scale exemplar of an Afrocentric translation of a Classical Afrikan text. 

The comparative analysis and translation of a Kemetic text, in this way, is a systematic 

engagement in Afrocentric translation.  

There are three main sources for Jamaican language material. Sentence examples 

cited in previous scholarship will be analyzed using Afrocentric translation. The second 

set of source material is Jamaican Dancehall Music a genre that emerged in Jamaica in 

the late 1970s. Jamaican is used in dancehall songs and thus a major source of Jamaican 

language use. These songs show the day-to-day functions of the Jamaican language. As 

such, these songs provide further clarification to language usage than isolated sentence 

examples which is the primary material in linguistic studies. For example, songs have a 

 
22 Ibid. 
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clear theme or story telling discussed which provide full context of language use. The 

music, as such, cannot be disconnected from Jamaican culture. In fact, in earlier stages of 

this research, dancehall music was instrumental in this author’s observations (and 

continues to be so). The use of Dancehall as a cultural source of knowledge illuminates 

the Afrikanity of the genre. Thus, the value given to Jamaican music as a source of 

knowledge follows the wholism principle in Afrocentric methodology.23 

The third set of source material will be examples from the author’s personal 

experiences as a fluent Jamaican speaker. These experiences are personal recollections of 

conversations with other Jamaican speakers, social media exchanges, and common 

expressions, such as greetings, idioms, and proverbs. Like the Dancehall material, these 

are real scenarios that show the language in its context. As such, these anecdotal 

experiences are relevant for the both the typological comparisons and the translations in 

this study. The inclusion of personal experiences aligns with the Afrocentric 

methodological principles of intuition and subject immersion by drawing on personal 

knowledge of a Jamaican person.24  

The methodology and chosen methods are a systematic exercise in Afrocentric 

translation. This exercise in Afrocentric translation is to establish a foundation for the 

Africological study of Medew Netcher and, in larger context, Afrikan languages in a 

diasporic context. The languages of the diaspora are understood to be the key to break 

away from Eurocentric interpretations of both autochthonous languages and Ebonics 

 
23 Mazama 2003: 26. 
24 Ibid. 
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languages of the Afrikan world. The Afrikan people can use their cultural knowledge 

embedded in their languages to understand their own phenomena, in this case classical 

phenomena, which speaks to their Afrikan ontology. Afrocentric translation shows how 

the Jamaican language provides a centered perspective on Medew Netcher through the 

Afrikan ontology embedded in its grammar. The methodology and methods, as outlined 

above, show that a centered analysis of an Afrikan language requires an Afrikan medium 

of translation. 

 

1.7 Literature Review 

Two types of literature that are relevant for review in this study. The first is the 

literature that locates the Jamaican language in an Afrikan context. While this literature in 

this category does not specifically engage Medew Netcher, the scholarship done gives a 

basis for looking at the Jamaican language within its Afrikan context. The second is 

literature that connects Medew Netcher to Caribbean Languages within a Pan-Afrikan 

scope. This literature emphasizes not only the immediate connection between the 

Jamaican language to its immediate Afrikan antecedents, but Kemet is included within 

that discourse.  

The scholarship of Afro-Caribbean linguist Mervyn Alleyne on the Jamaican 

Language is present in two major texts on the Jamaican language that situate it within a 

larger Afrikan context, Comparative Afro-American and Roots of Jamaican Culture. The 

text Comparative Afro-American is a seminal text for the study of Caribbean Languages. 

Alleyne provides a complete overview of the Caribbean languages of various Euro-
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lexifiers (English, French, Portuguese, and Spanish) and illustrates the Afrikan base that 

connects them in spite of the difference in Euro-lexifiers.  Roots of Jamaican Culture 

locates the Afrikan context in various aspects of Jamaican culture in which language is 

integral. In the context of language, Alleyne shows how the Afrikan cultural sensibility 

shapes the Jamaican language in its predication system and punning of words and 

dynamic usage of adjectives and verbs. 

Alleyne demonstrated the basis of Jamaican culture through comparison with the 

Kwa group in the Niger-Congo languages. The two major aspects of his work that are 

relevant to this study are his discussion of: (1) Copula and (2) Verbal System. Alleyne’s 

analysis of the Jamaican language is clearly centered in Afrika, but there are limitations 

caused by English translation. Alleyne posited that there were two types of copula in the 

Jamaican language: equational and locative. He identifies Kwa antecedents for these 

equational and locative markers in Caribbean languages, but he does not question the 

copula concept itself. This research, in contrast, argues that Jamaican does not have a 

copula verb. Rather, Jamaican has equational juxtaposition system as do Niger-Congo 

languages and Medew Netcher (see Chapter 2). 

As for the verbal system, Alleyne’s discussion of aspect is relevant to this study. 

Alleyne is correct to refer to the verbal system as an aspect-based system, rather than 

tense. Moreover, he argues that the adjectives and stative verbs are ambiguous in 

Jamaican and its Kwa antecedents. However, this ambiguity is based on English 

translation because it has a copula verb, whereas Afrikan language does not. Adjectives 

and Resultative (a.k.a Stative) verbs are contextually distinguishable in Ebonics and Kwa 
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languages, while the difference is morphological in Medew Netcher (see 2.3 and 3.2.3 

respectively). Thus, strengths and weaknesses notwithstanding, this study expands on 

Alleyne’s thesis of the Afrikan base by adding Medew Netcher, a classical Afrikan 

language, to the discourse. 

L. Emilie Adams’ Understanding Jamaican Patois is an innovative introductory 

grammar to the Jamaican Language. Adams is clear on the Afrikanity of the Jamaican 

language. The name she gives the Jamaican language is “Afro-Jam” to emphasize the 

Afrikanity of the language. Moreover, Adams discusses at various junctures the Afrikan 

connections between the Jamaican language and other Afrikan languages – lexical and 

grammatical. Her observations are discussed at various junctures in this study. Overall, 

she makes a broad range of connections between Jamaican and living Afrikan languages, 

primarily the Niger-Congo group and even acknowledges potential connections with 

Medieval Nubian. 

The most relevant aspects of Adams’ grammar, for this study, is her discussion of 

the verbal system. Like Alleyne, she states that there are two copula verbs in the 

Jamaican language referring to location and another to state of being. She interprets de-de 

as a locative copula.25 Adams interprets the Jamaican a morpheme in topical and 

equational position as a verb for state of being, an equational copula.26 Like Alleyne, she 

sees an Afrikan context for these constructions, but she does not challenge the relevance 

of a copula concept to Jamaican. This study provides further conceptual substance to the 

 
25 Adams 1992: 36-39. 
26 Ibid: 39-42. 
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Afrikan base, observed by both Alleyne and Adams observe, by establishing the 

relationship between the Afrikan cultural perspective and Jamaican grammar. 

The literature on the topic of Medew Netcher and Ebonics languages is not 

expansive as there are only four essays that address this issue. The earliest literature 

discussing this relationship is linguist Keith Baird in his essay “African Lexical and 

Syntactic Patterns from Ancient Egyptian to Contemporary Creoles and Languages”. 

Evidently, Bard’s work locates Medew Netcher as a classical language for continental 

languages and Ebonics languages. Revisiting Greenberg’s classification of Afrikan 

languages, Baird proposes a category of ‘Neo-African’ so that Ebonics languages are 

classified within the Afrikan language family.27 However, Baird does not address specific 

continuities from autochthonous Afrikan languages to Ebonics languages themselves, but 

he asserts the need for Ebonics languages to be put in the conversation of the 

transgenerational scope of Afrikan language in which Kemet is central.28 Although Baird 

does not provide a systematic analysis of this relationship, the role of Ebonics languages 

within the Afrikan family is a central theme within this study. 

Ayoola KaBaRa’s African Origins of Creole is a short essay discussing the 

Afrikanity of Caribbean languages. KaBaRa does address commonalities between Medew 

Netcher and Caribbean languages and locates it as an ancestral language within Afrikan 

culture. However, she only makes a few grammatical comparisons between Medew 

Netcher and Caribbean Languages, while the text focuses predominantly on living 

Afrikan languages in relation to Caribbean languages. She identifies two grammatical 

 
27 Baird 1989: 263-65. 
28 Ibid: 266-70. 
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continuities that date back to the Kemetic language. She explains that structure of the 

regular verbal sentence in Afrikan language places the verb before the subject which is 

followed by the object – Verb-Subject-Object.29 She gives the following example 

comparing Medew Netcher and Caribbean languages with English-lexification: 

Kemetic Dd s gr st 
  Say/speak man silent woman 

  Man speaks[,] woman is silent 

 

CLPEL  A one wicked man dat. 

A no fu uno dem ya. 

A did fi im house.30 

The record of word order in Medew Netcher is correct, but the comparison with 

Caribbean “Creole English” (CE) is inaccurate. KabaRa interprets the Jamaican A phrase 

as a verb which is a common misinterpretation of the phrase which will be discussed later 

in this study (see 2.5). The second observation she makes is the accentuated repetition 

(reduplication or iteration), such as nfr nfr, “beautiful beautiful”, in Medew Netcher: 

a. repetition of action – beggy beggy 

b. continuation – look look 

c. habitual – baal baal 

d. number or quantity – bit bit, mud mud, dege dege 

e. distribution – one one, lickle lickle 

f. intensity – plenty plenty, pretty pretty  

The reduplication framework outlined by KaBaRa is a transgenerational and 

transcontinental connection.31 Although there are only two examples that she provides, 

KaBaRa makes critical observations about Afrikan continuities in the Caribbean that will 

 
29 KaBaRa 1997: 4. 
30 Ibid. This author uses CLPEL instead of CE used by KaBaRa, which means ‘Creole English’. 
31 Ibid: 9-10. 
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be discussed in this study, namely the equational juxtapositions and verbal system in 

Chapters 2 and 3 respectively.32  

Shiela Mayers-Johnson provides a study on Medew Netcher and Ebonics, but 

specifically focusing on Ebonics in the United States. Mayers-Johnsons synthesizes Jacob 

Carruthers discussion of Afrikan deep thought and Chiekh Anta Diop’s cultural unity 

through Afrikan American Ebonics. She argues that language is conduit of Afrikan 

consciousness and, more specifically, that Ebonics carries fundamental ontological and 

epistemological Afrikan principles within its deep structure that can be traced back to 

Medew Netcher.33 She outlines four major principles that reflect the dynamism of The 

Word in Afrikan language: (1) oneness of being , (2) harmony and balance between all 

the elements of nature, (3) interdependence and interconnection of all things, (4) and 

rhythmicity and continuity. 

Mayers-Johnson’s draws commonalities between Medew Netcher and Afrikan 

American Ebonics, but they are not typological ones. For example, her discussion of 

oneness of being she identifies the analogic mode of transmission in the Medew Netcher 

through its pictographic script, such as animals representing aspects of divinity. Afrikan 

American Ebonics does this analogic mode of communication through visual imagery in 

proverbs, parables, slang expressions. For example, the expression “…kick it in low on 

the box” which is an expression for confidentiality.34 A contemporary version of this 

expression is “keep it on the low”. Moreover, Mayers-Johnson makes a critical 

 
32 Ibid: 5-6. 
33 Mayers-Johnson 2004: 148-49. 
34 Mayers-Johnson 2004: 157-58. 
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observation, “what we experience at the oral level in Ebonics is manifest at the 

written/visual level in Mdw Ntr”.35 Although her study does not discuss Caribbean 

Ebonics, Mayers-Johnson’s observations are relevant to Jamaican. These principles will 

be identified throughout various junctures of this study. 

The major study outlining the relationship between Medew Netcher and Ebonics 

within a Pan-Afrikan context that centered Ebonics languages is Kimani Nehusi’s 

seminal essay “From Medew Netjer to Ebonics”. Nehusi deconstructs the racist 

disparagement of Ebonics within the Eurocentric discipline of anthropology in which 

Ebonics languages were dismissed as ‘broken’ versions of European languages.36 

Moreover, he provides the corrective to this problem by establishing the relationship 

between West and West-Central Afrikan languages to Ebonics languages in the 

Caribbean and extending these continuities to Medew Netcher. There are translation 

examples and typological comparisons between Medew Netcher Sentences and those of 

Ebonics languages.37 The critical aspect of Nehusi’s analysis is that it demonstrates clear 

transgenerational dimension of Afrikan linguistic features within an Afrocentric 

historiography. This study builds on this preliminary research by analyzing Medew 

Netcher through Ebonics. 

 

 

 
35 Mayers-Johnson 2004: 158. 
36 Nehusi 2001: 67-79. 
37 Ibid: 79-113. 
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CHAPTER 2: AFRIKAN EQUATIONAL JUXTAPOSITION SYSTEM                                                                                                                   

 

A major grammatical feature of Afrikan language is the equational juxtaposition 

(EJ) system. EJ constructions establish topic-comment relationships through 

morphological juxtapositions. Recognizing the EJ construction in AAE, Africologist 

Ernie Smith applies the topic-comment structure, rather than the subject/predicate 

framework.38 However, this has not been applied in a Jamaican context. Consequently, 

this study uses the topic/comment terminology to explain the Afrikan EJ system.  

There are three types of EJ constructions adjectival, prepositional, and nominal. 

The EJ constructions in Jamaican reflect its Niger-Congo context. This is evident in 

Jamaican translations of its immediate ancestral languages. Observe, for example, 

Jamaican translations of Akan (AK), Ewe (EW), and Igbo (IG), below: 

(1) Adjectival 

 AK Ɔbaa     no     ti       so  pa     ara  

  Woman DEF head  big very EMP 

  Di uman ed big tu raatid 

  “The woman’s head is very big.”39 

 

 

 

 

 
38 Smith 1998: 56-57. 
39 Kambon 2015: 195. 
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EW ɖevi   lá      nyó 

  Child DET good 

  Di pikni gud 

  “The child is good.”40 

 

IG Ọ      mara mma 

  3SG good-looking 

  i priti 

  “She/he/it is beautiful in appearance.” 

 

(2) Prepositional 

 AK Maame  no     wɔ     dɛɛm  

  Woman DET  LOC room             

  Di uman ina di ruum 

  “The woman is in the room.”41 

  

EW E      le      du     sia     du     me 

  3SG LOC town every town containing region of 

i ina evri toun 

“It is in every town.”42 

 
40 Ameka 1991: 92. 
41 Quarcoo 2014: 5. 
42 Ameka 1995: 145. 
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IG Ógù        nọ̀      n’       ụ́lọ 43 

  NAME  LOC  PREP house 

  Ogu ina di (h)ous 

  “Ogu is situated in the house.” 

 

(3)  Nominal 

 AK Me   din     de             Kwame 

  1SG name sound       NAME 

  Mi niem Kwame 

“The sound of my name is Kwame.” 

 

(4) Nominal – bipartite invocative  

AK Kwame na    Kofi     huu  no   wɔ      fie          hɔ 

 NAME INV NAME See 3SG LOC HOUSE LOC  

 A Kwame Kofi si ina di hous ya 

 “That one that Kofi saw in the house IS is Kwame.”44 

 

 

 

 

 
43 Uchechukwu 2015: 53. 
44 Ameka 1992: 6. 
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EW Mángò-nyè-wó   yé     Kòfí     ɖù 45 

  Mango-1SG-PL INV NAME eat 

  A mi manggo dem Kofi nyam 

  “That one that my mangoes ARE is what Kofi ate.” 

 

IG Ọ́ bụ̀ Okeké 46 

  INV NAME 

  A Okeke 

  “That one that IS is Okeke.”47 

 

(5) Nominal – tripartite invocative 

 AK Papa no    ne     ɔmo  ɔkyerεkyerε-ni no 48 

  Man DET INV DET Teacher-SG      FOC 

  Da man ya a dem tiicha  

  “That man is that one that IS is their teacher.” 

  

 

 

 

 
45 Badan and Buell 2012: 141. 
46 Nwachukwu 1983: 28. 
47 The capitalized “IS” is a special typographic convention used here to mark an existential phrase that is 

part of the literal English approximation of the invocative pronoun. 
48 Quarcoo 2014: 5. 
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EW … wó-dada       nyé  adzeto/ 49 

       3PL-mother INV witch 

  … Dem mada a wich 

  “Their mother is a witch.” 

   

IG Àdâ       bụ̀     nwaànyị̀ 50 

  NAME INV  woman 

  Ada a uman 

  “Ada is that one that IS is a woman.” 

Jamaican EJ is a clear continuity from its Niger-Congo context as shown by the above 

translations. The adjectival juxtaposition (1), as indicated by name, has an adjective as 

the comment. The prepositional juxtaposition (2), likewise, has a preposition as its 

equational phrase. We see a slight difference here between the continental examples. Igbo 

requires a locative element with the prepositional sentence,51 while Akan and Ewe have a 

singular locative element.52 The Jamaican prepositional sentence is the same as the Akan 

and Ewe in this respect. The nominal juxtaposition (3) has a nominal equative phrase. 

Both Jamaican and Akan use a bipartite nominal sentence in their naming constructions. 

The other nominal construction in Afrikan language is the invocative nominal sentence. 

The invocative nominal sentence uses an invocative pronoun (INV) which is a concept 

introduced in this study and will be further explained later in this chapter (see 2.5). The 

 
49 Amuzu 2005: 129. 
50 Emenanjo 2015: 457. 
51 Uchechukwu 2015: 58. 
52 Osam 1997. 
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invocative nominal sentence has two forms – bipartite (4) and tripartite (5). Igbo has a 

singular invocative pronoun, while Ewe has two closely related invocative pronouns. 

Jamaican has a singular invocative pronoun, but the etymological root of the Jamaican 

invocative pronoun is Akan which will be discussed later (see 2.5). This chapter shows 

how Jamaican translations clarify the meaning of the Kemetiu EJ constructions and 

identifies the cultural principle that informs them. 

 

2.1 the iw particle and m=k particle 

The  iw particle and the  m=k particle are two dominant non-enclitic 

particles in Medew Netcher that occur frequently in EJ and Verbal Sentences. As such, it 

is imperative to discuss them before interrogating those sentence constructions. Jamaican 

translation clarifies the meaning of the two particles in the context of the EJ 

constructions. It is argued here that the iw particle marks a situational context that is 

internal to the event itself which makes it atemporal and, moreover, the m=k particle 

translates into Jamaican exclamatory phrases. 

 

2.1.1 The Iw Particle 

The non-enclitic  iw-particle is the most common of particles in Medew 

Netcher. Among EJ, it is primarily used with the prepositional sentence (2.2). It also 

appears in some verbal constructions (see Chapter 3). Below is an example of the iw 

particle in a prepositional sentence: 
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(6)  Generic Example  

iw     s      m pr  

 PTC man in house 

Di man ina di ous 

 “The man is situated in the house.” 

 

(7) Westc. 11, 24  

iw=f              m at 

 PTC=3MSG in room 

i ina wahn ruum 

 “It is situated in a room.” 

 

(8) TTS III, pl. 26, 15  

 iw     nfr    sw        m        p.A              hrw   r      sf 

 PTC good 3MSG PREP MSG.DEM day   than yesterday 

Im gud fi di die ya muor an yesidie 

“He is better as it relates to today more so than yesterday.”  

The iw particle is a critical component of the prepositional sentence. For example, the 

adjectival sentence is incompatible with the iw particle.53 In (8), the adjectival sentence 

appears with iw only because there is a prepositional phrase modifying it. The betterment 

of the man in question is in relation to a specific circumstance, i.e. tudie “today”. 

 
53 Hoch 1997: 51. 
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Evidently, the iw particle expresses situational dynamics that are internal to the event 

itself. Consequently, iw only works with prepositional statements in the Medew Netcher 

EJ system. Thus, the Jamaican preposition clearly marks an internal situation, whereas 

Medew Netcher requires the iw particle alongside the prepositional comment. 

Although he acknowledges the uncertainty surrounding the meaning of the  iw 

particle,54 Ankh Mi Ra argues that Medew Netcher would have had inflections or 

intonations to distinguish a declarative statement and interrogative statement which 

proves insightful in addressing the issue.55 In fact, Jamaican can distinguish assertion 

from interrogative statement based on context through intonation, for example: 

(9) Yu    gud! 

You are good! 

 

(10) Yu    gud? 

Are you okay? 

The Jamaican prepositional comment ‘Yu gud’ can be declarative (9) or interrogative (10) 

which is only clarified by the intonation in the speech. This is likewise with You good in 

AAE. The inversion in the interrogative marked in writing by the question mark, but it 

would be communicated in spoken word by intonation.  

The particle  in when introducing  iw transforms the declarative statement 

into a question and, also, can stand on its own as a non-enclitic interrogative particle in 

 
54 Ra 1995: 169-170. 
55 Ra 1995: 210. 
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other contexts.56 The Jamaican translation of the particles  iw and  in iw is as a 

declarative assertion and inversion interrogative demonstrated by the Jamaican 

translation:  

(10) CT VII 35 g-l 

n57       iw=k          m        pt   n       iw=k             m        tA  

PTC PTC=2MSG PREP sky PTC PTC=2MSG PREP land 

Yu opa di skai ar yu donga di grong? 

 “Are you situated in the sky or are you situated on the earth?” 

 

(11) CT I 227 c 

in      iw    tr      it=i             aA     Hna(=i) 

PTC PTC PTC father=1SG here PREP=1SG 

Mi fada noh ya so wid mi? 

 “Is my father situated here with me?” 

 

(12) Leb. 132  

 iw     m(w)t m        Hr=i          mjn 

 PTC death  PREP face=1SG today 

 Det rait ina mi fies tudie 

 “Death is in within my sight today.” 

 
56 Ra 1995: 211-12. 

57 The  n particle here is a variant of the  in particle. 
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(13)  ShS. 75  

iw=i       m  bAH=k 

 PTC=1S in front=2MSG 

Mi ina yu front  

“I am before you.” 

The above examples show that there is no morphological difference between declarative 

and interrogative prepositional sentences, except for the in particle in the latter. Jamaican 

translates the distinction between the two particles through intonation.  

 The  iw-particle does appear in some interrogative prepositional sentences. 

However, these questions are rhetorical in nature which is demonstrated in Jamaican 

translation. Observe below:  

(14)  Giza VI, fig. 43 

  

i(w)=k          Tn TA     srf-ib 

 PTC=2MSG Q man hot-heart 

Wich-paat yu de?! At skol man?! 

 “Where are you, O zealous man?” 

 

(15) CT V91d/T1Be 

iw=s          irf    mi  iSst  

 PTC=3FS PTC like Q  

So ou shi stie?! 

 “What is she like?!” 
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(16)  Ipuwer 3, 12 

iw     pr-HD            r m  m xmt     bAk.w=f 

 PTC house-silver to Q in absence due.PL=3MS 

Wa empti silva-hous gud fa? 

 “What good is a treasury without its dues?” 

Evidently, the interrogative iw-particle has a different meaning from the general 

interrogative statement in Medew Netcher as clarified by Jamaican translation. The 

rhetorical assertion in (14) that demands a ‘fill-in-the-blank’ statement from the 

respondent. The exclamatory context of (15) is immediately evident in Jamaican 

translation because it is a questioner that expects an answer. The statement in (16) is 

clearly a rhetorical question that is not to be taken literally because a treasury should not 

be empty. The Jamaican emphatic interrogative ‘fi wa’ captures the rhetorical tone of this 

statement. Thus, the Jamaican translation makes it clear that the appearance of the iw 

particle in an interrogative statement is a rhetorical question in which a clear answer or 

response is already understood or expected by the speaker.  

 

2.1.2 The m=k Particle 

The exclamatory particle  m=k is another issue for Egyptologists in terms of 

translation. The m=k particle is a non-enclitic particle that can front a prepositional 

sentence and adjectival sentence. More specifically, the particle is an interjection that 

calls to the attention of a presumed speaker. The attached second person suffix pronouns 
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attest to its attentive function (refer to Appendix A).  Jamaican gives clarity to the 

specificity of attentive exclamation in the m=k particle. Observe the following examples:  

(17) ShS. 108 

m=k wi    r   gs=k 

PTC 1SG at side=2MS 

Simi pan yu said! 

“Behold, I am at your side.” 

 

(18) Helck, HBT 94, 14 

m=k sw        aA     m a=i 

PTC 3MSG here in hand=1SG 

Siim rait ya so ina mi han 

“Look, he is here in my hand.” 

 

(19) Adm. 7, 10  

m=tn Sps.wt        Hr     Sdw 

PTC  noble.FPL upon raft 

Wach di gudaz gyal dem pan di raaf 

“The noble women are on rafts.” 

Evidently, Jamaican has attention particles that function exactly like the  m=k 

particle. More specifically, Jamaican expressions like si (ya), wach (ya), luk (ya) have 
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strictly attentive meaning. Medew Netcher marks the attentive particle with the suffix 

attachment, while the Jamaican attentive phrases are evident by context. 

 There is a particle usage of  m=k where it introduces two clauses in which 

the second m=k is iterative. The repetition of attentive expression is present in Jamaican. 

Observe the contrast in translations below: 

(20)  Cairo Letter P. 91061, II. 6-10 

m=k grt ir pA mn m=k sw wAhy  

 m=k grt ir pA dAiw m=k sw sxt(w) 

 m=k rdi.n=i in.t(w) n=k pA dAiw 

m=k grt pA[y]=k pr m=k sw rdi n pA wab Nxt aAw=f xt=f nb.t 

m=k rdi.n=i int(w) n=k pXry.t 7 n(y).t pa.t 

m=k dd=k ib=k xft hrw nfr 

 

Nou luk pan di min-klaat siit put dong 

Nou luk pan di ip-klaat, siit wiiv 

Si mi mek dem bring wies-klaat fi yu 

Nou si fi yu ous siit sel tu di wab priis Nakyaat, aal iit duor an ting 

Nou yu si mi mek dem bring 7 ring of pat-luof bred fi yu 

Luk ya yu mos plan wahn big nyaminz 
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“[ø] Now as to the mn-cloth, [ø] it is laid out. 

[ø] Now as to the loin-cloth, [ø] it is woven. 

In fact I have sent you the loin-cloth. 

Now your house, [ø] it has been sold to the priest Nakht, its doors and all its 

belongings. 

Now since I have sent you seven rings of pat-loaves,  

[ø] a feast-day is what you should plan.”58 

 

(21) Hekanakhte Letter No. I, II. 16-17 

m=k ir th=k nA m=k ir=i st Hr=k m iAwt 

“[ø] If you overstep this (limit), [ø] I will treat it as a misappropriation on your 

part.”59 

Yu si ef yu eva kraas di ting ya wach mi tek it fram yu laka tiif 

 

(22) Vybz Kartel “Dumpa Truck” (Radio Edit, 2011)  

 si di moni de, kom ya likl bit 

 si di walit ya, sopm ina iit 

 “Behold the money is here, come here soon 

 Observe the wallet here, there’s money in it.” 

 
58 Lichtheim 1971: 69. 
59 Ibid: 70. 
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Again, the Jamaican attentive phrases suffice for the iterative  m=k construction 

(20, 21). This reiteration of attentive phrases is common in Jamaican as shown in (22). 

The repetition of the attentive si phrase provides critical points of emphasis, particularly 

on monetary possessions. In a broader context, the attentive phrases speak to the “call ‘n’ 

response” aspect of Afrikan language which informed by the Afrikan principle of 

interdependence.60 

 

2.2 Prepositional Sentences 

Medew Netcher has several prepositional sentences. This section discusses  m, 

 Xr,   n and  r because they are the most common in this construction. The 

preposition sentence expresses the situational position or circumstance of its topic. 

Observe the following: 

(23) URK. IV, 123, 10 

Xr.wt=i                m        a=i 

 POSS.FPL=1SG PREP hand=1SG 

Mi ting dem ina mi han-migl 

 “I have my possessions.”61 

 

 

 

 
60 Mayers-Johnson 2004: 161-62. 
61 Allen 2014: 144.  
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(24)  Kahun, pl. 12, 4 

 x.t=i           nb.t       m        SA          m       niwt     n         sn=i  

 thing=1SG all.FSG PREP country PREP village PREP brother=1SG 

 Evri ting ina konchri ina toun fi mi breda. 

“My brother shall have all my things in the country and in the village.”62 

Jamaican, having the same EJ complex, accurately translates the context of these 

sentences. These prepositions express the terms in which something is situated. In this 

subsection, it is shown that the dynamism of prepositions in EJ constructions is the same 

in Jamaican and Medew Netcher. 

 

2.2.1 M of Situation 

The most notable of prepositional sentences is the m-sentence. Jamaican 

translation shows the internal dynamics of the m-sentence.  Jamaican has prepositions 

that translate the  m-preposition. Observe: 

(25) Hoch Example 63 

 iw     sA=i            m        sS 

 PTC son=1MSG PREP Scribe 

Mi son ina raita man ting 

“My son is in the position of a scribe.” 

 

 
62 Ibid: 145. 
63 Hoch 1997: 34 
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(26) Hoch Example 2 64  

Imn    m  Hmw=i 

Amun PREP steering oar=1SG 

Imun a mi pagl 

“Amun is situated as my steering oar.” 

 

 (27)  Peas. B1 208 

m=k  tw       m        mnjw 

 PTC 2MSG PREP herdsman 

 Si yu a haadsman 

“Look here, you are in the position of herdsman” 

The situational dynamics connoted by the m-preposition are clear in Jamaican translation. 

The positional connotation is evident in (25) and (27). Moreover, the locative meaning is 

evident in (26). Thus, Jamaican translation shows that the m-sentence expresses the 

locative and positional situations which reflect the functional capacity of its topic, hence 

it is the m of situation. 

 Jamaican translation clarifies the distinction between the nominal EJ and the 

prepositional EJ sentence. The prepositional sentence is about a situational circumstance, 

while the nominal sentence is about a fundamental relationship. Observe the following: 

 

 

 
64 Ibid. 
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(28)  Generic Example 

ntk       sA=i 

2MSG son=1SG 

 Yu mi son 

“You are one who is my son.” 

 

(29)  Generic Example 

iw=k             m          sA=i 

PTC=2MSG PREP   son=1SG 

 Yu laka mi son 

“You are like my son.” 

 

(30) Tomb of Hezi, fig. 3b, 1 

Dd=f                      ink   sAb           sS       n   rk      issi         

 Say.GEN=3MSG 1SG dignitary scribe for reign NAME 

“…im se: mi wahn ofishal an raiti man ina Isisi taim.” 

“…as he says: “I was a dignitary and scribe during the reign of Isesi.” 

 

(31)  Ibid., 4 

…sk     w(i) m         sAb         aD-mr ny  

 …PTC 1SG PREP dignitary TITLE   

“…fram mi a ofishal an rangkin…” 

“…when I was a dignitary and aD-mr official…” 
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Jamaican translation shows the semantic difference between the nominal sentence and the 

m of situation. The situational context is clear in Jamaican translations (29, 31), while the 

nominal sentence is clearly an identity statement (28. 30). For example, Hezi is defined 

by the positions that he held, such as scribe inspector, while the m-situation specifies the 

situational context in which he came into and occupied these positions. The situational 

context is reinforced by non-enclitic particles, such as the  sk particle in (31) which 

could not be used in (30). Jamaican translation, again, shows that the m-sentence is not a 

statement of identity, but specifically one of positional capacity.  

 

2.2.2 Other prepositional sentences 

The  Xr preposition means “under”. However, the meaning is not locative, but 

rather it is in the sense of control or categorization. Jamaican has prepositions that capture. 

Observe below: 

(32) URK IV: 1309, 19 

iw=n         Xr       bAk.w=n       r        aH=k 

 PTC=1PL under tribute=1PL PREP palace=2MSG 

wi wid wi ting dem a go yu palis 

“We come bearing tribute to your palace.” 
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(33)  URK IV: 96, 11 

 tA.w            nb      Xr      sxr.w=k 

 country.pl every under plan=2MS 

Aal di lan dem anda yu ruul 

“The world is at your command.” 

 

(34) URK IV: 1277, 6-7 

rmT.w         Xr      nr=f             nTr.w                nb.w    Xr      mrwt=f 

 people.PL PREP awe=3MSG DIVINITY.PL all.PL PREP love=3MSG 

Di piipl dem anda im bad an aal di nechaar dem anda im lov 

“The people are under his awe and all the gods are his beloveds.” 

Jamaican translation shows that  Xr preposition is typological expression. This 

typological meaning is most evident in (34) as the nesu-bity’s relationship to the people is 

categorically distinguished from his relationship to the divinities. Thus, Jamaican 

prepositions show that Xr expresses a typological relationship. 

The  r preposition articulates both actual and metaphorical direction towards 

something, an extension of space and/or time, and inevitability aspect. In this section, the 

former two uses will be discussed, while the third will be treated later within the context 

of the verbal system (see 3.2.1). The directional force of the r preposition is easily 

translatable in Jamaican. Observe the examples below: 
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(35)  Heqanakht II, 41  

iw=f              r=i               iw=i          r=f 

 PTC=3MSG PREP=1SG PTC=1SG PREP=3MSG 

Im gens mi an mi gens im 

“He is against me and I am against him.” 

 

(36)  CT VI, 196t 

iw=i           r         pt   mHtt  

 PTC=1SG PREP sky north 

Mi boun fi di naat skai 

 “I am bound for the northern sky.” 

 

(37) Helck, HBT, 28, 1 

iw=f              r         wab            nTr        p.n 

 PTC=3MSG PREP wab-priest netcher MSG.DEM 

Im suun dis nechaar wab priis 

 “He is positioned to soon become a wab priest of this netcher.” 

The examples show that the Jamaican prepositions articulate motion towards a destination. 

The Jamaican suun phrase (37) speaks to motion towards connoted by the  r-preposition 

as it indicates immediate intent. For example, the colloquial Jamaican expression suun kom 

“towards a coming” in which suun expresses the intent or closeness in time of an action. 
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The directional orientation of the r-preposition sets the context for its usage in expressing 

inevitability aspect in the verbal system (see 3.2.1). 

 The  n preposition expresses a genitival or possessive relationship between 

nouns. There is correspondence in Jamaican. Observe below: 

(38) CG 20538 IIc, 19  

 nn      is      n   sbi 

NEG tomb for rebel 

No tuum no de-de fi smadi uu brokwe bad  

 “No tomb perpetuates perpetuity as it pertains to the rebellious.” 

 

(39) Kahun, pl. 12, 4 

xt=i             nb.t         m SA          m  niwt   n    sn=i 

 Thing=1SG all.FSG   in country in town for brother=1SG 

Aal mi ting ina di konchri an iina di tong fi mi breda 

 “All of my things in the country and in the village are for my brother.” 

 

(40)  URK IV 1166, 2-3 

mH.yt      nDm.t n    fnD=k           TAw n    Sr.t=k 

northern wind  for nose=2MSG air  for nostril=2MSG 

Di naat briiz fi yu nuos an di ier fi yu nuos uol  

“The north wind is for your nose and air for your nostrils.” 

The translations show that the Jamaican directional fi phrase translates the n-preposition in 

the above examples. This is evident, for example, in (39) as the context is about belongings. 
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The relational context is clear in (38) and (40). Both prepositions have a directional 

meaning in the sense of “belonging to” or “in relation towards” which is why the translation 

is effective. 

 

2.3 Adjectival Sentence 

 The Adjective Sentence, as called, refers to a sentence that has an adjectival 

comment. The pronouns used in this construction are the third and second person 

pronouns of the dependent pronoun class (see Appendix B). This construction can take 

only one non-enclitic particle which is the  m=k particle. Observe the following: 

(41)  BH I 26, 153  

wr     hst=i           m stp-sA 

 great praise=1SG in palace 

Mi rietings big ina di palis 

 “My praise was great in the palace.” 

 

(42) ShS. 134  

nfr     st        r       xt      nb.t 

 Good 2FSG than thing any 

i gud muor dan eni ting 

 “It is better than anything.” 
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(43)  Paheri, pl. 3 

rwd.wy     sw        ib=i 

 Firm.emp 3MSG heart=1SG 

Mi aat it schrang schrang 

 “My heart, it is doubly firm.” 

The translations above show that there is a clear correspondence between the Kemetiu 

adjectival sentence and the Jamaican translation. The  -wy dual noun ending gives an 

exclamatory emphasis to the adjectival comment (43). This exclamatory emphasis 

corresponds with adjective repetition in Afrikan languages, as seen in the Jamaican 

translation.  

 As an adjectival comment, the  n(y) genitive adjective expresses belonging 

when used with the independent pronouns and the dependent pronouns in the Medew 

Netcher system. Observe below: 

(44)  Ebers 1, 7-8 

n(y) wi       Ra 

 POSS-1SG Ra 

Mi fi Ra 

 “I belong to Ra.” 
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(45)  Ranke, PN I, 171, 11 

n(y)              anx PtH 

 POSS.MSG life NAME 

Laif fi Pataahn 

 “Life belongs to Ptah.” 

 

(46) Rhind Problem 45 

n(y)              sw       wr 

 POSS.MSG 3MSG amount 

Umoch fiit? 

 “How much belongs to it?” 

 

(47)  CT I, 254f 

n(y)              ntk       hrw 

 POSS.MSG 3MSG Day 

Di die fi yu 

 “The Day belongs to you.” 

 

(48) URK. IV, 96, 6 

 ntk                  nbw 

 POSS-3MSG Gold 

Guol fi yu 

 “Gold belongs to you.” 
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(49) Ranke, PN I, 172, 22 

 nnk             sw 

 POSS.1SG 3MSG 

im fi mi 

 “He belongs to me.” 

Again, with see consistency with the Jamaican fi phrase. The possessed noun is the direct 

object of n(y) and the possessor is the Topic in the n(y) + dependent pronoun 

construction.65 This is the pattern is used for divinities as seen in (44-45). The 

independent pronoun, in contrast, is the nominal comment in its respective construction. 

In addition, the independent pronoun can sometimes contract with the n(y) nisbe (48-49). 

This adjectival construction is evident in the Jamaican proverb Tidie fi yu, Tumaro fi mi 

“Today belongs to you, but tomorrow belongs to me”. The purpose of the proverb is to 

express that each person has their trials and tribulations in life.  

 

2.4 Nominal Sentences 

Medew Netcher has two nominal sentence patterns: bipartite and tripartite. The 

tripartite will be discussed later (see 2.5), so the focus here is the bipartite construction. In 

this construction, the independent pronouns are the class used (see Appendix B). The 

independent pronoun takes the first position, and the noun phrase takes second position. 

Observe the examples below: 

 
65 Allen 2014: 90-91 
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(50) Hatnub 14, 9 

  ink  wHmw  ior 

 1SG herald excellent 

Mi (a) wahn wikid Abeng bluowa 

 “I am one who is an excellent herald.” 

 

(51)  CT V, 29a, B2L 

 ink    nTr        anx          m      rmT 

 1SG divinity live.PPL with people 

 Mi (a) di nechaar uu liv wid di yaadi dem 

 “I am a netcher who lives with the people.” 

 

(52) Urk. VII, 55, 2 

ink   wr     Hr-tp   wr.w 

 1SG great above great.MPL 

 Mi (a) di big wahn pan tapa di big wahn dem 

 “I am the great one who is above the great ones.” 

 

(53)  Urk. IV 343, 10 

 Twt       nsw 

 2MSG TITLE 

Yu (a) di wahn nesuu 

 “You are the nation-leader.” 
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(54)  Urk. IV, 346.8 

 ink    it=i 

 1SG father=1SG 

Mi (a) yu fada 

 “I am the one who is your father” 

 

(55) Urk. IV: 368, 15 

 ink   sA.t=f 

 1SG offspring.FSG=3MSG 

Mi (a) im daata 

 “I am one who is his daughter.” 

 

(56) BD 69 Ca 

 mwt=i            nwt 

 mother=1SG NAME 

 mi mada (a) Nuut  

 “My mother is Nut.” 

 

(57)  URK. IV, 1741, 12, G 

 rn      n(y) (i)t(i)=s         ywiA 

 name POSS.3MSG father=3FSG NAME 

 fi-ar fada niem Yuuiyaa 

“The name of the father belonging to her is Yuia.” 
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The above examples show that the nominal sentence expresses fundamental 

characteristics. The construction communicates personal status (50-53), kinship (54-55), 

and, most fundamentally, name identification (56-57). Both Medew Netcher and 

Jamaican use a nominal sentence for naming (57). The main difference is that Jamaican is 

normally express personal status and kinship relations through the tripartite nominal 

sentence (50-56). Ultimately, the nominal sentence expresses essential characteristics of 

identity. 

 Another characteristic of the nominal sentence is the balanced sentence.66 The 

balanced sentence is the juxtaposition of two nominal sentences to express a 

complementary relationship. For example: 

(58)  MuK. vo. 4, 7 

mkt=T                    mkt ra 

 Protection=2FSG Protection NAME 

Yu Pratekshan Ra Pratekshan 

 “Your protection is the protection of Ra.” 

 

(59) L.D. III 124d 

 wab=k                wab=i 

 cleanse=2MSG cleanse=1SG  

wab=i             wab=k 

 cleanse=1SG cleanse=2MSG 

 
66 Allen 2014: 89. 
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Yu wash mi wash 

Mi wash yu wash 

“Your cleanse is my cleanse 

 My cleanse is your cleanse.” 

 

(60) PT. 341 

sn.t=f                       spdt     msTw.t=f                    dwAt 

 complement.FSG=3MSG Sothis sibling.FSG=3MSG Morning Star 

im sista Sipedit im baan-sista di maanin staa 

“His feminine complement is the one who is Sothis, his birth sibling is the 

morning star.”   

The complementary dynamic of the construction is evident, especially in (60). Moreover, 

the translation provides insight on Jamaican grammar. For example (58) and (59) appear 

like verbal expressions because Jamaican does not morphologically mark gerunds, but the 

comparison with Medew Netcher shows that the balanced nominal construction is in 

Jamaican. The balanced sentences echo Mayers-Johnson’s discussion of rhythm and 

harmony conveyed in language. The rhythm is in the repetition of the nominal comment 

which harmonizes the nominal topics. 

The Jamaican translations clarify the meaning of  ,  nb nominal in a genitive 

juxtaposition and, most importantly, its use in a nominal EJ sentence. Observe the 

translations: 
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(61) Les. 79, 21 

 nb        aA.w 

 owner donkey.MPL 

 daangki man 

 “A man of donkeys.” 

 

(62)  Epithet  

 nb    pt 

 Lord sky 

 Skai man 

 “Authority of the sky.” 

 

(63) Les. 79, 20-21 

ink   nb       kA.w 

1SG owner cattle.MPL 

 Mi a wahn kou man 

 “I am a man of cattle.” 

Jamaican honorifics capture the context of  nb in direct genitive situations and 

nominal EJ sentences. The man is “di daangki man” or even “Mista daangki” because he 

tends to donkeys and likewise with the epithet  nb pt “skai man” or “mista skai”. 

Jamaican can use man or mista in an honorific sense that expresses ownership or mastery, 

hence its consistency in the translation of the above examples. 
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2.5 The Invocative nominal Sentence 

The invocative pronoun is a self-referential pronoun that can form bipartite and 

tripartite nominal sentences. Observe the difference between the bipartite INV sentence 

and vocative in the JA examples below: 

(64)  Bwai  yu    gud   iihn! 

VOC 3SG good EMP 

“Oh boy, you are very good!” 

 

(65)  A      yu    gud   so! 

INV 2SG good EMP 

“That one that who so good IS is you.” 

 

(66)  Mi    a      di      gyal     dem     shuga!  

 1SG INV DET woman INCL  sugar 

  “I am that one that IS is the sugar for the women [i.e. ladies man].” 

As the above examples show, a vocative phrase identifies a nominal through direct 

address, while the invocative refers to itself and its nominal comment. The vocative bwai 

phrase is a direct address statement (64), while the invocative pronoun is the topic of the 

bipartite (65). This self-referential factor also enables the invocative to be used in a 

tripartite sentence. Observe, the tripartite sentence expands the bipartite construction by 

making it the nominal comment. The Topic, mi is mutually interrelated with the di gyal 
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dem shuga (66). Thus, the concept of the invocative pronoun provides an explanation for 

the syntax of the a-element in bipartite and tripartite nominal sentences. 

This section demonstrates the effectiveness of the invocative pronoun concept. 

The section consists of four parts. The first establishes the invocative pronoun within a 

contemporary Afrikan context through Jamaican translation of CLPFL languages and 

autochthonous West Afrikan languages. The second section analyzes the  pw sentence 

from a Jamaican perspective through the JA INV. The final section concludes on the 

implications of the invocative pronoun concept and, moreover, its relationship to the 

concept of ontological unity. 

 

2.5.1 Living Afrikan Languages 

The invocative pronoun concept has implications for autochthonous Afrikan 

languages, especially those among the immediate ancestral contributors to Jamaican. For 

example, the invocative pronoun is found in the Akan na/ne/yɛ complex and Yoruba ni 

phrase. Observe: 

(67)  hwan  na      ɔkɔɔe 

 Who   INV  3SG-go.FND 

A uu behn go? 

“The one that went IS is who?” 
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(68) me   a 

 1SG INV 

 A mi  

“That one that IS is me.”  

 

(69) Boa  na    Kofi     re        boa  Ama.67 

 help INV NAME MNT-help NAME 

 A elp Kofi a elp Ama. 

 “That one that Kofi is helping Ama IS is a helping.” 

 

(70)  Papa no     yɛ     ɔkyerɛkyerɛ-ni.68 

 Man  DET INV teacher-SG 

 Di man a wahn tiicha.  

 “The man is that one that IS is a single teacher.” 

 

(71) me nua      ne     Kofi.69 

 1S brother INV Kofi 

 Mi breda a Kofi 

 “My brother is that one that IS is Kofi.”  

 

 
67 Marfo and Bodomo 2005: 185. 
68 Quarcoo 2014: 4. 
69 Alleyne 1980: 165. 
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(72)  Olú ni.70 

 Olu INV 

A Olu 

 “That one that IS is Olu.” 

 

(73) Rí-rà          ni      Ajé        ra t  ìwé.71 

 NOM-buy INV  NAME buy paper 

A bai Ajie bai di buk 

 “That one that Aje bought the book IS is a buying.” 

 

(74)  Ọ̀rẹ́      mi    ni     John.72  

 Friend 1SG INV NAME 

 Jaan a mi fren. 

 “John is the one that IS is my friend.” 

The translations show that the Jamaican invocative pronoun provides an accurate 

translation of the above nominal constructions. Yoruba ni is used in bipartite (72-73) and 

tripartite sentences (74). Akan has a bipartite invocative pronoun (67-69). The na phrase 

in Akan is a likely etymological origin for the Jamaican invocative pronoun. It is used as 

a bipartite topic (67) and its variant form a is used when the nominal comment is a 

singular noun phrase as in (68).73 The only difference between the two is that the 

 
70 Manfredi 1993: 23. 
71 Ibid: 20. 
72 Ibid: 26. 
73 Ameka 1992: 6, Boadi 1974: 27-29 
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Jamaican invocative pronoun is used in tripartite sentences. Akan, more specifically, has 

two different tripartite invocative pronouns (70-71). The ne phrase is the combination of 

the bipartite na and tripartite yɛ phrase and, as such, expresses a higher degree of 

specificity than the yɛ phrase.74 Jamaican a wahn translates the lesser level of specificity 

in the yɛ phrase (70). Thus, the invocative pronoun explains how living Afrikan 

languages make affirmative statements in bipartite sentences and establish 

interrelatedness in tripartite nominal sentences. 

CLPFL Languages also have an invocative pronoun construction. The se phrase is 

the invocative pronoun in CLPFL. Observe the St. Lucian and Ayisyen examples below: 

(75)  St. Lucian Bipartite 

se     on    poul. 75 

 INV IND chicken 

A wahn hen  

“that one that IS is single chicken.” 

 

(76)  Ayisyen Bipartite 

Se     Jan       Mari    wè.76 

 INV NAME NAME see 

A Jaan Mieri si 

 “That one that Mary saw IS is John.” 

 
74 Boadi: 15-16, 23-26. 
75 Dalphinis 1985: 122. 
76 Lefebvre 2006: 206. 
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(77) Ayisyen Bipartite with nominalized verb 

Se      pati    li      pati.77 

 INV  leave  3SG leave 

 A lef im lef  

 “That one that he left IS is a leaving.” 

 

(78) St. Lucian Tripartite 

i       se     on    nom.78 

 3SG INV IND man 

im a man   

 “He is that one that IS is a man.” 

 

(79) Ayisyen Tripartite 

Bouki    se    doktè.79 

 NAME INV doctor 

Buki a dakta 

“Bouki is that one that IS is a doctor.” 

The Jamaican invocative pronoun translates the se phrase in the same syntactical 

contexts. The bipartite has the same affirmative function (75-77) and tripartite expresses 

 
77 Manifredi 1993: 4. 
78 Dalphinis 1985: 122. 
79 DeGraff 1995: 239. 
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mutual interrelatedness between the two entities (78-79) INV sentences. Thus, the se 

phrase is the invocative pronoun of CLPFL languages. 

 

2.5.2 The pw Sentence 

There are several types of bipartite  pw-sentences in Medu Netcher. As seen 

below, the Jamaican invocative pronoun provides a precise translation of the general 

bipartite pw sentence: 

(80)  BD 17 Da 

Ra   pw 

sun INV 

A Ra 

“That one that IS is Ra” 

 

(81) CT IV, 240-41d 

 irt            pw   n(y).t           ra   imn.t 

 eye          INV POSS.FSG sun right 

A fi di son rait yai 

“That one that IS is the right eye belonging to the sun.” 
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(82) Les. 84, 13 

sA=i          pw 

son=1SG INV 

A mi son 

“That one that IS is my son.” 

 

(83) Siut I, 288 

xt=i            pw    

thing=1SG INV 

A mi ting 

 “That one that IS is my property.” 

The Jamaican invocative pronoun translates the bipartite pw sentence. The pw element 

takes the topic position the same as the Jamaican. Moreover, these examples are all 

identification statements. The divinity Ra, for example, is pointed out in (80) and 

likewise is done for nominal comments in the other examples (81-83). Thus, the 

Jamaican invocative pronoun translates the affirmative nature of the bipartite pw 

sentence.  

The  pw element can be used in an interrogative context. Again, interrogative 

pw corresponds with the JA INV phrase. Observe the following:  
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(84)  BD 125 

 ptr        rn=k 

INV-Q name=2MSG 

A we yu niem? 

“That one that your name IS is who?” 

 

(85)  West. 9,8-9  

  pty       sy        

 INV-Q 3FSG 

A uu shi  

“That one that she IS is who?” 

The interrogative pw-tr phrase (and its contracted forms  ptr,  pty) 

translate to the interrogative forms of the Jamaican invocative pronoun, a wa and a uu 

phrases. Both interrogative INV phrases are compounds with an interrogative phrase. 

Thus, the Jamaican invocative phrase translates the interrogative forms of the pw phrase. 

The  pw element can nominalize verbs. In these nominalized verbal 

constructions, the pw phrase has an explanatory function. The Jamaican invocative 

pronoun has the same function. Observe below: 
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(86) CT IV, 187D 

wbn=f                  pw    m     iAb.t      pt 

 rise.POT=3MSG INV from eastern sky 

A rais im rais iina di iiston skai.  

“That one that he rises IS is a rise.” 

 

(87) West. 8, 2 

wDA          pw   ir.n=f                          

Walk.inf INV do.FND=3MSG 

A waak im did waak… 

 “That one that he had long since walked IS is a walk.” 

The only difference between the verb nominalization constructions in both languages is 

the reduplication in Jamaican which, as discussed previously, comes from its Niger-

Congo roots. The nominalized verb forms are potentiality (86) and the gerund (87). The 

use of the relative construction in foundational aspect is what allows for an effective time 

marking and emphasis in storytelling through duplication.80 Thus, the pw phrase and the 

JA invocative phrase have an explanatory function that puts emphasis on the nature of the 

action expressed by the verbal element. 

Another nominal verb construction in Medew Netcher is “emphatic verb” 

construction.81 This emphatic verb construction places emphasis on “how” an action 

 
80 Allen 2014: 191. 
81 Hoch 1997: 169, Allen 2014: 417-18. 
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occurs. The  pw phrase emphasizes the explanatory nature of the action expressed by 

the emphatic verb.82 Observe the following: 

(88)  ShS. 186-187 

iw=f                     pw   HAt=f          r        pH(wy)=fy    

 Go.EMP=3MSG INV start=MSG until end=3MSG  

A so iit go fram iit taat so til iit don  

 “That one that that it goes IS is in that way.” 

The Jamaican explanatory A so phrase is used with verbs for the same function as 

reflected in the translation (88). For example, when expressing a lack of surprise about an 

irritant person or shock (depending on the context), a common Jamaican expression is A 

so dem gwaan “that’s just how they behave”.83 Thus, the explanatory a so gives the same 

explicatory emphasis as its Kemetiu equivalent. 

The tripartite pw sentence is an expansion of the bipartite construction. The 

tripartite sentence establishes an inherent or inseparable relationship between nominals. 

This is clearly articulated in Jamaican translation which does likewise in its tripartite 

sentence as noted earlier. Observe below: 

(89) CT II, 3d  

 ink    pw  Sw 

1SG INV NAME  

Mi a Shuu 

 “I am that one that IS is Shuu.” 

 
82 Ibid: 169-73. 
83 Literally, the translation is “that is how they carry out their existence.” 
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(90) Leb. 20-21 

 pXr.t          pw   anx 

 go-around INV life 

 Laif a wahn wiil an ton 

“Life is that one that IS is something that moves in a cycle.” 

 

(91)  CT VI, 273b  

 mrr.t=T                  pw    irr.t=T 

 want.PCPL=2FSG        INV  do.PCPL=2FSG  

We yu du a we yu waahn 

“What you do is that one that IS is what you want.” 

The Jamaican invocative pronoun translates the tripartite pw-sentence. The translations 

show that pw in the tripartite expresses an intrinsic relationship between two nominals. For 

example, the Kemetiu understand life to be cyclical in nature as expressed in (90).  

The invocative pronoun provides a complete syntactical explanation for the  

pw sentence. The bipartite pw has an affirmative specifying force, recall Ra pw “A Ra” 

(80). The bipartite affirms identification. The expansion of this affirmative function is 

evident in the tripartite pw function, such as (90) pXr.t pw anx “laif a wahn wiil an ton”. 

The tripartite affirms a fundamental relationship between two entities. Overall, the 

invocative pronoun provides a grammatical concept that explains the entirety of the pw 

phrase in its bipartite and tripartite usage. Thus, Afrocentric translation shows the 

invocative pronoun to be foundational to Afrikan language. 
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2.5.3 Cultural Context 

The cultural basis of the invocative pronoun is related to the assumption of 

ontological unity in the Afrikan cultural perspective. This is especially clear in the 

tripartite construction that is unique to the invocative pronoun. A notable example in 

Jamaican is the saying Enting a Eniting which is an expression of indifference or 

acceptance. Observe below:  

(92)  Gaza Slim ft. Vybz Kartel “Anything A Anything” 

Eniting a Enting 

 mi wi du di tings-dem  

 az lang az yu waahn mi 

  

“Everything is that one that IS is everything 

 So I am bound to do what is needed 

 As long as you want me [i.e. as a lover].” 

In this love song, Gaza Slim is saying to her lover that there is nothing she will not do if 

their love remains. The concept Eniting a Eniting is a direct expression of the mutual 

interrelatedness shared between two things through the oneness of existence. Thus, from 

the tripartite construction, it is evident that the invocative pronoun represents the 

ontological unity that undergirds existence. 
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2.6 Conclusion 

The above analysis shows that the principle of ontological unity informs the EJ 

system in Afrikan language. Each EJ communicates ontological unity oneness through 

three Afrikan cosmological principles articulated by Mayers-Johnson: harmony and 

balance, interdependence, and rhythmicity and continuity. The prepositional sentence 

expresses oneness through harmony and balance and rhythmicity and continuity. The 

adjectival sentence expresses oneness in the way that the adjective complements the 

topic. The nominal sentence expresses basic oneness through interdependence in the vary 

nature of its juxtaposed nominal elements. This is clear in the use of the nominal sentence 

for the naming construction in Medew Netcher. Lastly, the invocative sentence expresses 

oneness through the principle of interrelatedness. The invocative pronoun represents the 

ontological unity of the universe. Thus, Afrikan EJ system articulates various aspects of 

ontological unity. 
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CHAPTER 3: AFRIKAN VERBAL SYSTEM 

 

The Afrikan verbal system is aspectual which reflects and expresses the notion of 

time in the Afrikan cultural perspective. Afrikan theologian John S. Mbiti created the 

Sasa/Zamani typology to explain the Afrikan conception of time and, in turn, construct a 

verbal system based on it. This study identifies the conceptual limitation in Mbiti’s 

Sasa/Zamani framework and provides an Afrocentric revision that centers the aspectual 

orientation of Afrikan Language. In this revision, the Jamaican language and Akan are 

the Ebonics and autochthonous Afrikan model exemplars, respectively. In the remaining 

sections, the basic aspects of the Medew Netcher verb system are situated within the 

Sasa/Zamani framework. Ultimately, this chapter provides an Africological framework 

for the Afrikan verbal system by establishing the transgenerational and transcontinental 

continuity of Afrikan time. 
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3.1 Sasa/Zamani 

3.1.1 Mbiti’s Framework 

 

Figure 1- Model of Sasa and Zamani zones 

Joel S. Mbiti explains that there are three aspects of Afrikan time: (a) events which have 

occurred; (b) those taking place now; (c) those which are to occur immediately.84 

Moreover, using Eastern and Central Afrikan languages and cultures as reference points, 

Mbiti conceptualized a two-dimensional typology in the concepts of Sasa and Zamani 

with potential time being a middling zone between them (see Figure 1). Sasa refers to 

actions that occur within an immediate range of time, a “now period”.85 Zamani, Mbiti 

explains, is Macro-Time as events move from Sasa and become a part of this dimension 

making it “the graveyard of time”.86 In other words, the Zamani dimension is the totality 

of time. In Afrikan Society, Sasa is the period of the living, while Zamani gives the 

 
84 Mbiti 1969: 21. 
85 Ibid: 28. 
86 Ibid: 29. 
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individual and community sense of foundation or “security”.87 Ultimately, Mbiti’s argues 

that immediacy and the past are the central pillars in Afrikan time.  

Figure 2- The Mbiti Sasa/Zamani Typology 

Temporal Dimension Tense Approximate Time 

Sasa Far/Remote Future 2 to 6 months from now 

Immediate/Near Future Within the next short while 

Indefinite Future/Indefinite 

Near Future 

Within a foreseeable while 

Present/Present Progressive In the process of action, 

now 

Sasa/Zamani overlap Immediate Past/Immediate 

Perfect 

In the last hour or so 

Today’s Past From the time of rising up 

to about two hours ago 

Recent/Yesterday’s Past Yesterday 

Zamani Far/Remote Past Any day before yesterday 

Unspecified Tene No specific time in the past 

 

 Mbiti’s schema still prioritizes tense within the Sasa/Zamani system (Figure 2). 

The association with Zamani as a past concept does not adequately reflect the totality of 

time that it encompasses. Moreover, despite its cultural incompatibility, the language of 

 
87 Ibid. 
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futurity is still used as a reference point with terms like “immediate future” and “remote 

future”. This nomenclature does not reflect the potentiality and immediacy within the 

framework. Mbiti’s schema is valuable for identifying the central pillars of Afrikan time 

in Sasa and Zamani, but conceptual refinement is needed to better contextualize the 

internal dynamics of the Afrikan verbal system. 

 

3.1.2 Sasa/Zamani Revision 

Figure 3- Revised Sasa/Zamani Typology 

Model Phrases JA Akan Aspect 

 

Sasa 

 

Wa(t) a go apm Mi a go nyam88 Me-rebɛ-didi Inevitability (INEV) 

Wa(t) a gwaan Mi a nyam Me-re-didi Momentary (MNT) 

Dem kom Mi nuo Me-nim Resultative (RST) 

Wa dem se Mi nyam Me-didi General (GEN) 

 

Zamani 

 

Yu don nuo Mi don nyam Medidi-i Completive (COMP) 

Wa behn gwaan Mi (b)ehn nyam Me-a-didi Foundational (FND) 

Wa wi apm Mi wi nyam Me-bɛ-didi Potentiality (POT) 

 

This revised Sasa/Zamani centers the internal dynamics of the Afrikan verb 

system. The concept of Inevitability Aspect refers to an action that certain to happen or 

assumed to be so. The preverbal a go phrase in Jamaican is literally “in motion towards 

(an action)”, e.g. mi a go nyam “I am in motion towards eating”. The eating is inevitable 

from the speaker’s perspective because they expect to do so, or their eating is about to 

 
88 The Jamaican verb nyam means “to eat”. The same word exists in Fulani and Wolof. 
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happen. A clear example of a go as an Inevitability expression is the Buju Banton (1997) 

song “How it a go go” (Ou iit a go go). In the song, Buju talks about retaliation. Observe 

the following lines: 

(93) A Verse from “How It A Go Go” 

Ou iit a go go 

 Hed haffi go rol 

 Ef a man a moles 

 Mi faiv yier uol 

  

 “How is the situation in motion to go? 

 Heads have to motion towards a rolling! 

 If a man is in the act of molesting 

 My five-year old!” (Approximation) 

Buju’s use of a go and the contraction haffi go (haffi a go) clearly expresses inevitability 

in that he guarantees his retaliation. In other words, Buju’s retaliation is inevitable from 

his perspective. Moreover, a go is made up of the same elements as the Akan rebɛ verb 

prefix. The re verb prefix expresses momentary aspect like the Jamaican a-preposition, 

discussed later, and bɛ is a motional prefix like the go phrase “motion towards”.89 Thus, 

the preverbal a go construction is a Jamaican relexification of the Akan rebɛ verbal 

prefix. Overall, as an expression of an expected outcome or imminent action, the 

inevitability aspect is the entry point of the Sasa dimension. 

 
89 Osam 2008: 73-74. 
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Momentary aspect refers to as an action that is within its moment of occurrence. 

Momentary aspect in Jamaican is marked by the preverbal a particle which, as noted 

earlier, is relexification of the re verb prefix in Akan. The model phrase wa(t) a gwaan 

refers to an action that is happening within a moment. This is further captured by the 

common Jamaican expression big tings a gwaan “major events are in a moment of going 

on”. As such, the momentary aspect falls within the Sasa sphere of time because it is the 

“now” of the action as it has not been foregone or completed. General aspect simply 

expresses the action itself. Most unmarked verb phrases fall within General aspect as we 

see with Niger-Congo languages, such as Akan, and Afro-Caribbean Languages. This 

general aspect is classified under Sasa because the action occurs close in time to the 

moment of speech. 

Resultative aspect refers to an action that occurs as an immediate result of a 

process. Like Akan, Jamaican has unmarked verbs that are inherently resultative as 

opposed to general aspect. The difference between general aspect and resultative is that 

the former does not require a prior process for its occurrence. Three inherently resultative 

verbs in Jamaican are ful “to have been filled”, kom “to come”, used in the model chart, 

and taiyad “to have become tired”. The resultative aspect falls within Sasa because it 

expresses an immediate result. Observe the examples below: 

(94)  Person in shock 

 Laad gad im        kom! 

EMP        3MSG come.RST 

“Oh my god! He has arrived!” 
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(95) A Frustrated Person 

 Mi    taiyad       fi taak     tu       im! 

 1SG tired.RST talk.INF PREP 3MSG 

“I have become annoyed from talking to him (about his behavior).” 

 

(96)  After eating a healthy meal 

  Mi  beli    ful 

 1SG belly full.RST 

“My belly has been filled (with food).” 

The resultative meaning in the verbs is evident from their surrounding context. In (94) 

The expletive Laad Gad “Oh my god” emphasizes the immediacy of the situation. An act 

of arrival, moreover, can only exist as an immediate result. The meaning of taiyad can 

only be resultant aspect (95) as something had to occur for the person to be mentally 

exhausted or annoyed. This is also seen in the word ful as shown in (96) as fullness can 

only come about from prior action, specifically eating in this context.  

Non-human entities are subjects in Jamaican which is a trait continued from its 

Niger-Congo ancestors. As such, Resultative verbs are often used to express the condition 

or actions of non-human entities. Observe below: 

(97)  YA Ata       ta     mi 

  Pepper burn 1SG 

JA pepa bon me.   

EN  “pepper has burned me.”    
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(98)  di taim    at  

 Situation hot.RST 

“The time has reached a state of hotness.” 

 

(99)  outsaid at 

Outside hot.RST 

“Outside has reached a state of hotness.” 

As seen in the Yoruba (YA) example, Jamaican can express resultant aspect with non-

human entities like its autochthonous Niger-Congo ancestors. As KaBaRa explains, it is 

understood in the Afrikan cultural perspective that all things share in a common life force 

in varying degrees. As such, it is understood that “the object” takes part in the action.90 In 

other words, the Afrikan notion of ontological unity informs the subject position of non-

human entities in constructions like the resultative aspect. 

This entry point into Zamani is the completive aspect. Completive aspect refers to 

an action that is completed before the time of speech which conveys a sense of 

“already”.91 Afro-Caribbean languages and Afrikan American Ebonics use a preverbal 

auxiliary to express completive aspect. The preverbal don is used in Jamaican and other 

CLPEL Languages, the preverbal done is used in AAE, and fin(i) is used in CLPFL 

Languages.92 As shown in the chart, Akan expresses completive aspect by the 

 
90 KaBaRa 1997: 9. 
91 Osam 2008: 84. 
92 Asante 1990: 249, Winford 2018: 197. 
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lengthening of the final vowel.93 The common Jamaican expression don nuo “have/had 

already come to know” reflects the totalizing meaning of the completive aspect, hence its 

usage as a model phrase. 

Foundational aspect refers to an action that is anterior to the time of speech or the 

action discussed. Afro-Caribbean languages and Afrikan American Ebonics use an 

auxiliary verb for foundational aspect. The Jamaican preverbal (b)ehn (alt. wehn, did) is 

the foundational aspect marker. In other ELPEL, bin (Guyanese) and been (AAE) are the 

foundational aspect markers. The CLPFL Languages use te to express foundational 

aspect. Akan uses the a-prefix to mark the foundational aspect of an action. Foundational 

aspect differs from completive in that it communicates background information, whereas 

a completive aspect is a singular totality. Moreover, the concept of “foundational” aligns 

with the sacredness given to ancestral foundations in Afrikan culture. This is immediately 

evident in the Akan expression san-kɔ-fa which translates as ron go tek iit bak “go and 

retrieve it” which means looking into the past to find solutions for the current moment. 

The   sp-tp.y (Sep-Tepy) “The First Time” in Kemet is regarded as a sacred 

reference point for the Kemetiu. Furthermore, the very act of ancestor veneration assumes 

the fundamental connection between the living community and its foundation, i.e. the 

ancestors. Afrikan communities find security in Zamani because they venerate their 

ancestors.  

Potentiality aspect refers to eventual outcome, necessity, obligatory, and 

desiderative expression. James Essegbey has demonstrated that Ewe, another continental 

 
93 Osam 2008: 78-79. 
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source language for Jamaican, has a potentiality morpheme.94 Jamaican translation shows 

that the bɛ verbal prefix in Akan expresses a spectrum of probability and likelihood in an 

action as shown in the above chart.95  Jamaican articulates levels of potentiality in 

auxiliary verbs, such as kya/kyaahn, mos, and wi. Observe the Jamaican proverbs below: 

(100)  Proverb on the necessity of sustenance  

 Empti baag kyaahn    tan-op 

 Empty bag  neg.POT stand-up 

 “An empty bag has no possibility of standing up on its own (because it is empty).” 

 

(101) Proverb on Listening 

 Ef yu   kyaahn hier  yu     mos   fiil 

 If 2SG cannot hear 2SG POT suffer 

“If you do not heed warnings, you have positioned yourself to suffer the 

consequences.” 

 

(102) Proverb on Antagonizing the Mild-mannered 

 Ebri   die   yu   guod daangki wahn die  im    wi    kik    yu 

 Every day 2SG goad donkey  one day 3SG POT kick you 

 “If you harass the donkey every day, he eventually kicks you (in retaliation).” 

The proverbs show a spectrum of possibility. The kyaahn phrase is a negation of 

potentiality (100). The Proverb on listening to advice and stubbornness (101) is about 

 
94 See Essegbey 2008. 
95 Boadi 2008: 22-24. 
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probable outcome within a foreseeable time based on prior action. When we are stubborn 

and ignore constructive feedback, advice, or warnings we mos fiil. The proverb of the 

donkey (102) is a story of eventual retaliation. The wi phrase predicts a long-term 

probability or something to happen eventually given the background context. 

Consequently, potentiality aspect is a connecting phase from Zamani to Sasa because the 

former sets the context for the latter. In other words, potential is determined by a 

foundational context, and, in turn, the two things cannot be separated. 

The chart provides Jamaican model phrases to explain the corresponding 

aspectual category in an Afrikan language. The use of Afrikan model phrases furthers the 

discursive presence of Afrikan languages. These model phrases can and ought to be 

translated in other Afrikan languages because all have the same concepts. This approach, 

ultimately, facilitates Pan-Afrikan consciousness through Afrikan linguistic diversity. 

Moreover, the Sasa-Zamani scheme provides the cultural explanation for the aspectual 

dynamics within Afrikan language. In proceeding sections of this chapter, the Sasa-

Zamani schema will be applied to Medew Netcher. 

 

3.2 Medew Netcher System 

3.2.1 Inevitability Aspect 

The  r preposition is used to express inevitability aspect in Medew Netcher, e.g. 

 iw=f r sDm “he is in motion to hear”. The r preposition is not expressing 

future in any speculative sense, but what is in motion to occur. The Jamaican inevitability 
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phrase a go, captures the meaning of the r of inevitability. Observe the following 

examples: 

(103)  Neferti 35-36 

 a.wt            xAst      r         swri  Hr       itrw   n(y).w         Kmt 

 flock.FPL foreign INEV drink PREP river POSS.MPL Kemet 

 A farin guot a go jink outa di riva a Kemit. 

 “A flock of foreigners are in motion to drink from Kemet’s rivers.” 

 

(104)  Dunham, Uronarti, pl. 25, 3 

 iw=tw               r         gmt mw 

 PTC=someone INEV find water 

 Sumadi a go fain waata. 

 “Someone is in motion to finding water.” 

 

(105)  Sh. S. 119-20 

 iw     dpt  r         iit       m       Xnw 

 PTC boat INEV come PREP home 

 Buot a go kom fram yaad 

 “A boat is in motion towards a coming from home.” 

The Jamaican a go translates the inevitability expressed by the r preposition. The r 

preposition expresses a subject’s inclination towards an action. More specifically, 

Jamaican translations show that the action is about to happen or, in other words, enter the 

Sasa sphere. 
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 The translations provide further insight on the syntax of the Jamaican inevitability 

aspect. Medew Netcher distinguishes finite action and gerund syntactically and, for 

certain verb classes, morphologically (see Appendix C). Jamaican uses a directional 

expression for its inevitability marker like Medew Netcher, but the verb has no 

morphological change, so it seems no different than a finite verb. Medew Netcher, 

through comparison, shows that a go is a prepositional construction for “in motion 

to(wards)” and the verb following a go is a gerund. The action is about to occur, so it 

cannot be finite. A gerund, being non-finite, makes sense to be used with a motion-

oriented preposition. As such, the gerund of the Jamaican inevitability aspect is 

confirmed by the preceding a go phrase. Thus, Afrocentric translation clarifies the syntax 

of inevitability aspect in Medew Netcher and Jamaican. 

 

3.2.2 Momentary Aspect 

The Momentary Aspect is a preposition + gerund construction in Medew Netcher. 

The primary preposition used to express momentary aspect is the  Hr preposition 

“upon”. For example,  Hr irt “upon doing”. The Hr preposition expresses action that is 

ongoing. The other preposition used is the  m-preposition “in”. For example,  

m hAt “is/was in descending”. The m preposition is used with verbs of motion, except for 

the verb  Sm “to go”, and intransitive verbs. The momentary aspect of Medew 

Netcher consists of two elements – a locative element derived from a preposition and a 

gerund. Other autochthonous languages related to Jamaican such as Igbo and Yoruba 
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construct the momentary aspect with a preposition-derived locative element. Observe the 

example below:  

(106) Generic example 

 KM iw=f           Hr      mdw 

  PTC=3SG MNT speak 

IG o n’asu 

YA o n-sọrọ 

 JA im a taak 

Like Medew Netcher, the momentary marker is derived from a locative preposition in 

Igbo and Yoruba. The situation is likewise in Jamaican as the momentary a morpheme is 

derived from the preposition.  

 As noted earlier, Jamaican marks momentary aspect with the preverbal a-

morpheme, whereas Medew Netcher has two prepositional phrases that are used in this 

construction. Observe the translations below: 

(107)  ShS. 59 

 Xt.w           Hr      gmgm  tA           Hr     mnmn 

 Tree.MPL MNT break  ground  MNT shake 

 Chrii a mash-mash, gromg a rakl-rakl 

“The trees were upon a moment of breaking, the ground was upon a moment of 

shaking.” 
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(108) ShS. 60 

 HfAw    pw   iw=f              m       iit 

 Snake INV PTC=3MSG MNT come 

 A wahn siniek a kom 

 “That one that IS is a snake who was in a moment of coming.” 

Both examples are from the Kemetiu story The Shipwrecked Sailor and, being a narrative, 

gives context to how the momentary aspect functions. The action expressed is occurring 

within the “now” of the event itself (107) and (108). The Jamaican translations show that 

action is within the moment of its occurrence as the story is being told because it has the 

same aspect. 

The comparative translation clarifies the nature of the verb in Jamaican 

momentary aspect. Based on the translation, as with the inevitability aspect, the action 

expressed in the momentary aspect is a gerund. This makes sense because the action is 

within its moment of occurrence, so it is non-finite. While Medew Netcher marks the 

gerund morphologically, the Jamaican momentary a particle confirms that the verb is a 

gerund. Thus, the translation process clarifies the construction of the momentary aspect in 

both languages. 

 

3.2.3 Resultative Aspect 

The Kemetiu resultant aspect is marked by distinct stem pronouns attached to the 

end of a verb (see Appendix D). The Resultative verb can be used by itself or in the 

SUBJECT-RST construction. In the SUBJECT-RST construction, the RST stem 

corresponds to the subject in both gender and number. This is evident in Kemetiu names, 
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such as  nfr.t ii.ti (Nefertiti) di priti uman kom “the beautiful woman has come 

now”. The  (.ti) ending on  ii “to have come” corresponds the subject  nfr.t “priti 

uman”. Jamaican translates the resultative aspect in Medew Netcher with unmarked verbs 

that are inherently stative. Observe the examples below:  

 

(109)  Urk. IV, 59, 13-14 

 Pr.(w)                      r         pt  

 Go out.RST-3MSG PREP sky 

 Im gaan opa di skai 

 “He has gone up to the sky.” 

 

(110) BH I 8, 15 

 ii.kwi                  m         Htp 

Come.RST-1SG PREP peace 

 Mi kom ina piis 

 “I have come in peace.” 

 

(111) ShS. 23-24 

 Sm.kwi            r         biA                     n         iti 

 Go.RST-1SG PREP mining country PREP TITLE 

Mi gaan a di main konchri fi Papa 

 “I had gone to the mining country for the sire.” 
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(112) Les. 75, 17-18 

 wd.k(wi)         rn=i            r         bw    Xr(i)   nTr 

 Set.RST-1SG name=1SG PREP place under DIVINITY 

 mi set mi niem opa plies we anda di nechaar 

 “I have set my name at the place where the god is.” 

The resultative context of the above examples in self-evident. For example, the act of 

arrival or departure (110) can only happen because of a journey. Another example, 

Jamaican gaan can only be a resultative action because it requires the subject to have left 

in order to be gaan (111). Further, memorialization as seen in (112) requires a prior 

process. The resultative aspect refers to an action that only comes about from a prior 

process as reflected in the examples above. 

 

3.2.4 General Aspect 

The General aspect is expressed in Medew Netcher with the base stem of all verb 

classes (see Appendix C). The base meaning of this expression is general action. This 

becomes clear in Jamaican translation: 

(114) Sh. S. 70 

 iw    mdw=k                    n=i 

 PTC word.GEN=2MSG PREP=1SG 

 Yu chat tu mi 

 “You speak to me.” 
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(115) Urk. IV 489, 2 

 iw     ir=i                  m       mtt     n(y).t          ib      nb      ra    nb 

 PTC act.GEN=1SG PREP Front POSS.FSG heart every day TITLE 

 mi wok wid aal mi aat fi di Daan evri die 

 “I act with correctness of heart for the Neb-authority every day.” 

 

(116)  pRam. VI, 105 

 xa                  sbkw            Ho(A).n=f              pt 

 appear.GEN DIVINITY  Rule.FND=3MSG sky 

 Fram Sobeku  shuo im did ron di skai  

 “Since Sobek appeared, he had been ruling the sky.” 

The generality of the statements above is evident by the context of the texts. The action 

expressed by  ir=i “I act” (115) is a general aspect because it is a biographical 

statement. The  iw particle confirms general aspect because it marks relativity to the 

time of the action being discussed or time of speaking (review 2.1.1). In situations where 

iw is not present, contextual cues show generality of the action as shown in (116). In 

translation, Jamaican just requires the fram phrase “time since” to clarify the context, 

whilst keeping the unmarked verb stem. The time word fram confirms the circumstances 

in which the netcher Sobek assumed authority over the sky. Thus, Jamaican provides 

clarity on the meaning of general aspect in Medew Netcher. 
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3.2.5 Zamani Affix 

Medew Netcher expresses completive action and foundational aspect with the 

post-verbal  .n affix. As such, the .n affix is hereafter referred to as a Zamani affix. 

When used alongside resultative statements or expressing qualitative states, the Zamani 

affix expresses the foundational aspect. Observe the translations below: 

(117)  Hatnub 14, 6 

 xnt.kwi                    pH.n=i                Abw 

 sail upstream.RST reach.FND=1SG PLACE 

xd.kwi                             pH.n=i                 mHt 

 sail downstream.RST    reach.FND=1SG PLACE 

 wen mi siel op riba mi behn riich Elifaan Toun 

 wen mi siel dong riba mi behn riich Delta Lan 

“As a result of having sailed upstream, I had long since reached The Elephant 

Town, 

As a result of having sailed downstream, I had long since reached the Delta 

Marshlands.” 

 

(118) CG 20512 b 4 

 Spss.n(=i) 

 noble.FND=1SG 

 mi behn gud 

 “I had long been noble.” 
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The foundational aspect works well with resultant expression and providing context for 

verbs of qualitative being. For example, in (118) the resultant expression in direction 

verbs gives context for how the speaker reached his respective destinations, hence why 

the two constructions work in a complementary manner. The act of being noble (119) is 

translated as foundational aspect because refers is the quality of a person, specifically 

how they have lived their life. The foundational aspect is the correct translation for both 

situations because it is based on a background context. 

 The core issue with the Zamani sphere in Medew Netcher is the distinction 

between foundational aspect and completive aspect. This distinction is contextual. 

Observe the following: 

(119) Urk. IV, 303, 17 

 di.n(=i)                    n=T                anx   Dd         wAs          nb 

 Give.COMP=1SG PREP=2FSG life  stability authority all 

 Mi don gi all di liviti, di stedinis, an ataariti fi yu 

 “I complete giving to you of all life, stability, and authority.” 

 

(120) Amenemhat 2, 3 

 ir          Ssp=i             A      st          xa.w                m        Drt=i 

 COND receive=1SG PTC 3MSG  weapon.MPL PREP Hand=1SG 

 iw    di.n=i                 xt        Hm.w 

 PTC give.FND=1SG retreat coward.MPL  

 Ef mi eba kech it wen wepan ina mi han-migl 

 mi wud behn mek di freidi-freidi dem ron bak. 
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 “If I just caught it, weapons in hand, 

 I would have had long been made the cowards retreat.” 

 

(121) ShS. 81 

 iw     wp.n=f                   r=f                    r=i 

 PTC Open.FND=3MSG mouth=3MSG PREP=1SG 

 im behn open im mout afta mi 

 “He had opened his mouth towards me.” 

The Jamaican translation shows the dynamism of the Zamani marker in Medew Netcher. 

The completive aspect is the apt translation when the action has a singular totality as seen 

in (119). The  iw particle (120, 121) establishes a specific situational degree of 

relationship between the speaker’s time or the time of the action which necessitates the 

use of a foundational aspect. In other words, the presence of iw confirms foundational 

aspect and context determines the distinction between completive and foundational aspect 

when the iw particle is absent. Thus, Jamaican alternation behn and don, in short, clarifies 

the nature of anteriority expressed by the Zamani affix. 

 

3.2.6 Potentiality Aspect 

The potentiality aspect is an unmarked verb phrase that cannot appear with the  

iw particle. The Jamaican potentiality auxiliaries are the appropriate translation when the 

context involves expected outcomes based in a prior context. Jamaican wi works with 

predictions of long-term outcomes. Observe the examples below: 
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(122) ShS. 139 

s-Dd=i                   bA.w=k                                    n        iti 

 Relate.POT=1SG impressiveness.MPL=2MSG PREP Title 

 Mi wi big-op yu powa in fronta Di Fada 

 “I will relay your powers to the Sovereign eventually.” 

 

(123) Helck, HBT, 49 

 wnn=i                 m        Ax     io(r)         m Xry-nTr 

 Exist.POT=1SG PREP Title Excellent in necropolis 

 Mi wi de-de laka wel brait wahn ina plies anda di nechaar 

 “I eventually perpetuate perpetuity just as an effective Akh in the netcher’s place.” 

The Jamaican wi is used for a long-term prediction that suits the context of the above 

examples. The issue of promise is the factor in (122) as the shipwrecked sailor assures the 

serpent divinity that he will make his ruler aware of his, i.e. the Serpent’s, power. The sailor 

eventually told the Kemetiu ruler of the serpent’s power upon returning home from being 

shipwrecked. More will be discussed about the correspondence between  wnn and de-de 

later (see 4.1), but its conntation of perpetuity fits with the potentiality expressed in (123).  

 Medew Netcher uses potentiality aspect to expresses a wish, polite command, or 

exhortative expression. Jamaican has potentiality auxiliaries which translate this context. 

Observe the examples below: 
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(124)  CT IV 312c 

 nHm=k                   wi    m       a        nTr               p.w             anx   m       xry.t 

 save.POT=2MSG 1SG PREP hand DIVINITY MSG.DEM live PREP slaughter 

 Beg yu tek mi we fram da nechaar uu lib fi jop piipl 

 “May you save me from that god who lives on slaughter.”96 

 

(125) Peas. R 26, 5-6 

 m=k wi    m        a=k                 ip=k                       wi 

 PTC 1SG PREP hand=2MSG count.POT=2MSG 1SG 

 Simi ina yu (h)an! Yu mos kount mi! 

 “Look, I am in your hand: you should take account of me.”97 

 

(126) Adm 1. 1 

 iri.w-aA                 Hr                     Sm=n              HAo       n=n 

 doorkeeper.MPL PREP (saying) go.POT=1PL plunder PREP=1PL 

 Di duor kiipa man dem a se “wi mos go tiif sopm fi wi.”98 

The door keepers are saying, “we are certainly obliged to plunder for ourselves.”99 

Jamaican translation shows the obligatory and desiderative context of the above examples. 

The eventuality in wishing, such as (124), seeks a definite outcome. This connective 

context is evident in (125) as the addressee is told we im fi du “what he should do (in light 

 
96 Allen 2014: 272. 
97 Ibid. 
98 The gerund Dd does not have to be written when it introduces a direct quotation. 
99 Ibid. 
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of the situation)”. The situation in (126) is clearly a wish. Overall, these expressions are 

part of the spectrum of potentiality in terms of obligation and desire. 

 The concepts of inevitability and potentiality help explain time that has not 

occurred within the Afrikan cultural perspective. Jamaican translation makes the 

distinction clear in Medew Netcher. Observe below: 

(127)  ShS. 119-22 

 iw     dpt   r         iit     m         Xnw   sod.w          im=s             rx.n=k 

 PTC ship PREP come PREP home sailor.MPL PREP=3FSG know.FND=2MSG 

Sm=k                   Hna=sn        r          Xnw  

 Go.POT=2MSG PREP=3PL PREP  Home 

 Ship a go kom fram yaad wid ship man we yu behn nuo ina it, 

 so yu kya go bak uom widem. 

“A boat is in motion to come from home with sailors whom you had long since 

known, so you have the possibility towards returning home with them.” 

The complementary dynamic between inevitability and potentiality is reflective of the 

complementarity of Sasa and Zamani. The arrival of sailors is already set in motion as 

indicated by the r of inevitability which, in turn, establishes the potentiality for the 

shipwrecked sailor to return home. In other words, the sailor kya go bak uom because ship 

a go kom to the island where he is shipwrecked. The complementary dynamic between 

inevitability and potentiality explains why kya “to have potential to” is used in the above 

translation as opposed to the wi “eventual potentiality” auxiliary.  The wi auxiliary works 

within an established conditional context as seen in the Jamaican proverb of the donkey 

that eventually retaliates (102), whereas kya is established potential based on the context 
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like the Jamaican proverb about the empty bag (100). Thus, the above passage shows how 

potentiality is the transitional stage of the Zamani sphere as potential is determined by prior 

context and condition. 

 

3.3 – Conclusion 

Figure 4- Sasa/Zamani in Medew Netcher 

Model Phrases JA KM Aspect 

 

Sasa 

 

Wa(t) a go apm Mi a go kom iw=i r ii.t Inevitability (INEV) 

Big tings a gwaan Mi a kom iw=i m ii.t Momentary (MNT) 

Dem kom Mi kom iw=i ii.kwi Resultative (RST) 

Wa dem se Mi ier iw sDm=i General (GEN) 

 

Zamani 

 

Yu don nuo Mi don kom ø ii.n=i Completive (COMP) 

Wa behn gwaan Mi (b)ehn kom iw ii.n=i Foundational (FND) 

Wa wi apm Mi wi ier ø sDm=i Potentiality (POT) 

 

The Sasa/Zamani system provides an aspect-based framework that explains the basic 

elements of the Afrikan verbal system. The orientation Sasa is explained accurately 

through the aspectual categories outlined in this framework. For example, the Resultative 

Aspect explains the dynamic nature of verbs within Sasa that do not express General 

Aspect. Moreover, this framework establishes Zamani as the totality of time. At is core, 

Zamani establishes a spectrum of totality, from a completive aspect to a foundational 

context of an action. The potentiality aspect establishes the connection between Zamani 

and Sasa. Zamani determines the potentiality for Sasa which reflects the totality that it 
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encompasses. Thus, the Sasa/Zamani framework explains the aspectual orientation of the 

Afrikan verbal system (See Figure 4). 
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CHAPTER 4: VERBS ON EXISTENCE AND KNOWLEDGE 

 

The Kemetiu have verbs whose meanings reflect and reinforce the Afrikan 

understanding of reality. Of these critical expressions on reality, three verbs are discussed 

in this chapter:  wnn “to perpetuate perpetuity”,  xpr “to be in the process of 

becoming or transformation”, and  rx “to have come to know”. These three verbs are 

given special attention because they are fundamental to the Kemetiu understanding of 

existence and knowledge. This chapter shows the connection between the Afrikan 

understanding of existence and knowledge to the syntax of the corresponding verbs in 

Jamaican and Medew Netcher. 

 

4.1  wnn “perpetuity of existence” 

De-de is the ontological existential concept in Jamaican. Its etymological roots 

can be found in Niger-Congo languages. The di verb phrase is an ontological existential 

concept in Igbo as seen in the Jamaican de phrase. The Jamaican reduplicated de phrase 

expresses a more intense existential presence.100 Overall, Jamaican de-de expresses 

perpetuity as the basis of existence which is reflective of its Niger-Congo context. 

Jamaican expresses the nuances of perpetuity through de and reduplicated de-de 

which are used in very specific circumstances. Observe the examples below: 

 

 

 
100 Cassidy 1961: 60, 67. 
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(128)  Generic Igbo Example 

 Ha   dị              ebe ahụ 

 3PL Perpetuity there 

 Dem de-de 

 “They perpetuate perpetuity.” 

 

(129) Generic example of de-de 

 Im     de-de. 

 3SG  perpetuity 

 “S/he perpetuates perpetuity.” 

 Im de* 

 

(130)  de-de with Adverbial modifier 

 Mi    de-de        laang taim. 

 1SG perpetuity long time 

 “I have perpetuated perpetuity for a long time.” 

 Mi de laang taim* 
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(131) Interrogative construction with de 

 We  yu   de? 

 Q    2SG perpetuity  

 “Where are you perpetuating existence?” 

 We yu de-de* 

 

(132)  Locative expression with de 

 Mi   de               ya 

 1SG perpetuity  here 

 “I am perpetuating existence here.” 

 Mi de-de ya* 

Jamaican de-de functions the same way as Igbo di + adverbial phrase as shown in (128), 

but the former articulates a broader existential concept through reduplication. 

Consequently, de and de-de have differing expressions of perpetuity. The totality of 

perpetuity is expressed by de-de (128-130), while de refers to a specified context of 

perpetual existence or presence (131-132). Thus, de-de expresses the degree of perpetuity 

through reduplication. 

 JA de establishes continuous aspect. More specifically, de + a/pan is the Jamaican 

continuous aspect construction. Observe below: 
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(133)  Igbo continuous aspect examples 

 a. o      di          n’       ala  

  3SG CONT PREP ground 

  i de pan di grong 

  “it is perpetuating existence on the ground.” 

  

b. ọ́       dị́        n’        ébé   áhụ̀ 101 

  3SG CONT PREP place DEM 

  i de a da plies ya 

  It is perpetuating existence in that place 

 

c. ịdị̄         n’       ọrụ 102 

  CONT PREP work 

  De a wok 

  “To perpetuate existence in the act of working.” 

 

(134) Example of locative presence  

 Im       de         a        tong 

 3MSG CONT PREP town 

 “she/he is perpetuating existence in town.” 

 

 
101 Uchechukwu (2015): 52. 
102 Ibid: 55. 
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(135)  Vybz Kartel (2019) “Poco Wine” Verse 

 Dem de        a        daans 

 3PL CONT PREP dance 

 “They are continuously in the act of dancing.” 

 

(136) Generic example for de pan 

 i   de         pan      di     tiebl 

 3SG CONT PREP   DET table   

 “It perpetuates existence on the table.” 

 

(137)  Beenie Man Verse in “Girls Dem Suga” (2000) 

 Wen    yu    de       a        wurk,103 

 while 2SG CONT PREP work 

Shi     de         pan    yu    main.  

 3FSG CONT PREP 2SG mind 

 

“While you are continuing work, 

 she is continuously on your mind.” 

The continuous aspect of Jamaican is a clear continuity from Igbo (133a-c). The 

prepositions in the Jamaican examples cover a specific nuance of continuous aspect. The 

prepositional a-morpheme functions as a preposition of place (134) or momentary aspect 

 
103 Wurk is a variant of wok. 
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marker (135) as it generally does, while pan refers exclusively to a locative context (133, 

136). The distinction between the prepositions is further confirmed in (137). In short, de 

gives a continuous dimension to momentary action or locative circumstances. 

The Kemetiu expressed the concept of perpetuity in the  wnn and in its 

unduplicated form  wn. Theophile Obenga explains that  wnn speaks to the 

dynamism of existence and is most approximate to the notion of “eternity”.104 This 

dynamic that Obenga explains is further clarified in Jamaican translation. This sub-

section shows that  wnn translates to de-de in Jamaican as both verbs indicate the 

degree of perpetuity through reduplication. 

 

4.1.1 General Function 

The  wnn concept is expressed in potentiality and general aspect with and 

without root reduplication. It specifies the continual nature of the action or situation 

expressed by a prepositional modifier. Observe the examples below: 

(138) Urk. IV, 2027, 11 

 wnn                     tA    m        sni        mn.t 

 perpetuity.GEN land PREP surpass suffering 

 di lan de-de a sofa bad. 

 “The land perpetuates perpetuity in the condition of surpassing stress itself.” 

 

 

 
104 Obenga 2004: 38. 
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(139) Hatnub 22, 2-3 

 wn=i                            m       smr 

 perpetuity.GEN=1SG PREP courtier 

 mi de a rangkin  

 “I was perpetuating existence as a courtier.” 

 

(140) Helck, HBT, 49 

 wnn=i                         m        Ax            ior          m       Xrj-nTr 

 perpetuity.POT=1SG PREP ancestor excellent PREP place-netcher 

 mi wi de-de laka wel brait wahn ina di nechaar plies. 

 “I will perpetually exist as a bright shining one in the place of the netcher.” 

 

(141) Helck, HBT, 27 

 wn                     kAwt.t(y)w=k           m       Haaw 

 perpetuity.POT worker.PL=2MSG PREP jubilation 

 Yu woka-dem wi de ina jai 

 “Your workers will perpetuate existence in excitement.” 

The potentiality and generality in  wnn and  wn differ only in degree of 

perpetuity as reflected by Jamaican de-de and de. The wn + m construction (139, 141) 

corresponds to de + PREP in Jamaican. The reduplication emphasizes a broader and more 

intensive perpetuity (138, 140). The totality of wnn is evident in (140) in which 

potentiality is expressed in relation to ancestorship. 
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 The  wn participle is used to express continuous aspect in Medew Netcher as 

does de in the de + a/pan construction in Jamaican. Observe below: 

(142) West. 6, 26 

 iw    wn        nDs             Ddi        rn=f 

 PTC CONT commoner NAME name=3MSG 

 Di miglin man de niem Jedi 

 “A commoner was perpetuating existence; his name was Jedi.” 

 

(143) Peas. R 1.2 

 ist     wn       Hmt=f            Mrt       rn=s 

 PTC CONT wife=3MSG NAME  name=3FSG 

 An im waif de niem Mieriit 

 “And his wife was perpetuating existence, her name was Meret.” 

 

(144) CT II, 377c B17C 

 iw    wn        HfAw     Hr      wpt   Dw           p.f 

 PTC CONT snake  PREP top   mountain MSG.DEM 

 Wahn sniek de pan da mongtin tap ya. 

 “A snake is perpetuating existence upon that very mountaintop.” 

The context of the continuous aspect is clear in the above examples. The name 

identification statements in (142) and (143) are introductory statements in a narrative, so 

they only make sense in a continuous capacity. The presence of the snake in (144) is 
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perpetual to the mountain top. Furthermore, the  iw particle and  ist particle 

confirms the situational specificity of the continuous presence, the very presence of 

prepositional phrases does likewise in Jamaican. Thus, Jamaican translation shows that 

the participle  wn is used to express continuous action which, in turn, shows that de in 

Jamaican continuous aspect is a participle. 

  wnn is used in the emphatic verb construction. In this construction, wnn 

expresses the perpetuity of the situation expressed by the focalized adverbial clause. 

Observe below: 

(145) Peas. B1, 114-15 

 wnn=k                                      Hr       rdit       di.tw       n=f                  ao.w             

 perpetuity.POT-EMP=2MSG PREP CAUS  give.IMP PREP=3MSG ration.MPL 

Yu hafi de-de a mek dem kyar fud fi im, 

“You shall perpetuate perpetuity in giving rations to him… 

 

nn      rdit     rx=f                       ntt     ntk       rdi            n=f                  st 

 NEG CAUS know.INF=3MSG what 2MSG give.PPL  PREP=3MSG 3PL 

so nobadi kyaahn mek im nuo se yu gi dem tu im 

…without letting him know that you are the one giving them to him.” 
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(146) Urk. IV, 348, 9 

 wnn                      pt   wnn=T xr=i 

 perpetuity.EMP   sky exist     under=1SG 

 solangks di skai de-de, yu de-de anda mi 

“As long as the sky perpetuates perpetuity, you will perpetuate perpetuity with 

me.” 

As an expression of perpetuity in broad context, it makes sense that  wnn is used 

because it refers to potentiality. The emphasis on situation is clear by the very presence of 

wnn as seen in (145). The adverbial expression is focalized by default with wnn by its 

innate meaning, while Jamaican uses the potentiality auxiliary hafi. The emphatic clause 

is contingent on the circumstance of the total perpetuity. Jamaican can translate the 

emphatic clause with an intensifier phrase like solangks “as long as” to give the 

situational focus (146). 

 

4.1.2 Negation  

 The  nn particle negates the perpetuity of an entity. The Jamaican no de-de 

construction translates this negation. Observe below: 

(147) Leb. 122 

 nn     mAa.tyw 

 NEG righteous.MPL 

 No riil man no de-de 

 “Righteous men do not perpetuate perpetuity.” 
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(148) Urk. IV 115, 2 

 nn     Dw.t 

 NEG evil 

 No Dotinis no de-de 

 “Evil does not perpetuate perpetuity.” 

 

(149) MuK. vo. 2, 3 

 nn     mwt=k              Hna=k 

 NEG mother=2MSG PREP=2MSG 

 Yu mada no de-de wid yu. 

 “Your mother does not perpetuate perpetuity with you.” 

The sentences refer to the totality of non-perpetuity which makes  nn the opposite of 

 wnn. The absence of the desert hare is significant because the desert hare 

represents perpetual movement.105 Anything outside of reality, i.e. ma’at, is non-

perpetual because, as noted earlier, non-being has no ontological significance in the 

Kemetiu perspective, hence (147) and (148). A prepositional modifier in (149) specifies 

the context of the non-perpetuity. 

The negation construction  nn wn negates continuous aspect. In this 

construction,  wn is a participle. For example: 

 

 

 
105 Ibid. 
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(150) Merikare 10, 9-10 

 nn     wn            Sw        m        xrw.y 

 NEG perpetuity empty PREP critic 

 Nobadi de no frii fram piipl uu fait gens dem 

 “Nobody is perpetuating existence free of haters.” 

 

(151) Ptahhotep 315 

 nn     wn             is       n        awn    ib 

 NEG perpetuity tomb PREP greed heart 

 No tuum no de  fi no bad main piipl 

 “A tomb is not perpetuating existence for the greedy.” 

 

(152)  Urk. IV: 1589, 15 

 nn     wn            btA.w=i 

 NEG perpetuity crime=1SG 

 mi badnis no de nontaal 

 “My crime is not perpetuating existence in any capacity.” 

This  nn particle in this construction translates to the Jamaican double negative 

construction. The first negation negates the noun, while the second negation negates the 

wn participle. For example, no one can exist without the reality of hostile opposition 

which intended as wise advice from the  sbAyt (Sebayt) “wisdom literature” of 

Merikare (150). Likewise, if a tomb cannot exist for greedy thieves, then the tomb’s 
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presence must be negated (151). The same pattern is evident in (152) in which nontaal 

“not at all” negates the perpetual result in the double negative. Thus, the presence of an 

entity and its situational circumstance are negated which is illuminated by the Jamaican 

double negative. 

 There are two negation constructions for the  wnn/  wn verb phrases. The 

 n + verb negation uses wnn as a main verb to negate potential and the rare  nn 

sw wn(.w) is a resultative negation. Observe the Jamaican translations below: 

(153)  Beni Hasan I, pl. 25, 96-99 

 n       wnn           sA=f             Hr       nst=f 

 NEG perpetuity son=3MSG PREP seat=3MSG 

 im son kyaahn de-de pan im siit. 

 “His son cannot ever perpetuate perpetual existence on his seat.” 

 

(154) Leb. 126-27 

 nn     sw        wn(.w) 

 NEG 3MSG perpetuity.RST-3MSG 

 Im neva de nontaal 

 “He has not perpetuated existence in not any capacity.” 

The context of (153) clearly deals with impossibility as the son is not capable of 

inheriting his father’s position. This context of inheritance makes the broad dimension of 

perpetuity expressed by  wnn necessary to negate potential. The negation of 
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resultative aspect (154) denies the ability reach a state of perpetuity, hence the use of the 

neva “never” negation phrase in the Jamaican translation. 

  

4.1.3 Cultural Context 

Afrikan spiritual systems clarify the centrality of perpetuity in the Afrikan notion 

of existence. The Akan spiritual system provides a fitting comparison, given the historical 

and cultural connection between Akan and Jamaican culture. Anthony Ephirim-Donkor 

explains the source of divinity in the abosom is their ability to exist in perpetuity: 

There lies the godliness and power of the abosom: they have lived perpetually for 

so long that they are simply There; that is they exist.106 

As such, the notion of thereness is about the perpetuity of natural forces. Humanity mirrors 

this thereness in eldership and old age. However, unlike the abosom, a human attains this 

longevity through ancestorship. As such, this divine status is, as Ephirim-Donkor explains, 

“the ultimate existential stage of Thereness”.107 This perspective is evident with the 

netcheru of Kemet. For example, the netcher  Asar has the epithet  wnn-nfr “he 

who perpetuates perpetuity having happiness”. This epithet is a clear reference to the 

immortality that is symbolized by Asar. 

The expression for this perpetuity in Akan is wɔ which translates to de in Jamaican. 

Observe the examples below: 

 

 

 
106 Ephirim-Donkor 2011: 7. Emphasis original. 
107 Ephirim-Donkor 2011: 8. Emphasis original. 
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(155)  Perpetuity of the Creator108 

 Nyame        wɔ             hɔ 

 DIVINITY perpetuity there 

 Nyame de-de 

 “Nyame perpetuates existence here.”  

 

(156) Locative Dynamic109 

 Sika     wɔ             ha 

 Money perpetuity here 

 Moni de ya 

 “My perpetuity is here.” 

 

(157) Negation110 

 Sika     nni                   hɔ 

 Money neg.perpetuity there 

 Moni no de-de 

 “Money does not perpetuate perpetuity.” 

Evidently, the Akan wɔ is the same as de(-de) in Jamaican in terms of meaning with the 

lone difference between the reduplication factor (158-160). In fact, the expression de ya 

(156) in Jamaican is positive response to greeting. More specifically, the response mi de 

 
108 Gyekye 1995: 179. 
109 Boadi 1971: 19. 
110 Ibid. 
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ya meaning that one is okay, but literally it is “I am perpetuating existence here”. This 

expression speaks to the assumed divinity of existence in the Jamaican language. Thus, 

 wnn and de-de center the ever-present as the basis of existence which reflects the 

divinity of existence in Afrikan culture. 

 

4.2  xpr “The nuances of becoming” 

Afrikan languages either have verb or several verbs to express processes of 

becoming and continuity. Jamaican has several verb phrases that express coming into 

being in terms of process and transformation. The common verbs for this general 

expression are apm “has happened”, av “to come into acquiring”, chieng “to change”, get 

“to acquire through process, become”, gruo “to grow, raise”, gwaan “to be in process of 

happening, go on”, ton “to turn into”. Observe the following examples: 

(158) wapm tuu dem? 

 “What (has) happened to them?” 

 

(159) y’av nof moni! 

 “you have come into acquiring a substantive amount of money.” 

 

(160) im get big! 

 “S/he has grown!” 
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(161)  dem gwaan bad iihn 

 “They were carrying on very badly.” 

 

(162) iz yu mada gruo mi.111 

 “That one that IS is your mother who raised me.” 

 

(163)  Dielait kom an mi waahn go uom 

 “Now that daylight has come to being, so I want to go home.” 

 

(164)  yu ton fuul! 

 “You have/had become a foolish person!” 

The verbs above are transitive and intransitive which express transformation and 

continuity, respectively. For example, gwaan is intransitive being that is something that is 

continuative hence the adverbial modifier phrase bad “badly” (161). The phrase ton is 

transitive because it refers to a transformative process being expressed (164) and likewise 

with gruo (162). 

Ebonics languages have a continuity verb phrase that is used in greetings. For 

example, two common Jamaican expressions are wapm “what is happening” and, more 

popularly, wa gwaan “what is coming to be, occurring”. Observe the example’s below: 

 

 

 
111 The iz phrase is the English-lexified variant of the Jamaican Invocative Pronoun.  
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(165)  Introductory Dialogue in “Let me Ride” by Dr. Dre (1993) 

Iihn wapm noh biebi, yu luk gud ina yu kyaar iihn //  

lang taim mi a wach ya an mi waahn chat tu ya  

an yu a gwaan laik yu no waahn chat tu mi  

so wapm Jre?! Tel dem wa di fok a gwaan noh 

  

“Hey, what is happening darling?! You look really attractive in your car 

I have been in the act of watching you for quite some time and I desired to court 

you, But you are carrying on as if you do not want to talk with me 

 So what is happening?! Tell them now what the heck is going on now!” 

 

(166)  Ebonics Greetings 

YA  Kilo n ṣẹlẹ? 

JA Waa gwaan? 

  Wa gwaan? 

AY  Sa k’ap pase? 

  Sak pase? 

AA  (Was)sup? 

The continuity verbs apm and gwaan are used frequently in general and momentary 

aspect as shown above. However, they capture different nuances of continuity as 

demonstrated by (165). Comparing the use of gwaan in (161) and (165), gwaan expresses 

that something is in occurrence, while apm refers to the happenstance that comes into 
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being (166) and (158). However, these phrases can be used in exclamatory statements as 

well as in (165). The connation of the gwaan phrase in greetings has Niger-Congo 

antecedents, like YA ṣẹlẹ “to occur”, and is common in Ebonics languages (166). The 

phrases up (AAE), pase (AY), and gwaan (JA) all refer to activity within occurrence. The 

use of a processual verb as a greeting reflects the value of coming to being in the Afrikan 

cultural perspective.112 

The concept  xpr is an umbrella expression for the continuity of becoming or 

“what comes into being” in Medew Netcher. This meaning is signaled by the pictogram of 

the dung beetle which undergoes transformative states from a larvae to its beetle form 

and, alternatively, it rolls up dung and out of that dung comes larvae, i.e. life. As such, 

xpr has both intransitive and transitive functions. In the intransitive context, it expresses a 

“coming into being”, “go by”, “be past”, within a context of continuity. The transitive 

meaning of xpr is “to bring out” in the sense of a creative force.113 As such, the 

continuity concept of xpr is clear in its syntactical functions in Medew Netcher. The 

expression of continuity of xpr is the same as the various expressions of process and 

continuity in Jamaican. 

The transitive  xpr translates into Jamaican process verbs which, more 

specifically, express the transformative process of being from one stage to another or 

bringing something into being. Observe the following: 

 

 
112 Carruthers 1984: 57. 
113 Carruthers 1984: 57, Obenga 2004: 39. 
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(167) CT III, 334a 

 wbn=k        wbn.t  xpr=k               xpr.t 

 rise=2MSG rising evolve=2MSG evolving 

shain yu shain gruo yu gruo. 

“You rise rising itself, you evolve evolving itself.” 

 

(168) BD 27 Nu 

 im      s-xpr                        ib=i            p.n              Dbaw       p.n               Dw   

 NEG CAUS-happen.POT mind=1SG MSG.DEM reproach MSG.DEM bad  

r=i  

PREP=1SG 

 Mi main ya kyaahn taat-op dis chobl fi mi  

 “May this mind of mine not cause this bad reproach against me.” 

 

(169) CT VII, Spell 1130 

 s-xpr.n=i                          nTr.w              m        fdt=i 

 CAUS-create.FND=1SG divinity.MPL PREP sweat=1SG 

 mi behn mek-op di nechaar-dem wid mi swet 

 “I had long ago caused starting the netcheru through my sweat.” 

Clearly, Jamaican process verbs express transfer from one position to another and 

creative action. The complementary infinitive construction in Medu Netcher (167) 
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expresses habitude.114 This complementary gerund is expressed in Jamaican through 

reduplication because, as noted previously, there is no morphological distinction between 

a finite verb and a gerund in the language. An example is Dub Poet Mutabaruka’s 1991 

song entitled Blakk wi Blakk (Blak wi Blak) “Blackness itself we are Black”. The use of 

xpr in the complementary gerund construction makes sense because the text is a hymn to 

the rising sun. The sun in its rising is an example of its own internal growth process. 

Moreover, the  s-complement added to a verb root signifies the subject’s creative agency 

in initiating the action. As such, the s-complement gives xpr an agentive dimension.115 

More specifically, s-xpr means “to create, bring to pass, train”.116 The creative 

agency is clear in (168) and (169). The Jamaican -op complement works the same way as 

demonstrated in the phrases taat-op “to cause a bringing forth” and mek-op “to create”. 

The intransitive xpr translates into Jamaican continuity verbs which express the 

range of nuances within the processes of coming into being. Observe the examples 

below: 

(170) Helck, Djedefhor, 66 

 ir          gr=k              xpr               n=k                  pH.w 

 COND quiet=2MSG happen.POT PREP=2MSG results 

 Ef yu kwayat gud tings we kom bak wi apm fi yu 

 “If you are still, positive results will come to you.”  

 

 
114 See Ndigi 2000 for further discussion of the Afrikan context of this construction. 
115 Nehusi 2010: 14. 
116 Ibid. 
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(171) Leb. 114-115 

 sn                    irr          Hna=f               xpr(.w)                      m        xft.(y) 

 Sibling.MSG act.PCPL PREP=3MSG become.RST-3MSG PREP enemy 

 Di breda uu du tings wid im ton ina smaddi uu gens im 

 “The brother once acted with has become an enemy.” 

The examples show how Jamaican has different process verbs to deal with the 

particularities of transformation. The construction xpr + m expresses a process of coming 

into begin (170, 171). This usage of ton occurs in resultative aspect (171) because the 

process is a transformative process. Thus, Jamaican process verbs provide accurate 

translations of intransitive xpr. 

In the Kemetiu momentary aspect construction, the transitive  xpr takes the  

Hr preposition (review 3.2.2).  Observe below: 

(172) Khakhep 10 

 Xpr.w    Hr      xpr 

 Change MNT occur 

 Big chieng a gwaan 

 “Changes are upon the moment of occurrence.” 

Jamaican, in contrast, uses the same prepositional phrase to express progressive aspect 

with all gerunds because of the dynamics of the a-preposition. The momentary context of 

xpr expresses “in the moment of occurrence” and, thus, works with the concept of 

gwaan. 
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 The usage of   xpr in a main clause without a marked morphological subject 

is an agentive time construction. The subject is within xpr with time itself as an active 

agent. This notion is in the Jamaican use of taim as a subject, recall the Jamaican 

expression di taim at (90). Observe the following examples: 

(173) Sh. S. 130 

 xpr.n              r=s               nn     wi    Hna 

 happen.FND PREP=3FSG NEG 1SG PREP 

wentaim fiit behn kom mi no de-de wid dem 

“When the time for it had long happened, I was not perpetuating perpetuity with 

(them).” 

 

(174) ShS. 153  

 xpr        is     iwd=k                 tw       r         st       t.n 

 happen PTC separate=2MSG 2MSG PREP place FSG.DEM 

 wentaim kom yu tek we yuself fram dis plies ya … 

“when you happen to separate yourself from this place…” 

 

(175) pEb 51.21-22  

 n        xpr.n          n=f                 tgAt   n         Xt=f              iw    osn   r=f 

 NEG occur.FND PREP=3MSG look PREP belly=3MSG PTC pain PREP=3MSG 

 Di Taim nehn kom fi im luk pan im beli kaa pien pan im 

 “looking at his belly could not happen for him because pain is on him.” 
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The role of  xpr in initial position establishes a temporal circumstance that gives 

background context as seen in all the above examples (173-175). The agentive time 

clause expresses taim in the sense of “time manifesting in action”. In an Afrikan 

perspective, taim is active, so the subject is implied within xpr internally as opposed to 

being morphologically marked because the verb expresses “coming to being”.  

 Jamaican translations of xpr capture the nuances of its meaning in the syntactical 

contexts that it occurs. Jamaican concepts of apm, gwaan and intransitive ton express 

occurrence and continuity, hence, they translate to xpr in an intransitive context. The 

transitive xpr is translated accurately by Jamaican process verbs, such as gruo and mek-

op. Each of these verbs express the different nuances within the processes of 

transformation and creativity. Thus, Medew Netcher has one word to address both 

processes and continuity of being, whereas Jamaican has several verb forms capturing the 

range of nuances within the processes of existence and transformation.  

 

4.3  rx “knowledge through learned experience” 

N. K. Dzobo explains that the ability to learn lessons from life expressions is 

highly valued in indigenous Afrikan society, such as Akan and Ewe culture. This 

orientation to knowledge is evident in Akan and Ewe proverbs.117 Observe below: 

 

 

 

 
117 Dzobo 1992: 75. 
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(176)  Akan Proverb 

 Okwasea na ne guan te mprenu 

 “It is only a fool who allows his sheep to break loose twice.”118 

 

(177)  Ewe Proverb 

 Ame le ye dzea anyi zi eve le ko deka dzi  

 “It is only a fool (animal) who falls down twice on the same mound.”119 

 

(178) Jamaican Proverb 

 Wahn taim fuul no fuul bot tuu taim fuul a fuul 

“A single mistake does not make a fool, but repeated foolishness makes one a 

fool.”120 

The Jamaican proverb (178) expresses the same concept as its Akan and Ewe ancestors. 

A fool is a fool because they do not learn from mistakes in all three proverbs. Thus, these 

proverbs affirm that experiential learning is a critical source of knowledge within the 

Afrikan cultural perspective. 

The Jamaican expression for knowledge is the verb phrase nuo “to have come to 

know”. The unmarked nuo is resultative by default as with the Akan nim verb. Observe 

the examples below: 

 

 
118 Ibid. 
119 Ibid. 
120 Literal approximation: “One mistake is not a fool, but repetitive mistakes is that one that IS is a fool.” 
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(179)  Generic Akan Example 

 menim                          wo 

 1SG.SUBJ.know.RST 2SG 

 mi nuo yu 

 “I have learned of you.” 

 

(180) I-Wayne “Can’t Satisfy Her” (2005) 

Aal    shi     nuo             maanin  ar  ivnin     ar  selin    taim 

Only 3FSG know.RST morning or  evening or selling time 

“All that she has knowledge of is morning, evening, or selling time [i.e. 

prostitution].” 

 

(181) Akan Knowledge Statement121 

 Yenim                           sɛ           ɛayera 

 3PL.SUBJ.know.RST COMPL 3SG.SUBJ.lose.FND 

 Wi nuo se it behn laas 

 “We have learned that the situation is that it had long been lost.” 

 

(182)  Vybz Kartel “You Want Me” (2014) 

 mi nuo se yu waahn mi 

 “I have learned that the situation is that you desire me.” 

 
121 Boadi 1974: 32. 
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The Jamaican translations of the Akan examples (179, 181) show that the resultative 

orientation of nuo which, in turn, suggests that it is relexification of the nim phrase. The 

above examples show how the nuo phrase is a default resultative construction in Sasa and 

covers both aspects in the Zamani spectrum. Moreover, the context of (180) can only 

work within the context of learned experience. I-Wayne speaks of woman who has only 

acquired knowledge of the times of day and night and selling time because of her 

lifestyle. Furthermore, nuo + se is the same as the Akan nim + sɛ construction as shown 

in (182). In fact, the Jamaican quotative se is a continuation of the Akan quotative sɛ 

phrase. Thus, the unmarked nuo phrase is clearly a resultative expression which reflects 

the Afrikan notion of knowledge. 

The nuo phrase is expressed in both completive and foundational aspect. Observe 

the examples below:  

(183) Verse in Vybz Kartel’s “Come Breed Me” (2011) 

 Fram  yu   kom            a         mi   yaad   mi   don   nuo    we       y’     a        prii  

Since 2SG come.RST PREP 1SG home 1SG FNL know where 2SG MNT inquire 

“From the moment you had come into my home, I knew already what you were 

seeking.” 

 

(184) Chorus in Katrina’s “Mi did know yuh badmind” (2013) 

Mi   did     nuo    yu    bad main 

1SG FND know 2SG terrible person 

 “I had long since known that you were a jealous person.” 
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A      no     jos   nou   a      laang  taim 

INV NEG only now INV long    time 

 “For that one that IS not is just now – but that one that IS is a long time” 

The use of completive aspect is to communicate knowledge that should be established in 

a general sense as seen in (183). Kartel knows that the reason for his lover’s visit is 

explicitly clear based on the context, hence the use of completive aspect for self-evident 

situations. The foundational aspect, as shown in (184), communicates background 

context. The individual being criticized is known to be a bad main “jealous, terrible 

person” from prior context. This prior context is further confirmed by that the speaker 

specifies knew about this bad main individual laang taim “long time since”. In all three 

examples, we see that nuo is expressed on a spectrum of experiential knowledge, 

specifically from resultant knowledge to self-evident knowledge in the completive aspect 

to the foundational aspect of knowledge. Thus, nuo can only be affirmed by the prior 

context of experiential learning as reflected in the aspects in which it occurs. 

Jamaican proverbs further illustrate the Afrikan orientation of the nuo phrase. 

More specifically, the negation of nuo in the proverbs express the absence of learned 

experience or awareness. Observe the following: 

(185) Proverb on Experiential Knowledge 

Yong   bod  no     nuo            staam 

Young bud NEG know.RST storm 

“A young bud has not yet experienced the difficulty of stormy weather (and, thus, 

unlikely to navigate it effectively).” 
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(186) Proverb on Differences in Life Experience 

Rakstuon  a        riba  batam  no      nuo            ou    son  at 

 Rock        PREP river bottom NEG know.RST how sun hot 

“Rocks at the bottom of river have never felt the sun’s heat.” 

 

(187)  Proverb on Hasty Assumptions 

Yu    no     nuo            ou    poson    get im    goun 

 2SG NEG know.RST how person   get 3SG gown 

“You are not aware of how the person got the dress.” 

Clearly, the proverbs reveal that knowledge cannot be separate from experience. The 

proverb in (185) could only make sense within the context of experiential knowledge. A 

young person is not going to understand certain nuances of life until they have the 

experience. Likewise, rocks in the bottom of a river can never understand the perspective 

of things that have felt the harshness sun’s heat (186). As such, the proverb means that 

some people have experienced hardships which others have not. Lastly, (187) 

communicates personal awareness as advice for those being judgmental or envious. In 

sum, “not knowing” means not having obtained the experience to have knowledge of 

something. 

The verb  rx “to know through learned experience” shows how the Kemetiu 

understood knowledge. Theophile Obenga explains that rx connotes “to know”, but also 

“to be aware of” and “to learn”. As such, human come into knowledge by learning which 
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requires systematic experience.122 This perspective on knowledge determines the 

grammatical contexts in which rx is used. These contexts are clarified in Jamaican 

translation with the nuo phrase. Ultimately, this section shows that rx and nuo express the 

same notion of knowledge. 

 rx is used in three aspectual categories: resultative, completive, and 

foundational. The resultative aspect assumes the experiential base of knowledge.123 For 

example: 

(188)  BD 125 

 iw=i          rx.kwi                 Tn     rx.kwi             rn.w=Tn  

 PTC=1SG know.STV-1SG 2PL know.STV-1SG name.MPL=2PL 

 Mi nuo unu Mi nuo unu niem dem. 

 “I have awareness of you. I have awareness of your names.” 

 

(189) West. 10, 5 

 di=k                          mA=n               sy           m=k   n     rx.wyn                

cause.POT=2MSG  see.POT=1PL 3FSG      PTC  1PL know.RST.1PL  

s-msy  

caus-deliver.INF 

 Yu mos mek wi si ar! Yu si wi wi nuo fi baan-op pikni! 

 “You have to let us see her because we have experience in delivering babies.” 

 
122 Obenga 2004: 33. 
123 Allen 2014: 231-32, Hoch 1997: 107-108. 
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The experiential orientation of rx is evident in Jamaican translation. The presence of the 

 iw particle reaffirms that it is a general state of knowledge that the person has 

acquired in (188). This is also reaffirmed by the  m=k particle in (189). The 

examples further confirm that the Jamaican nuo is a resultative verb.  

 The Zamani spectrum of  rx expresses the established context for the 

completion of knowledge. This is demonstrated by Jamaican translation. Observe the 

following: 

(190) CT I, 160b-c 

 mA.n=i              afdt  n(y).t           siA        rx.n=i                      imt=s 

 See.FND=1SG box POSS.FSG NAME know.COMP=1SG PREP=3FSG 

 Fram mi behn si di baks fi Saiyaa mi don nuo we ina iit. 

 “I had long since seen the box of Sia, so I knew already what was in it.” 

 

(191) Merikare E 53-54 

 rx.n=k                         tm=sn        sfn          pf                n         wDa   mA(r).w 

 know.COMP=2MSG NEG=3PL merciful DEM.MSG PREP judge need.MPL 

 Yu don nuo se dem kyaahn saaf-op da die fi joj di safara dem. 

“You know already that they cannot be merciful on that day for judging the 

needy.” 
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(192) TPPI 20, 6  

 aHa.n   rdi.n=f                   n=(i)              nn 

PTC   give.FND=3MSG PREP=(1SG) DEM  

rx.n=f                      ior          st      a=(i) 

know.FND=3MSG excellent place arm=(1SG) 

im behn jos gi dis fi mi kaa im behn nuo mi an huol chraang. 

“He gave this to me because he had long ago known my arm’s place, i.e. action, 

was excellent.” 

The Jamaican translation reinforces the range of the Zamani sphere as discussed earlier 

(review 3.2.2). The foundational action provides the background context of the 

completive aspect of knowledge in the subordinate clause in (190). The context is 

identical in (191) where the speaker expects that addressee don nuo the situation that is to 

come. The finality aspect of knowledge is something to be expected in a general sense. 

The foundational aspect of rx communicates interconnected background knowledge as 

seen in (192). The person was rewarded for their good actions. The distinction between 

the completive and foundational expression of rx is that the latter establishes an internal 

connection of background knowledge, while the former expresses expected knowledge in 

a general sense. Thus, rx in the Zamani spectrum expresses the extent in which awareness 

or knowledge has been established. 

 The negative statement is the only time that  rx is expressed in SASP. More 

specifically, rx is the only verb that can be negated by the n particle in the context of 

sasa. Observe the examples below: 
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(193) Adm. 2, 3 

 n        rx=n                   xpr.t             xt        tA 

 NEG know.GEN=1PL occur.PCPL PREP land 

 Wi no nuo wa gwaan wid di lan.  

“We are unaware of what has been going on throughout the land.” 

 

(194) Sin. B114 

 n        rx=i               sw 

 NEG know.GEN=1SG 3MSG 

 mi no nuo im. 

 “I have not learned of him.” 

The experiential orientation to knowledge is reflected to how knowledge is simply non-

existent. The knowledge has not been acquired, so it would not make sense to negate a 

result or Zamani spectrum of action. Moreover, the use of the  n negation further 

clarifies that the situation has not been learned or experienced (193, 194). In short, the 

negation is expressed in general aspect because knowledge or awareness has not been 

experienced in any capacity. 

  rx presupposes that knowledge is a result of learned experience which 

reflects the Afrikan cultural perspective. The Jamaican concept of nuo and the Kemeitu rx 

are resultative aspect. Likewise, the use of nuo in Jamaican speech and proverbs reflects 

this conception of knowledge. This correspondence is clarified by Jamaican translations 

of rx in Sasa and Zamani contexts. Elders are valued in Afrikan society because of the 
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experiential knowledge that they have acquired. Ultimately, the value of eldership in the 

Afrikan cultural perspective informs the expression of knowledge and, in turn, its 

syntactical contexts. 

 

4.4 Conclusion 

 Afrocentric translation shows how the Kemetiu understood reality and, moreover, 

how that understanding manifests in the syntax of verbs used to express existence and 

knowledge. The notion of  wnn shows that the fundamental basis of existence is 

perpetual living. The Jamaican concept of de-de is the same expression as demonstrated by 

translation. Moreover, xpr communicates the nuances of becoming and continuity. 

Whereas wnn expresses the essence of being which is perpetuity, while xpr explains the 

continuous processes of coming into being. Jamaican translates xpr through various verb 

phrases that communicate the nuances of continuity. Further, the notion of knowledge 

expressed in  rx is rooted in functional experience. This same notion can be seen in 

Jamaican nuo which expresses itself in the resultative aspect in Sasa and the range of 

totality within the Zamani sphere. Thus, Afrocentric translation connects the Afrikan 

cultural perspective on existence and knowledge to the corresponding verbs in Jamaican 

and Medew Netcher. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION 

 

The main purpose of this study was to provide an Afrocentric explanation of the 

basic elements of  Medew Netcher grammar from a Jamaican perspective. In doing 

so, the Jamaican language was situated within its Afrikan context by establishing its Kwa 

antecedents. The specific elements of focus were the equational juxtaposition system, the 

verbal system, and the verbs of existence and knowledge. Overall, this study established 

the transgenerational and transcontinental dynamics of Afrikan language from Kemet to 

Jamaica through the translation process.  

The study established the relationship between the Afrikan cultural perspective and 

the grammar in Afrikan language. The equational juxtaposition system presupposes the 

principle of ontological unity. The most notable aspect of this system is the invocative 

sentence as the invocative pronoun represents ontological unity itself in its bipartite and 

tripartite functions. Moreover, the Afrikan verbal framework outlined in this study 

connects the aspectual orientation of Afrikan language to the Sasa/Zamani typology. In 

addition, Jamaican model phrases were introduced to provide Afrikan concepts for Afrikan 

aspectual categories. Further, the cultural context of the syntactical functions of  wnn 

and xpr as existential concepts and  rx as a knowledge concept was demonstrated 

through Afrocentric translation. Most notable, Jamaican de-de translates wnn perfectly as 

both verb phrases express the degree and nature of perpetuity through reduplication. 

Overall, the transgenerational and transcontinental connection established in this study 
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show that translation is, indeed, a cultural act. Ultimately, this study shows the necessity 

for the Afrocentric translation of Afrikan languages. 
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CHAPTER 6: SANHAT TRANSLATION 

 

6.1 Introduction 

The story of  Sanhat (e.k.a Sinuhe), whose name means “son of the 

Sycamore Tree”, is story about a royal official who, after fleeing, yearns for his 

homeland while abroad in Retenu (e.k.a Syria). The story takes place during the reign of 

nesu-bity Kheperkara (approx. 1917-1872 BCE), often referred to as Senwosret I, who 

ruled during the Twelfth Dynasty period of Kemet. The earliest versions of the text date 

back to around the 1800 BCE. The lines are marked B and R which refers to the two 

primary manuscripts for the story, the Berlin Papyrus 3022 and Ramesseum Papyrus 

respectively. There are two lines marked OB and L which refer to the fragment from the 

Asmolean Ostracon and London Ostracon, respectively. The red marked text in the 

translation below is based on the red marking in the manuscript.  

The story of Sahat has several critical plot elements. While accompanying then 

sa-nesu Kheperkara (a.k.a Senwosret I) in Tchenu (e.k.a Libya), Sanhat overhears a 

conversation about the death of the nesu-bity Sehetepibra (a.k.a Amenemhat I) and, after 

hearing the bad news, he flees to Retenu. Sanhat earns the favor of a klan leader named 

Ammunenshi who marries him to his eldest daughter and gives him land. In Retenu, 

Sanhat raises a family and becomes a defender of Ammunenshi’s territory and deals with 

emissaries from Egypt. However, after reaching old age, Sanhat yearns to return to 

Kemet to be buried. Shortly after, he receives a decree from the now nesu-bity 

Kheperkara to return to Kemet. Upon returning home, he is well received by the royal 

family and the nesu-bity orders a fine tomb to be built for him.  
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 The importance of cultural grounding in both presupposed and explicitly stated in 

the story of Sanhat. Firstly, Sanhat realized that he could not allow himself to be buried 

in a foreign land (B157-B164). Moreover, this importance of home burial is further 

emphasized by the royal decree that Sanhat references (B178-B199). More broadly, 

however, it the dialogue shows the sacredness of land within an Afrikan cultural context. 

For example, in West Afrika and Caribbean Afrika there is the tradition of burying the 

navel string in under a tree. The navel string represents the continuity of life via rebirth 

and the land represents the ancestors who are buried in it and the overall ritual itself 

symbolizes the cyclical nature of life.124 Consequently, this cultural practice establishes 

and reaffirms the sacredness of the land which is connected to ancestors. Thus, Sanhat 

must be buried in Kemet to maintain his connection to his ancestors. 

The cultural commentary in Sanhat is immediately relevant to a Jamaican context, 

as Mutabaruka, in “Whiteman Country”, sings “iit no gud to stie ina wait man konchri tu 

lang”. The song warns Jamaicans migrating abroad to white countries about the dangers 

of assimilation and the importance of being grounded in their culture as Afrikan people. 

The same sentiment is expressed in the story of Sanhat. The Asiatic clothing made Sanhat 

nearly unrecognizable to the royal family, except for nesu-bity Kheperkara. However, 

even he remarks that Sanhat resembles an Asiatic from Retenu and, in response, the royal 

family bursts out in shock (B264-265). As such, the story of Sanhat is an exemplar of an 

Afrikan person relocating themself within their history and culture. Thus, the story of 

Sanhat reaffirms Afrocentric values as a classical Sankofa exemplar. 

 
124 Nehusi 2017. 
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6.2 Sanhat Text 

 

Introduction 

[R1]  [OB3]  [R1]   

[R2]  [R3] 

 [R4] 

 [R5]  [R6] 

 [R7]  [R8] 

 [R9]  [R10] 

  

Lines   

R1, 

O23, 

R2 

iry pat HAty-a xtmw-bity smr wat.y sAb ad-mr 
spAwt ity m tA.w st.yw rx nsw m3a mri=f 
Smsw sA-nhAt Dd=f  
 

Irii-pat man, Front han 

man, Di bity siil man,125 di 

wahn rangkin, Papa126 

magischriet and manija ina 

di Siiryan lan dem, we di 

nesu nuo se im riil, wahn 

falara im lov, Saa-nihaat im 

se: 

 

R3-R5 ink Smsw Sms nb=f bAk n ipAt-nsw irt-pat wrt 
Hs.wt anx.ti hmt-nsw (s-n-wsrt) mAa m Xnm-
nswt sA.t-nsw Imn-m-HAt m oA-Nfrw Nfrw nb.t 
imAx 
 

mi wahn falara Uu fala im 

bas, a sorvant fi di nesuu 

plies,127 big rispek, lib lang, 

di nesuu waifi, (Sinwosarit) 

truu wahn ina Kyinim-nisut, 

di nesuu daata, Iman-im-

 
125 The phrase bity refers to the crown of Lower Kemet (Delta region of Egypt). 
126 Carruthers observes that it.y is National Father (1984: 90). 
127 The title n(y)sw(-bity) is for the national leader of Kemet. It is literally “Di sej and biiz man” which is 

the sedge plant of Upper Kemet and the bee of Lower Kemet and, thus, representing the united rulership of 

both regions, respectively. 
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Haat128 in Kwaa-Niferu, 

Nefiru, Di Bles Empres 

 

R6-R8 rnpt-sp 30 Abd 3 Axt sw 7 ar nTr r 3xt=f nswt-
bity (sHtp-ib-ra) shr=f r pt hnm(w) m Itn Ha-
ntr Abx(w) m ir-sw 

Yier toti flud mont chrii die 

sebn di nechaar raiz ova di 

skai lain, nisu-bitii 

(Sihotepibra),129 im go op a 

di skai, lingk wid Iten, mos 

Hai badi, lingk wid im 

mieka   

 

R8-R11 iw Xnw m s-gr ibw m gmw rwty-wrty xtm(w) 
Snywt m tp Hr mAst pa.wt m imw 
 

Di Rayal Yaad a osh-op, aat 

dem a fiil a wie, di Big 

Dobl Giet laak aaf, Di kruu 

dem wid ed pan dem lap, di 

ofishal-dem a baal.    

 

 

 

The Incident 

[R11]  [R12]  [R13] 

 [R14]  

[R15]  [R16]  

[R17]  [R18]  [R19] 

 [R20]  

[R21]  [R22]  

[R23]  [R24]

[B2] 

 [B3]  

 
128 Literally “Iman ina di front”. 
129 Literally “im gudop Ra aat”. 
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[R27]  [B5] 

[B6] 

 [B7] 

 

 

 

R11-

R16 

ist rf sb.n Hm=f mSa r T3-TmH s3=f Smsw m 
hry iry ntr nfr (s-N-Wsrt) ti-sw hAb r Hwt 
xAs.wt r sqr imiw Thn.w ti-sw Hm iy=f in.n=f 
sqrw-anxw  n THn.w mnmn.t nbt nn Drw=s 

 

Nou, im Majisi sen di army 

a Chamahai-lan130 im son a 

di front. Di gud nechaar 

(Sinwaasarit) im sen im fi 

tomp di farin-lan dem fi biit 

di piipl wid di Chahana 

dem an az im kom bak im 

behn bring bak living 

prizna fram di Chahana 

dem and all kaina kou 

kyaahn don131 

 

R17-

R19 

smr.w n(y).w stp-sA hAb=sn imnt.y r rdit rx 
sA-nsw sSmw hpr.(w) m aXnw.ty gm.n sw 
wpwtyw Hr w3t 
 

Di rangkin dem fram di 

palis dem go dong di 

westuhn disirt fi mek di 

nesu son nuo apm ina di 

praya ruum. Di misinja-

man behn fain him pon di 

ruod… 

 

R20-

R22 

pH.n=sn sw r tr n xAwi n sp sin.n=f rsi bik 
aXi=f 132 Hna Sms.w=f nn rdit rx st mSa=f 
 

Dem behn riich im a nait, 

im nehn wies taim nontaal  

Di falkan im flai aaf wid im 

falara dem, but im nehn 

mek im army nuo bout it 

nontaal 

 

 
130 Region and people inhabiting the deserts that are West to the Nile Valley 
131 The expression “kyaahn don” is an idiomatic translation, but literally it is “iit en no de-de”. The point is 

that the amount of cattle is numerous in variety. 
132 Metaphor for fledgling. The metaphor is in reference to Senwosret who, at this point in the story, is a 

son of the national leader. 
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R22-

R24 

 

ist hAb r msw-nsw wnw m-xt=f m mSa p.n 
nis.n.tw n wa im ist wi aHa.kwi sDm.n=i xrw=f  
 

An di mesij sen fi di pikni 

dem di nisu baan uu de wid 

im ina dis aami. Smadi 

behn kaal out fi wahn a 

dem de so. 

Wen mi tan op mi behn hia 

im vais  

 

B2-B3 iw=f Hr mdt iw=i m ar wA psx ib=i sS a.wy=i 
sd3w xr(.w) m at nb.t  
 

Az im a chat mi ova de so. 

Mi main schres out, mi tuu 

aam dem chrech out an 

chrimbl kom dong ina evri 

badi paat 

 

R27 nfa.n=i wi m nftft r HH n=i st dgi 
 

 

Mi behn muuv misself wid 

wahn jomp fi fain plies fi 

Haid fi misself 

 

R27, B5-

B7 

rdit=i wi imit bA.ty r iwd wAt Smw.s irt=i  Smt 
m xntyt n k3=ii spr Xnw p.n xmt.n=i xpr 
H3ay.t nn dd=i anx r-sA=f  
 

Mi set misself ina two bush 

fi lef di ruod fi iit chabala. 

Mi mek wahn chabl a di 

sout. Mi no plan fi kom a 

dis plies ya mi behn tingk 

se bie chobl wuda gwan an 

mi no ekspek fi liv no muor 

aafta im. 

 

 

 

Sanhat Travels through Southwestern Asia 

[B8]  [B9]  

[B10]  [B11] 

 [B12]  

[B13]  [B14] 

 [B15]  [B16] 

 [B17]  [R43-R44] 
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 [B18] 

 [B19] 

 [B20]  [B21] 

 [B22] 

 [B23] 

 

B8-B9 nmi.n=i MAati m hAw Nht smA.n=i m Iw-snfrw  

 
Mi behn paas Maati ina di 

Nehiit plies an mi behn 

riich Sanaafru Ai-lan 

 

B9, R10 wrS.n=i m ad n sxt xD.n=i wn hrw 

 
Mi behn (s)pen di die ina di 

ej a di fiil dem, wentaim 

fos lait de mi behn lef oli 

 

R10, 

B11 

xp.n=i s aHa(w) m r-wAt tr.n=f wi snD.n=f 
 

 

Mi behn miit wahn man tan 

op ina di ruod mout. Im 

behn griit mi, bot im behn 

fraitn mi.  

 

B12-B13 xpr.n tr n msyt sAH.n=i dmi n gAw  

 

 

wentaim fi dina behn kom 

mi behn riich di tong-a-

Cou (Nigaau). 

 

B13-B14 DA.n=i m wsxt nn Hm.s m swt n imnty 

 

 

Mi behn siel ina di baag-

buot iit paggl no de-de 

chuu di briiz fram di wes 

iihno. 

 

B14-

B17, 

R43-

R44 

swA.n=i Hr i3btyw ikw m-Hryt nbt Dw-dSr 
rdit=i wAt rd.wy=i m xd dmi.n=i inbw-HqA iry 
r xsf styw r ptpt nmiw-Saw 

 

 

Mi behn pas chuu di east 

side ah di quarry pan tapa 

Mis Red Mongtin. Mi tek 

mi tuu fuut pan di ruod a 

nait taim. Afta mi (behn) 

riich di big chiif waal we 

dem mek fi blak di Siiryan 
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dem (an) fi kangka di 

Bedwin piipl-dem.133  

 

R44, 

B18-B19 

Ssp.n=i ksw=i m bAt m snD mAA wi wrSyw tp 
Hwt imiT hrw.s<n>   

 

 

mi muv misself fi croch 

laka friedi (kaa) di 

watsman tapa di bildin ina 

dem die shif mait si mi  

 

B19-B20 ir=i Smt tr n hAw Hd.n tA pH.n=i Ptn 

 
 

Mi mek wahn ron wentaim 

fi nait. Wen di lan behn 

brait mi behn reach Pitin. 

 

B21-B22 xn.kwi iw n Km-wr xr.n ib.t As.n=f wi ndA.kwi 
xx=i xm.w 
 
 

Mi riich di Ailan a Kem-

wir. Tosti behn kom dong 

an iit behn lik mi; mi tosti 

and mi chuot jrai 

 

B23-B24 Dd.n=i dpt mwt nn Tst=i ib.i sAk=i Haw=i 
 
 

So mi se: “ded ties dis”. Mi 

lif op mi aat an mi bil bak 

mi badi   

 

 

Sanhat is Spotted 

[B24]  [B25]  

[B26]  [B27]  

[B28]   

B24-B26 sDm.n=i xrw nmi n mnmnt gmH.n=i sty.w 
SiA.n wi mTn im pA wnn Hr Kmt  
 

 

fram mi hier di baal fram di 

kou-dem mi behn prii di 

Siiryan piipl dem. Wahn 

watsman oba de uu yuusu 

de-de a Kemit behn pik mi 

out 

 

B26-B29 aHa.n rdi.n.f n.i mw pfs n.i irtt Sm.n=i Hna=f n 
wH.wt=f nfr irt.n=sn rdi.n wi x3st n x3st 
fx.n=i r Kpny Hs.n.i r Qdm  
 

Den im behn jos gi wata fi 

mi an bwail milk fi mi. mi 

behn go wid im tu im piipl-

dem and dem du mi gud. 

 
133 referred to as “Bedouin” people. 
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 farin lan behn bring mi tu 

farin lan bak.134 Mi behn 

lef fram Kipinii 135 an mi 

behn go bak a Kwadam,  

 

 

Sanhat Meets Amunneshi 

[B29]  [B30] 

 [B31] 

 [B32] 

 [B33]  [B34] 

[B35]  [B36] 

 [B37]  

[B38-B41]  

[B42-B43] 

 [R65-66] 

[R67]   

 
134 This is a second tense. 
135 Byblos in Eurasian literature. 

B29-B31 ir.n=i rnpt-gs im in.n wi amw-nnSi Hq3 pw n 
RTnw hryt 
 

 

An mi behn du a yier an a 

haaf de (til) Imu-ninashi 

behn get me. A di big chiif 

fi Opa Ritinu dis iihn! 

 

B31-B32 Dd=f n=i nfr Tw hna=i sDm=k rA n(y) Kmt 
 

 

Im se tu mi: “yu api wid mi 

fram you hier di langwij a 

Kemit”  
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136 Abw is the word for ‘ivory’, so the ancient Greeks referred to this town as “Elephantine”. 

  

 

B32-B34 Dd.n=f nn rx.n=f qd=i sdm.n=f  SsA=i mtr.n 
wi rmT Kmt nty.w im Hna=f   
 

 

im behn se dis kaa im don 

nuo mi stail an im behn hier 

mi wel skil kaa di Kemit 

piipl oba de wid im behn 

riet mi 

 

B34-B36 aHa.n Dd.n=f n.i pH.n=k Hr sy iSst in-iw wn 
xprt m Xnw 
aHa.n Dd.n=i n=f nsw-bity sHtp-ib-Ra wDA.w r 
AXt 
 

 

Den im behn jos se tu mi: 

“wa mek yu behn kom ya 

fa? Sopm apm de a di 

Rayal Yaad?” 

Den mi behn jos se tu im: 

nesuu-bitii, Sahotepibra, 

gaan opa di skai lain?” 

 

B37-B38 n rx.n=tw Hprt Hr=s Dd.n=i swt m iw-ms 
ii.n=i m mSa r tA-TmHw wHm.tw n=i 
 

 

Dem nehn nuo w’apm wid 

iit. Bot mi behn tel som 

kaina lai: “wen mi behn 

kom bak fram di mishaan a 

Chimahu-lan dem tel (iit) 

tuu mi. 

 

B39-B41 ib.i Ahd(w) hAty=i n ntf m xt=i in.n=f  wi Hr 
waw.t war.t n wfA.tw=i n psg.tw r Hr=i 
 

 

Mi aat fret an mi aat iit no 

ina mi badi iit tek mi pan 

wahn ruod ron, bot nobadi 

chat bout mi, nobadi (s)pit 

ina mi fies 

 

B41-B43 

 

n sDm(w) Ts-Hwrw n sDm.tw rn=i m  r wHmw  
n rx=i in wi r xAst t.n iw mi s-xr nTr  

 

 

 

nobadi ier no bad taak an 

nobadi kaal mi niem out di 

abeng man mout. Mi no 

nuo we bring mi a dis farin 

lan ya laka sinting we di 

nechaar plan-op, 

 

 

R65-

R66 

mi mAA sw idHy m Abw s n XAt m TA-xnty 

 
 

laka bush man si imself ina 

Elifant-tong 136 aar man 

fram Delta ina di lan ina di 

sout. 
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[B44]  [B45] [B46-

B47] 

 [B48] 

 [B49]  

[B50]   

[B51]  [B52]   

[B53]  [B54] 

 [B55] 

 [B56]  [B57] 

 [B58] 

 [B59]  

[B60]  [B61] 

 [B62] 

 [B63] 

 [B64]  

[B65]  [B66] 

R67, 

B44 

aHa.n Dd.n.f xft.i wnn irf tA p.f mi-m m-xmt=f 
ntr p.f mnx wnnw snD=f xt xAswt mi sxmt 
rnp.t i3dw  

 
 

Den im behn jos se iin 

fronta mi, “so ou tings wi 

de-de fi da lan de widout 

im Da wikid nechaar ya. Im 

rispek de-de chruu di farin 

lan dem laka pest taim 

Sakamit.” 
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 [B67] 

 

B45-B68 Dd.kwi r(A)=i n=f wSb=i n=f nhm.n sA.f aq(w) 
r aH iT.n=f iwa.t n(y).t it=f   
 
 
 
nTr pw grt n snw=f nn ky xpr Xr-HAt=f nb sAt 
pw iqr s-xrw mnx wDt-mdw prt hAt xft wD=f 
ntf rwD xAs.wt iw it=f m Xnw aH=f  
 

  

 

 

 

 

 
smi=f sAt n=f xpr nxt pw grt  ir m xpS=f pri a 
nn twt n=f mAA.tw=f hAf r pD.tyw Xam=f r 
DA.w  

 

 

 
 
 
 
waf ab pw sgnn Drwt n Ts.n xrwyw=f skw iai-Hr 
pw ts wpw.t n aHa.n.tw m hAw=f pD nmtwt pw 
sti=i bhAw 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
nn pH.wy n dd n=f sA aHa ib pw m At sAsA annw 
pw n rdi.n=f sA=f wm.t-ib pw mAA=f aSA.t n 
rdi.n=f Hmsw HA ib=f 
  

  

 

Mi mout tel im se: “im son 

behn waak iina palis (an) 

im behn tek fi im faada 

dedlef.  

 

A di wahn nechaar im 

mach no de-de, no neks 

wahn kom iin fronta im! A 

Mista wizdom dat, wikid 

set-op, chaat di arda: piipl 

kom dog wen him kaal 

dem. Im wahn tai di farin 

konchri dem wen im faada 

ina im Palis Yaad. 

 

im taak bak tu im wa 

gwaan so. A champyan nou 

huu do so wid im chrang 

aam. When di aam kom 

fawaad no wahn laik fi im 

oun de-de. Dem si im ron 

pan di farrin piipl dem wen 

im kom ina di war. 

 

A di wahn uu tek di (h)aan, 

mash-op han, so im enimi 

kyaahn gyada. 

A di wahn uu vijan kliin, 

mash farid! dem kyaan 

waak ina im buut a di wahn  

uu ron fawaad fi shuut di 

wahn uu ron we 

 

No bak we de-de fi im uu 

don ton bak! A di aat uu 

tan chrang wentaim fi 

puddong presha A tona uu 

no ton im bak. A big aat 

wahn wen im si uoliipa 
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wd Hr pw mA=f iAb.tyw rS=f pw hAt=f r pD.tyw 
TA(A)=f ikm=f titi=f n wHm.n=f a Xdb=f nn wn  
rw(.w) aHAw=f 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 
nn itH pDt=f bhA pDt a.wy=fy mi.w n(y) Wr.t 
aHA=f xmt.n=f pH.wy n sAw.n=f n spy.t nb 
imA.t pw Aa bnit iTi.n=f m mrwt sw niwt=f r 
Haw=sn Hai st im=f r nTr=sn swA TAy.w Hm.wt 
Hr rnnw.t im=f 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

piipl. Im neba put sliip 

bifuor im aat  

 

A di wahn uu fies push wen 

im kom dong pan di iyaab-

piipl. A api im api wen im 

chaaj afta di buo-man dem 

im tek im shiil (an) im 

mash dem. im neva ries im 

aam tuu taim fi kil [im aaro 

no de lef nontaal]. 

 

 

Im bo kyaahn jop137 di bou 

man flai bak siem wie laik 

se di powa a di griet liedi 

im fait an im don set di en 

im neba gyaad ting wen di 

taim no de-de. A wahn 

morsi man swiit big im don 

tek in di lov. Im piipl lov 

im muor dan dem badi dem 

api bout im muor dan dem 

nechaar. Di uman-dem 

paas di man-dem a (h)aip 

uoba im.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[B68]  [B69] 

 [B70] 

 [B71] 

  

 
137 This translation is idiomatic. The literal translation is “Im bo jop kyaahn de-de”. 
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[B72]   [B73] 

 [B74] 

  

B68-B74 iw=f m nsw iTi.n=f m swHt iw Hr=f r=s Dr 
ms.tw=f saSA pw msy(w)t wa pw n dd nTr rSwy 
tA pn HqA.n=f swsx tAS.w pw iw=f r iTit tA.w 
rsy.w nn kAi=f xAs.wt mHyt.wt ir.tw=f r Hwt 
st.yw 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
r pypy nmiw-Sa hA n=f im rx=f rn=k m Sn wA 
r Hm=f xt nb.t ir=f n=k irt it=f nn tm=f ir bw 
nfr n xAst wnn.ty=sy Hr mw=f  
  
 

“Im a nesuu kaa im behn 

ron tings ina di heg.138 Im 

fies pan it fram dem baan 

im. A ries baan-pikni ries 

wid im.139 A di wahn fram 

wa di necha gi. Tu ou dis 

lan ya api wen im behn ron 

tingz.140 A di wahn uu 

chrech-out di baada-dem. 

Im a go tek we di sout lan 

wen im plan fi di naat 

faarin lan dem no de-de 

dem mek im fi tomp di 

Siriyaan piipl dem 

 

an fi mash di bakabush 

piipl. Sen fiim an mek im 

nuo yu niem. Duohn plan 

notn giens im Majisi // im 

wi du eni ting fi yu we im 

faada did behn du. im 

kyaahn du notn no gud fi di 

faarin konchri uu wi de-de 

pan im waata.141  

 

B75-B77 Dd.n=f xft=i xr Hm kmt nfrt nts rxt rwD=f 
m=k tw aA wnn=k Hna=i nfr irt=i n=k 

Im behn se bifuo mi: “den 

gud Kemit shi nuo im tof 

Si nou yu ova ya so, so yu 

wi de-de wid mi. We mi du 

wi gud fi yu.” 

 

 
138 The phrase “Heg” refers to the womb. Basically, the ruler was destined for rulership. 
139 “an increase in births”. 
140 An alternate translation could be “kanchuol” for English approximation. 
141 The expression “de-de pan im waata” is a Kemetiu idiom for loyalty. Sanhat is saying Amunnenshi 

ought to be loyal to Senwosret. 
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[B75]  [B76]  [B77] 

 

 

Sanhat Living as a Eurasian Chief 

[B78]  [B79] 

 [B80]  [B81] 

 [B82] 

 [B83] 

 [B84] 

 

 

B78-B81 rdi.n=f wi HAt Xrd.w=f mni.n=f wi m sAt=f 
wr.t rdi.n=f stp=i n=i mni.n=f wi m sA.t=f 
wr.t rdi.n=f stp=I n=I m xAst=f  m stp.w n 
wn.t Hna=f Hr tAS n k.t xAst tA pw nfr iAA rn=f 

Im behn lingk mi wid im 

fos data an im behn mek 

mi pik (tings) fi misself ina 

im (h)il-konchri from di 

pik-dem a di wahn dat de 

wid im pan di baada fi neks 

(h)il-konchri. 

 

B82-B84 im=f Hna iArrt wr n=f irp r mw aA bit=f aSA 
bAo=f dor nb Hr xt.w=f iw it im Hna bdt nn 
Drw mnmnt nb.t 

A wahn gud piisa lan im 

niem Iyaya. Fig // ina iit an 

griep. Wain fi it muor dan 

waata. Iit oni big. Iit plant 

aial nof. Baali an wiit oba 

de. Aal di kou kyaahn don. 

 

B85-B89 aA grt dmit r=i m ii n mrwt=i rdit=f wi m HqA 
wHyt m stp n xAst=f ir.n=i aow m mint irp m 
Xrt-hrw iwf ps(.w) Apd 
m Asr Hrw r awt 
 

An ouliipa ting kyar fi mi a 

kom fi tek kyar a mi. Im 

behn mek mi ina wahn 

klan chiif fi selek fi im 

(h)il-konchri mi tek fud, 

jog, an wain fi iich die. Di 
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miit kuk, dok a ruos and 

miit fram di waial 

 

B89-B92 iw grg.tw n=i iw wAH.tw n=i Hrw-r inw n 

Tsm.w=i iw ir.tw n=i…aSA.w142 irtt m pst nb.t  
  

  

 

dem put dong chrap fi mi 

and put dong di cach fi mi 

an di cach from mi hontin-

daag dem. Dem mek nof 

fuud and milk fi mi in evri 

nyam 

 

[B84-B85]  [B86] 

 [B87]  [B88] 

 [B89-B90] 

 [B91]  [B92] 

 

 

Sanhat’s Life in Eurasia 

[B93]  [B94] 

 [B95]  

[B96]  [B97] 

 [B98]  

[B99]  [B100] 

 [B101] 

 [B102]  [B103] 

  

 
142 This portion of the text is missing, but it is presumed to be food based on the context. 
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B93-B97 ir.n=i rnp.wt aSA.wt 
Xrd.w=i xpr(.w) m nxt.w s 
nb m dAr wHyt=f wpwty 
xd(.w) xnt(.w) r Xnw Ab=f 
Hr=i iw sAb=i rmT nb.t iw=i 
di mw n ib rdi.n=i tnm Hr 
wAt nHm.n=i awA 

So mi behn du nof iier. Mi 

pikni dem ton ina chrang 

piipl. Evri man a kanchuol 

im klan. Misinja uu tek naat 

an sout go palis im chek mi. 

Mi main ebri smadi mi gi 

waata fi di torsti. Mi behn 

put di laas smadi pan di rait 

ruod and mi behn saat out 

di sofara. 

 

B97-B104 sty.w wA r Stm r xsf a HoA.w 
xAs.wt Dais.n=i Sm.wt=sn 
iw HoA p.n Rtnw di=f iry=i 
rnp.wt aSA.t m Tsw n mSa=f 
xAst nb.t rwt.n=i r=s iw 
ir.n=i hd=i im=s drt Hr 
sm.w Xnm.wt=s Hao.n=i 
mnmnt=s in=i Xr.w=s nHm 
wnmt=s 

Wen Siiryaan redi fi brok 

we gens di (h)il=konchri 

chiif dem mi behn blak dem 

muuv dis Siiryan chiif im 

mek mi wok uoliipa iier jos 

laka liida fi im aami. Evri 

(h)il-konchri mi behn likout 

gens it, mi behn du 

mi waar pan iit. Mi jraiv 

(iit) out fram plant dem and 

iit wel-dem. Mi behn tek 

we dem kou an mi tek dem 

piipl, tek we dem fud. 

 

 

[B104]  [B105]  

[B106]  [B107]  

[B108]  [B109]  

B104-B109 smA.n=i rmT im=s m xpS=i 
m pDt=i m nmt.wt=i m 
sxr.w=i ior.w Ax.n=i m 
ib=f mr.n=f wi rx.n=f 
onn=i rdi.n=f wi m Hat 
Xrd.w=f mA.n=f rwd a.wy=i 

Mi behn kilout di piipl ina 

iit wid mi chrang aam, wid 

mi bou, wid mi bad muuv-

dem, wid mi wikid plan-

dem. Mi behn brait ina im 

aat an im behn waahn mi 

kaa im don nuo se mi bad. 

Mi behn set mi pan im 

pikni ed fram im behn si 

mi tuu aam dem chrang. 
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Sanhat’s Big Fight 

[B109]  [B110-B111] 

 [B112] 

 [B113] 

[B114]  [B115] 

 [B116]  

[B117]  [B118]  

[B119]  [B120] 

 [B121] 

 

 

B109-

B113 

iwt nxt n Rntw mTA.n=f wi m afA=i pry pw 
nn snw=f dr.n=f s(y) r Dr=s Dd.n=f aHA=f 
Hna=i xmt.n=f Hwt=f wi kA.n=f Hao 
mnmnt=i Xr sH n wHyt=f 
 

Nou wahn champiyaan 

fram Siirya kom an im 

behn tes mi ina mi kyamp. 

A wahn champiyaan dis! 

Im mach no de-de! Im behn 

ron di ruod. Im tel mi im wi 

fait wid mi, im behn waahn 

im skofl mi. Im behn tingk 

fi kyari mi kou dem fi im 

klan kounsil. 

 

B113-

B116 

HoA p.f nDnD=f Hna=i Dd.kwi n rx=i sw n 
ink tr smA=f wstn=i m afAi=f in nt-pw 
wn.n=i sA pr=f snb.n=i inb.wt=f 

Da big chiif ya im riizn wid 

mi, mi se “mi no nuo im. 

Mi no im fren. Mi ron ina 

im kyamp?  A mi wahn 

behn opin im bak duor? Mi 

jomp im fens?” 

 

B117-

B120 

rot-ib pw Hr mAA=f wi Hr irt wp.wt=k nHmn 
wi mi kA n(y) Hw.w m-Hr-ib k.y idr hd sw kA 
n(y) awt  ngA Hr Am r=f  

“A smaadi uu mosi beks 

kaa im si mi a du yu 

mishan. Nou mi laka man-
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kou fi a erd ina miggla 

wahn neks erd wen di 

laang-aan man-kou a di likl 

erd chaaj im fi lik im.” 

 

B120-

B124 

in iw wn twA mrrw n SA n tp-Hr nn pDt.y smA 
m idHy ptr smn idyt m Dw in iw kA mr=f aHa 
pry mr=f wHm sA m Hr n(y).t mxA=f sw 

 

“Smadi lob Krof de laik fi 

smadi set fi op-tap baas? 

Bush man fren wid Delta 

man kyaahn de-de! a uu 

set-op piepa-plant fi gruo 

pan (h)il-tap? Man-kou de-

de im lob fait, so shud liida 

kou waahn kaal bak fried fi 

im mach im?” 

 

B125-

B127 

ir wnn ib=f r aHA imi Dd n=f xrt-ib=f in iw 
nTr xm SAt.n=f rx(.w) nt-pw mi-m 

“Ef im aat de-de fi fait mek 

smadi se we pan im aat tu 

im! Di nechaar no nuo we 

im behn set? A smadi nuo 

di sitieshan so?” 

 

B127-

B129 

sDr.n=i oAs.n=i pDt=i wd.n=i aHA.w=i an=i 
sn n(y) bAgs.w=i s-Xkr.n=i xa.w=i 

Wen mi behn sekl, mi behn 

tai mi buo, mi behn shaap 

mi aaro, mi kot di ej fi mi 

daga, mi behn set-op mi 

wepaan dem. 

 

 

[B122]  [B123]  

[B124]  [B125] 

[B126]  [B127] 

 [B128] 

 [B129] 
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[B130]  [B131]  [R156] 

 [B132] 

 [B133]   

[B134] [B135]   

[B136]  [B137]  

B129-

B131 

HD.n tA tnw ii.ti Ddb.n=s wHyt=s s-Hw.n=s 
n(y).t gs-sy kA.n=s aHA p.n iwt pw ir.n=f n=i 
aHa.kwi di.n=i wi m hAw=f HAt.y nb mAX  n=i 
/-/ Hm.wt Tay.w Hr aai 

Wen dielait behn tochdong 

Siirya kom iit behn kalek ar 

piipl, shi gyada-op di (h)il-

lan fram di eda saida ar kaa 

shi don ekspek dis war. 

 

R156 iwt pw ir.n=f n=i aHa.kwi di.n=i wi m hAw=f  A kom im did kom afta mi 

az mi tan op. Mi set miself 

rait niir im. 

  

B131-

B133 

HAt.y nb mAX(.w) n=i Hm.wt Tay.w Hr aai ib nb 
mr n=i 

Evri smadi aat bon op fi 

mi. Uman an man a fret. 

Every smadi aat fiil iit fi mi 

 

B133-

B136 

ib nb mr n=i Dd=sn in iw wn k.y nxt aHA r=f  
aHa.n ikm=f minb=f Hpt=f ns n nys.wt xr(.w) 
m-xt spr.n=i  xa.w=f rdi.n=i swA Hr=i 
aHA.w=f 

Aal main fiil it fi mi. Dem 

se “no neda champyan de 

ya fi fait gens im? Den im 

shiil-cova, im chaap-aks, 

an ton luod a im spiir kom 

dong. Dan afta mi don daaj 

im wepan mi behn mek im 

aaro dem mis mi fies  

 

B136-

B137 

R163, 

B138-

B139 

Sp n iwtt waw Hr Xn m waw aHa.n ir.n=f Aar=f 
r=i xmt.n=f Hwt=f a=i Xam.n=f wi sti.n=i 
sw aHAw=i mn m nHbt=f sbH.n=f xr.n=f Hr 
fnd=f 

Til dem don, wahn a jap 

afta di neks wahn. Den im 

behn jos mek chaaj gens mi 

kaa im behn figa se im wud 

tiif mi han. Jos az im behn 

rich mi, mi behn shuut im. 

Mi aaro kach ina im nek. 

Im behn baal out and den 

im behn faal pan im nuos.  
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B140-

B143 

s-xr.n=i sw m minb=f wd.n=i iSnn Hr iAt=f 
aAm nb Hr nmi rdi.n=i Hkn.w n Mntw 
mr.w=f Hb n=f HoA p.n amw-nnSi rdi.n=f wi 
r Hpt=f 

Mi behn lik im dong wid 

im own chaap-aks! Den mi 

behn shout mi waar soun 

pan im bak an Evri Siiryan 

a baal. Mi behn gi taangks 

to Maantu, wen im saavant 

baal fi im. Dis-ya big chiif 

Imu-ninashi tek mi fi (h)og 

mi. 

 

B143-

B147 

aHa.n in.n=i x.wt=f /-/ HAo.n=i mnmnt=f 
kAt.n=f irt st r=i ir.n=i st r=f  iT.n=i ntt m 
imA=f kfA.n=i afAy=f aA.n=i im wsx.n m 
aHa=i aSa.n m mnmnt=i  

Den mi behn jos tek we im 

ting and mi tek we im kou. 

Im behn chrai dwiit gens 

mi, bot mi behn dwiit gens 

im. Mi behn tiif di tings we 

in aim tent. Mi behn mash 

im kyamp. So mi behn big 

ova de an behn gruo ina mi 

lan an behn nof wid mi 

kou. 

 

 

[R163]  [B138] 

 [B139]  [B140] 

 [B141] 

 [B142] 

 [B143] 

 [B144]  [B145] 

 [B146] 

 

[B147]   
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Sanhat is Homesick 

[B147] [B148]  [B149] 

 [B150]  

[B152]  [B153] [B154] 

 [B155]  

 

B147-

B151 

xr irt nTr r Htp n Ts.n=f im=f thb.n=f r k.t 
xAst iw min ib=f ia(.w) war war n hAw=f iw 
mtr=i m Xnw sAA sAA.y n Hor 

So Di Nechaar du so fi 

mursi fi smadi we im behn 

veks wid im,143 smadi we 

im sen we fi wan neks 

konchri. Tudie nou im aat 

wash kliin. At stepa uu ron 

we fram im yaad, bot mi 

rietinz ina di palis. Taiyad 

smadi taiyad fi ongri,  

 

B151-

B155 

iw=i di=i t n gs.y=i rww s tA=f n Hayt ink 
HD.t pAot btA s n gAw hAb=f ink aSA mr.t nfr 
pr=i wsx st=i  
 

nou mi siem wan gi bred tu 

smadi fram mi said, smadi 

uu lef im konchri kaa 

niekid, bot nou mi siem 

wan wan wait klat man, 

smadi uu ron we kaa nii 

piip im kya sen, bot nou mi 

siem wan savaan nof. Mi 

(h)ous gud, mi yaad braad. 

 

[B156]  [B157] 

 [B158]  

[B159]  [B160] 

 

 
143 Sanhat is reflecting on the good fortune that has come upon him, despite deserting his post. 
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[B161]  [B162] 

 [B163] 

 [B164] 

 [B165]   

[B166]  [B167]   

[B168]  [B169] 

 

 

B156-

B160 

s-xAwy=i m aH nTr.w nb SA war.t t.n Htp=k 
di=k wi r Xnw smwn=k r rdit mA=i bw 
wrSw ib=i im ptr wr.t abt XAt=i m tA ms.kwi 
im=f 
  

 

Bot mi aat lif-op fi di palis. 

All di nechaar dem wuu set 

dis hat stepa, beg yu pliis 

mek mi go baka Yaad. Yu 

no mosa go mek mi si di 

plies we mi aat tan de so! 

A wa big muor dan mi badi 

buri ina di lan mi baan? 

 

B161-

B163 

mi m sA=i pw xpr sp nfr di.n=i Htp nTr ir=f 
mi xt r s-mnx pH.wy n sfn.n=f ib=f mr n 
dor.n=f r anx Hr xAst in min rf ntf Htp(.w) 
sDm=f nH n wA  
 

A taim fi kom a mi bak! 

Den sopm gud apm! Mi 

behn mek di nechaar dem. 

Beg im du so laik di ting 

dem fi gudop di en fi smadi 

behn tes. Beg im aat fiil fi 

smadi im behn jraiv we fi 

liv a farin. Noh Tudie we 

im siem wan gud so im kya 

(h)ier praya fram smadi 

wie ova so 

 

B163-

B167 

wdb=f a r Hw.n=f tA im=f r bw in.n=f sw im 
Htp n=i nswt n Kmt anx=i m Htpt=f nD xrt 
Hnwt ntt m aH=f sDm=i wp.wt n(y).t Xrd.w=s  
 

nn im kya ton im han fi 

smadi im behn fuos lan pan 

im baka di plies we im 

behn tek im we fram? Beg 

di nesuut a Kemit gud wid 

mi so mi kya liv wid im 
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gud! Mi waahn iel op di 

Lan Empres uu ina im 

palis! Mi waahn hier fi ar 

pikni dem mesij! 

 

B167-

B172 

ix rnp.y Haw=i nt rf iAw hA.w wgg As.n=f wi 
ir.ty=i dns(.w) a.wy=i nw(.w) rd.wy=i 
fnx=sn Sms ib wrd(.w) tkn wi n wDA sb=sn 
wi r niwt n nhh Sms=i nbt-r-Dr  
 

Den mi badi ieg bak agen 

kaa nou oul ieg kom an 

fenke-fenke don lik mi, mi 

yai dem iebi, mi aam dem 

maaga, mi fuut dem tap 

step, aat taiyad, mi nier 

taim fi paas aaf. Waahn 

dem waak mi go di toun a 

fi eva. Mi mos fala di 

Empres tu Di Wuorl 

 

B172-

B174 

ix Dd=s n=i nfr n msw=s sb=s nHH Hr=i 
sb=s nHH Hr=i ist rf Dd n Hm n nsw.t-bit.y 

(xpr-kA-ra) mAa-xrw Hr sSm p.n nty wi Xr=f   
 

So shi kya se tu mi wa gud 

fi ar baan-pikni. Shi mos 

pass fi eva paas mi! Nou 

smadi se sopm tu Im Majisi 

a di nesu-bitii (Kyepar-

Kaa-Ra), wod soun chriet, 

bout dis-ya sitieshan we mi 

anda iit. 

 

B174-

B177 

wn.in Hm=f hAb=f n=i Xr Awt-a n(y).t xr 
nsw.t s-Aw=f ib n bAk im mi HoA n xAst nb.t 
msw nswt nty m aH=f Hr rdit sDm=i 
wp.wt=sn 

Den im Majisi de sen piipl 

wid tings han ova fram di 

nesu tu mi, so im kya 

chrech-op di aat fi im gud 

saavan de laik a rula fi eni 

konchri. The nesu baan-

pikni uu ina im palis a mek 

mi hier dem mesij 

 

[B170]  [B171] 

 [B172] 
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[B173]  [B174] 

[B175] 

 

[B176]  [B177]  

 

Sanhat Receives a Letter From the Nesu-Bity 

[178]  [B179]   [B180] 

  [B181] 

 [B182] 

 [B183] 

 [B184] 

 [B185] 

 [B186] 

 [B187] 

 [B188] 

 [B189] 

 [B190] 

 

B178-

B183 

mit.y n wD iny n bAk im Hr int=f Km.t Hr anx 
ms.wt nb.ty anx ms.wt nswt-bity xpr-kA-ra sA 
ra imn-m-Hat anx Dt r nHH wD nswt Smsw sA-
nhAt m=k in.tw wD p.n n(y) nswt r rdit rx=k 
ntt pXr.n=k xAs.wt 

“Kapi a di aarda leta dem 

bring fi im savaan bout im 

kom baka Kemit: “Hiiru 

baan levity, Tuu Liedi baan 

liviti, Gol Hiiru baan liviti, 

nesu-bitii (Kyepra-Ka-Ra), 
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prt m odm Rtnw dd tw xAst n xAst Xr sH n 
ib=k n=k 

Ra son, Imani-im-haat, liv 

fi aal taim kyaahn don, nesu 

aarda leta fi di falara Saa-

niihaat: 

Si dem bring dis aarda leta 

ya fram di nesu fi me kyu 

nuo se yu behn ron chruu 

lan, fram Kwedem to 

Retinu, lan bring yu kom tu 

lan, wid di sens a yu aat tu 

yu” 

 

B183-

B184 

ptr irt.n=k ir.tw r=k n waA=k xsf.tw mdw=k 
n mdw=k m sH n srw itn.tw Tsw=k 

“A we yu du fi mek smadi 

ton gens yu? Yu no kos bad 

wod fi dem gens yu wod 

and yu no chat ina di 

lingkop fi di rangkin piipl fi 

dem fait gens yu wod” 

 

B185-

B187 

sxr p.n in.n=f ib=k nn rf m ib=i r=k pt=k 
t.n ntt m aH mn=s rwd=s m-min dp.tw=s 
tp=s m nsyt n(y).t tA msw=s m aXanw.ty 

  

 

“Dis plan behn tek we yu 

aat bot it no ina aat gens yu. 

Yu skai ya we ina di plais 

iit set gud, iit tait fi tudie. 

Dem kova ar ed tap wid 

nesuut ataariti fi di konchri, 

ar baan-pikni ina di praya 

ruum.” 

 

B187-

B189 

wAH=k Spss n dd=sn n=k anx=k m Awt=sn 
ir n=k iwt r Km.t mA=k Xnw xpr.n=k im=k 
sn=k tA r rw.ty wr.ty Xnm=k m smr.w iw 
min is 
 

“Yu wi ad kwaliti ting fram 

we dem bring kom fi yu an 

yu wi liv fram we dem han 

chrech ova. Kom go bak a 

Kemit! Yu wi si di Yaad we 

yu behn gruo, yu wi kis di 

gromg a di Big Dobl Giet 

and yu wi lingk wid di 

rangkin dem.” 

 

B189-

B191 

SAa.n=k tni fx.n=k bAA.wt sxA n=k hrw n ors 
sbt r imAx 

“Yu don taat uol ieg aaredi, 

yu don laas yu niecha 

powa. Tingk bout di die fi 

buri an waak go Aiya aits 
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B191-

B193 

wDa.tw n=k xA.wy m sft wtAw m-a tAyt ir.tw 
n=k Sms wDA hrw smA-tA wi m nbw tp m 
xsbd pt Hr=k  
 

“Dem wi kot wan nain nait 

wid ail fi yu shiit fram di 

Taayat tuu han dem wi du 

ded yaad fala yaad144 fi yu 

buringgrong die, shiit cova 

ina guol, maas ina blu rak-

stuon, skai oba yu” 

 

B193-

B197 

di.ti m mstpt iHw Hr itH=k Smaw Xr-Hat=k 
ir.tw xbb nnyw r r is=k nis.tw n=k dbHt-
Htpw sft.tw r r abw=k iwnw=k xws m HD m 
oAb msw nswt  

“Yu put ina kaafin oks a 

kyari yu, myuuzik piipl 

dem wid yu badi, dem wi 

du di speshal daans fi yu a 

yu tuum mout dem wi shout 

finiral saang fi yu, dem wi 

kil animaal fi yu a di aalta-

tiebl mout.145 Yu pila bil 

fram laim-stuon ina di 

migla di nesu baan-pikni” 

 

B197-

B199 

nn wn mwt=k Hr xAst nn bs tw aAmw nn 
dit=k m inm n ir.tw Dr=k  iw nA Aw r Hwt tA 
mH Hr xAt iwt=k 

 

“Yu kyaahn de ded a no 

farin konchri, No Siiryaan 

piipl kyaahn buri yu. Dem 

kyaahn put yu ina no skin fi 

ram-guot wen dem mek yu 

buringgromg. Laang taim fi 

ron ruof. Tingk pan yu badi 

– yu affi kom back!” 

 

B199-201 spr.n wD p.n r=i aHa.kwi m Hr-ib wHt=i  
Sd.n.tw=f n=i di.n=i wi Hr Xt=i dmi.n=i 
sAtw  di.n=i sw sS Hr Snby=i 

Dis-ya aarda leta kom tu mi 

wen mi tan op ina di migla 

mi klan. Afta smadi behn 

riid iit fi mi mi behn put 

miself pan mi beli, mi behn 

toch di gromg an mi behn 

ruob iit pan mi ches, 

 

B201-

B204 

dbn.n=i n=i afAy=i Hr nhm r Dd ir.tw nn mi-
m n bAk th.n ib=f r xAswt Dr Dry.t xr Hm nfr 
wAH-ib nHm wi m-a mwt iw kA=k r rdit iry=i 
pH.wy Haw=i m Xnw 

Mi ron rong mi kyamp a 

ramp an a se: “wa mek dem 

du dis fi savaan wen im aat 

behn ron we go farin 

konchri? So, di aat we siev 

mi fram mi han kil gud 

 
144 This is a funeral procession. 
145 This is a ritual sacrifice. 
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iihno! Yu KA-spirit a go 

mek mi mek mi badi riich 

bak a yaad 

 

 

[B191]  [B192] 

 [B193] 

[B194] 

 [B195] 

 [B196] 

 [B197] 

 [B198] 

 [B199] 

 [B200] 

 

[B201]  [B202] 

 [B203] 

 [B204] 

 

B204-

B205 

mity n s-mi n wD p.n bAk aH sA-nhAt Dd m Htp 
nfr wr.t rx.t war.t t.n ir.t.n bAk im m xm=f 

kapi a di ansa bak fi dis 

aarda leta di palis saavan 

Saa-niihaat se: “Wid 

Blesinz an nof gudnis! nuo 

dis at step ting di saavan 
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did mek wid im dons 

self.146 

 

B205-

B211 

in kA=k nTr nfr nb tA.wy mr ra Hs Mntw nb 
wAst imn nb nswt tA.wy sbk-ra Hr Hwt-Hr Itm 
Hna psDt=f spdw nfr bAw smsrw Hr iAbt.y 
nb.t imHt Xnm=s tp=k DADAt tpt mw mnw Hr 
Hr-ib xAs.wt wrrt nb.t Pwnt Nwt Hr-wr-ra 
nTr.w nbw tA-mari xAst iww n(y).w wAD-wr 
di.sn anx wAs r srt=k Xnm=sn tw m Awt-
a=sn 

 

Yu KA-spirit aluon, gud 

nechaar tuu lan dem 

gaagan, uu Ra lov, Montu, 

Mista Waset, Imun, Di Tuu 

Lan Dem Chruon Maas, 

Sobek-Ra, Hiiru, Huut-

Hiir, Itum wid im iet-kruu, 

Sopidu-Nefer-baau-

Simiseru, iistohn Hiiru 

Nebit-Imahat, shi kya maas 

yu ed-tap, di Aiya wan dem 

tapa di Hapi flod,147 

Minuu-Hiiru pan di migla 

di lan dem. Wariret, Mis 

Puunt, Nuut,148 Big Man 

Heru, Ra, an aal Di Lan Wi 

Lov149 nechaar dem and 

Ailan dem a di sii waata 

riet150 

 

B212-

B213 

di=sn n=k nHH nn Drw=f Dt nn Hnty=s wHm 
snD=k m tA.w xAs.wt m Hm n stp-sA wnn bAk 
im snd Dd st iw mi xt aA 
 

Dem kya gi yu aal taim – iit 

en no de-de – kyaahn don, 

Iit tap no de-de. Yu kya gi 

fried ina di flat lan dem an 

ina mongtin lan dem. 

 

B213-

B215 

waf.n=k Snn.t Itn nH pw n bAk im n nb=f Sd 
m imnt nb siA siA rx.yt siA=f m Hm n stp-sA 
wnt bAk im snd Dd st 

Yu don klap dong we di 

sun wiil rong. A wan praya 

dis fi dis saavan fi im 

gaagan fi siev im fram di 

Wes. Mista Sens, uu 

anastan di piipl, im si, laka 

Majisi a di palis, wa im 

saavan de fried fi se it 

  

 
146 Here is an example of an Afrikan “resumptive with” construction (Kambon 2015: 194). 
147 Hapi is the indigenous term for the Eurocentrically named Nile River. 
148 Nuut is the sky divinity.   
149 The epithet tA-mry is a reference to the sacredness of Kemet. The “wi” here is used here in an impersonal 

collective sense, like how Vybz Karel sings Jamieka lan wi lov in “Long Live Jamaica” (2019). 
150 The names listed here are all divine forces who riet the nesu-bity. 
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B215-

B218 

iw mi xt aA wHm st nTr aA mitw ra Hr s-SsA bAk 
rdi.n=f Ds=f iw bAk im m a nD-r Hr=f di.tw A 
Xr s-xr=f iw Hm=k m Hr iT nxt a.wy=ky r 
tA.w nb.w  
 

 

Laik di Majisi fi di palis , 

di ting tuu big fi ripiit iit, 

Big nechaar, Ra siem wan, 

a riez-op di saavan uu im 

bring imself. Di savaan ya 

so ina han we kangshos 

bout im. An Dem put im 

anda im plan. Im Majisi 

laka Hirru tek ova tings. Yu 

tuu aam dem chrang muor 

(d)an aal di konchri dem 

 

B219-

B223 

wD grt Hm=k rdit int=f Mki m odm xnt.yw-s 
xnt kS mnws m tA.w Fnxw HoA.w pw mtrw 
rn.w xpr.w m mrwt=k nn sxA Rtnw n=k 
im=s mitt Tsm.w=k 

 

Nou yu Majisi kya tel dem 

fi mek im bring Meki fram 

Kwedem, Kyentiuash fram 

ina Keshu, an Minu fram di 

Finakyu. A du big chiif 

dem uu niem aip an uu 

gwaan so wid yu lov, no 

kaal no Retenu iit aaredi fii 

yu own ting siem wie laik 

yu daag dem. 

 

B223-226 is war.t t.n irt.n bAk n xmt=s nn s(y) m ib=i 
omd=i s r rx=i iwd=i r st=i iw mi sSm rswt 
mi mAA sw idH.y m Abw s n xAt m tA-sty 

Dis ya at step di saavan 

mek iit no plan so, iit no 

de-de ina mi aat, mi no set 

it so. Mi no nuo wa kot mi 

aaf fram di plies. Iit kom 

iin laik se a jriim ting, laik 

se Maash man si imself ina 

Elifaan-toun ar a man fram 

Delta ina Ta-Siti151 

 

B226-

B231 

n snD=i n s-xwst m-sA=i n sDm=i Ts-Hwrw n 
sDm.tw rn=i m r wHm.w wpw-Hr nf n Ddf 
Haw=i rd.wy Hr hwhw ib=i Hr xrp=i nTr SA 
war.t t.n Hr stA=i n ink is qA sA xnt snD s rx 
tA=f 

No fried dem no ron fram 

mi bak, mi no hier bad 

taak, dem no hier mi niem 

fram a Abeng man mout, 

bot mi badi ded fi fret, mi 

tuu fuut dem a mekies, mi 

aat jraiv mi weh, Di 

nechaar uu set dis at step a 

 
151 Ta-Siti (Ta-Sety) is literally “Bou Piipl Dem Lan” and is on the ancient border between Kemet and 

Nubia. Sanhat uses geographic contrasts to metaphorically articulate the strangeness of his circumstance 

which is, of course, making excuses for abandoning his responsibility. 
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push mi we. Mi no stush 

bak smadi nohtaal bifuor 

dis, man rispek smadi im 

konchri nuo 

 

B231-

B234 

di.n ra snD=k xt tA Hr=k m xAst nb.t mi wi m 
Xnw m st t.n ntk Hbs Axt t.n wbn Itn n mrt=k 
mw m itrw swrit=f mr=k TAw m pt xnm.tw=f 
Dd=k 
 

Ra don me kyu rispek 

chruu di lan, yu jred ina 

evri farin konchri. No mata 

ef mi a yaad ar mi a dis 

plies ya – Yu di wan dis 

aaraizan koba. Di son rais 

fram yu waahn iit so, di 

waata in riva dem jink it 

wen yu waahn iit so. Di 

briiz ina di skai dem bret iit 

wen yu se so 

 

B234-

B235 

iw bAk im r swDt TA.t ir.n bAk im m st t.n Di saavan a go faawad-op 

im biebi foul we im saavan 

behn mek ina dis plies ya 

 

B236-

B238 

iwt pw iry r bAk im ir Hm=k m mrr=f anx.tw 
m TAw n dd=k mr rA Hr Hwt=Hr fnd=k pw 
Spss Mntw nb wAst anx=f Dt 

A kom smadi behn kom fi 

di saavan de so. Yu Majisi 

kya du laik im waahn. Dem 

liv fram yu briiz fram wa 

yu bring kom ya. A yu fus 

nuos Ra, Hiiru, Huur-Hiir 

kya lov, smadi we Montu, 

Mista Waset, waahn im liv 

kyaahn don.” 

 

[B205]  [B206] 

[B207] 

 [B208] 

 [B209] 

 [B210] 

 [B211]  
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[B211]  [B212] 

 [B213] 

 [B214] 

 [B215] 

 [B216] 

 [B217] 

 [B218] 

[B219] 

 [B220] 

 [B221]  [B222] 

 [B223] 

 [B224] 

 [B225] 

 [B226]  

[B227]  [B228] 

 [B229] 

 [B230] 

 [B231] 

 [B232] 

 [B233] 
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[B234]  [B235] 

 [B236] 

 [B237] 

 [238A]  

 

[B238]   [B239] 

 [B240] 

 [B241]  

 

Sanhat Returns to Kemet 

 

[B241]  [B242] 

 [B243] 

 [B244] 

 [B245] 

 [B246] 

B238-

B241 

rdi.t(w) iry=i hrw m iAA Hr swDt xt=i n 
msw=i sA=i smsw m-sA wHyt=i  wHyt=i xt=i 
nb.t m-a=f Dt=i mnmnt=i nb.t dor=i xt=i nb 
bnr 

Dem mek mi du wan die 

ina Yaaru konchri a 

faawad-op mi ting fi mi 

baan-pikni. Mi fos son in 

bak a mi klan. Mi klan an 

aal mi ting ina mi han aal 

mi savaant an mi kou, mi 

fruut an evri fruut chrii. 
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 [B247] 

 

B241-

B243 

iwt pw ir.n bAk im m xnty.t Hdb.n=i Hr wAwt 
Hr Tsw im nty m-sA pXrt hAb=f wp.wt r Xnw r 
rdit rx.tw 

A ron di saavan ron a di 

sout. Mi behn tap pan Hiiru 

Ruod. Di baas ova de uu in  

baka di piipl uu will an ton 

rong di baada im sen wan 

mesig tu di yaad fi mek 

dem nuo. 

 

B243-

B246 

rdi.in Hm=f iwt imy-r sxt.yw mnx n pr nswt 
aHa.w Atp.w m xt=f Xr Awt-a n(y).t xr nswt n 
sty.w iww m-sA=i Hr sbt=i r wAwt Hr dm.n=i 
wa im nb m rn=f 
 

Den im Majisi mek di 

wikid faam piipl liida fi di 

nesu yaad kom, di buot 

dem aafta im ful wid ting 

we han chrech ova fram di 

nesu fi di Siiryan uu kom 

in baka mi, a liid mi go 

Hiiru Ruod. mi behn kaal 

evri wan de so bai im niem  

 

B246-

B247 

iw wdpw nb Hr irt=f Ssp.n.i fA.n.i TAw 
Sbb(.w) atx(.w) tp-mAa=i r pxt=i dmi n iT-
tAwy  

 

Evri mesinja pan im wok. 

Mi behn tek siel lif op, bred 

rol and bier bru rait oba mi 

til mi riich di toun a Ich-

Tawii.152  

 

 

 

[B248]  [B249] 

 [B250] 

 [B251] 

 [B252] 

 

B248-

B249 

Hd.n rf tA sp-sn iw iAaS n=i s 10 m iwt s 10 
m Smt Hr Sta=i r aH 

Wen fos light toch di lan 

dem kaal fi mi, den ten man 

 
152 This the name for Lichst 
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a kom an ten man a kom fi 

jrag mi a di palis 

 

B249-

B250 

dhn.n=i tA imitw sSpw msw nsw aha(w) m 
wmt Hr irt xsfw=i  
 

Mi behn toch di grong wid 

mi farid in di miggl a di 

Raiyal Laiyan153 an di pikni 

dem di nisu baan tan op ina 

di giet fi kom miit mi 

 

B250-

B252 

Smr.w sTAww r wAx Hr rdit.i Hr wAt aXnwty 
gm.n=i Hm.f Hr st-wrt m wmt n(y).t Damw 

 

Di rangkin dem mek (h)ies 

fi di (h)aal-wie fi put mi 

pan di kuot ruod. Den mi 

behn si im Majisi pan di 

griet chruon ina di Giet wie 

a elekchrum.  

 

 

Sanhat Meets with The Nesu-Bity 

[B252-B253]  [B254] 

 [B255] 

  [B256] 

 [B257] 

 [B258] 

 [B259] 

 [B260] 

 

B252-

B254 

wn.kwi rf dwn.kwi Hr ht Xm.n=i wi m 
bAwx=f nTr p.n Hr wSD=i Xnmw iw=i m s 
it.w m axxw   

 

Mi jos de chrech out pan 

beli. Mi duohn nuo miself 

wen ina im front. Dis 

nechaar a chat mi nais. Mi 

laka man tek we ina daak. 

 
153 Raiyal Laiyan is used here to refer to the Sphinx Statues. 
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B255-

B256 

bA=i sb.w Haw=i Ad.w HAty=i n ntf m Xt=i 
rx=i anh r mwt 
 

Mi sunsum lego,154 mi badi 

fret, mi aat iit no ina mi 

badi. So mi no nuo laif 

fram ded. 

 

B256-

B257 

Dd.in Hm=f n wa m nn n smrw Ts sw imi 
mdw=f n=i Dd.in Hm=f 

Den im Majisi se tu wan a 

dem falawa: ries im op an 

mek im taak tu mi!” So im 

Majisi se: 

 

B257-

B258 

m=k Tw iw.t(i) Hw.n.k xAswt ir.n(=k) war.t 
hd im=k tni pH.n=k iAwi  
 

“Luk ou yu kom bak aafta 

yu behn liv faarin. Yu tek 

yu fuut lef ya, nou uol ieg 

lik yu iihn, yu behn get oul. 

 

B258-

B260 

nn Srr jab.t xAt=k nn bs=k in pDtyw m ir r=k 
sp 2 gr n mdw=k dm.tw rn=k snD A n xsf  
 

wentaim fi badi buri wid di 

grong juok ting no de-de. 

Yu kyaahn buri wid no 

farin piipl! No wok gens 

yuself tuu taim! Yu nehn 

taak wen dem kaal yu 

niem! Kyaahn fried a lik 

so.” 

 

 

[B260]  [B261]  

[B262]   [B263] 

 [B264] 

 

 

 
154 The BA is, at best approximation, is the vital or life force of an individual. After death, it has the ability 

to leave the body during the day, but reunites with it at night (Nehusi 2011: 66). This is akin to sunsum 

which is an Akan lexical continuity (Farquharson 2012: 322, entry 381). The Jamaican dopi, derived from 

Akan or Ga, is ‘a spirit of the dead’ approximately and, thus could be an alternate translation in some 

contexts (Ibid: 259-260, entry 130), but the context here does not involve a deceased person’s essence. 

Rather, Sanhat is expressing anxiety which makes sunsum more appropriate here.  
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B260-

B262 

wSb.n=i st m wSb snDw ptr Ddt.n=i nb=i ir 
wSb=i st nn irt=i a n(y) ntr is pw Hryt 
wnn=s m Xt=i mi s-xpr war.t SAA.t 
 

mi did ansa bak dem laka 

fried smaddi ansa bak: “a 

we mi behn tel mi gaagan? 

Ef mi ansaa bak ii, mi no 

du notn! A fi di nechaar 

dat. A di frietrieshan iit de-

de mi beli siem wie laik di 

ting we taat-op di fos at 

stepa 

 

B263-

B265 

m=k wi m-bAH=k ntk anx irr Hm=k m mrr=f 
rDi.in Hm=f sTA.tw msw nsw Dd.in Hm=f n 
Hmt-nsw m=T sA-nht iw.w m aAm omA.n styw   

 

Si mi rait ya so fronta yu, 

liviti fi yu. Yu Majisi fi du 

laik we im waahn. Den im 

Majisi bring di pikni dem 

di nisu baan. Den im Majisi 

se tu di nesu waifi: “Si 

Saaniihaat kom bak lak se 

Bidwin we Siiryan behn 

kriet” 

  

 

B265-

B266 

wd=s sbH aA wr.t msw nsw m dny.wt wa.t 
 

den shi bos wahn big baga 

shout an den di pikni dem 

di nisu baan a baal siem 

taim. 

 

B266-

B268 

Dd.in=sn xft Hm.f n ntf pw m mAat ity nb.i 
Dd.in Hm.f ntf pw m mAat 
 

 

 

Den dem se in fronta im 

Majisi: “A no im fi chuu,155 

papa, mi gaagan” 

Den im Majisi se: “A im fi 

chuu”. 

 

 

[B265]  [B266] 

  

 
155 The translation in AAE would be “Das him f’real”. The phrase m mAa.t is the most ancient of known 

Afrikan authenticity expressions. 
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[B267]  [B268] 

 

 

B268-

B269 

ist rf in.n=sn mnit=sn sxmw=sn sSSt=sn m-
a=s(n) ms.in.sn st n Hm=f 

Den dem behn bring dem 

minat-neklis, dem sischra-

ragl ina dem han. Den dem 

behn mogl dem fi im 

Majisi 

 

B269-

B272 

a.wy=ky r nfrt nsw wAH Xkryt n(y).t nb.t pt di 
nbw anx r fnd=k hnm tw nbt sbAw xd Smas 
xnt mHw-s smA.w tw.t(w) m r n Hm=k  

 

“Yu tuu han dem boun fi 

gud tings, O nesu we tan 

lang, sain fi di skai liedi! 

Guol wahn mos gi laif fi yu 

nuos an di staar liedi mos 

unfol yu. Opa Kemit 

kroung naat an Lowa 

Kemit kroung sout, lingk 

an tai bai di mout a yu 

Majisi” 

 

B272-

B273  

di.tw wADyt m wpt.k sHr.n=k twA.w m dwt 
Htp n=k Ra nb tA.wy 

Fram dem put di kobra-

sniek pan yu farid, you 

behn jraa out di sofara dem 

fram dotinis. Ra, di tuu-lan 

dem dan, gud wid you. 

 

B274-

B276 

hy n=k mi nbt-r-dr nft ab=k s-fx Ssr=k imi 
t3w nty m itmw imi n=n Hnt.tn nfr.t m mtn 
p.n sA mHyt pdt.y msw m t3-mry  

 
 

Rispek fi yu laka di 

Empres tu di worl! Sekl yu 

bo, pudong yu aaro! Gi 

bretlis piipl bret, gi fi wi yu 

baga gudnis fi dis ya 

chrabla, di naat briiz 

son,156 di farin smadi baan 

ina Di Lan Wi Lov. 

 

 

B277-279 ir.n=f war.t n snD=k rwi.n=f tA n Hrw=k nn 
Ayt Hr n mA Hr=k nn snD irt dgt n=k  
 

Im behn mek at step kaa yu 

bad, im behn lef yaad kaa 

yu gi fried. Di fried fies no 

 
156 Hewt-Her (e.k.a Hathor) is associated with ‘the cool north wind’. 
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de-de fram si yu fies agen. 

No yai no fried fi luk pan 

yu.” 

 

 

[B269]  [B270] 

 [B271] 

 [B272] 

 [B273] 

 [B274] 

 [B275] 

 [B276] 

 [B277] 

 [B278]  

[B279]  

 

Sanhat is well received by the nesu-bity 

[279]  [B280]  [B281] 

 [B282]  [B283] 

 [B284]  [B285] 

 

B279-

B280 

Dd.in Hm=f nn snD.f n aa=f r Hryt    
 

 

Den im Majisi se: “im 

kyaahn fried nontaal, im no 

chat-chat fi fried.  

 

B280-

B283 

iw=f r smr m-m sr.w rdi.t(w)=f m-qAb Snyt 
wDA Tn r a-Xnwty dwAt r irt ahaw=f  

Im suun ofishal wid di 

magischriet dem an dem set 
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 im ina di migla di kuot-man 

dem. Go a di praya ruum fi 

set im pozijan. 

 

B283-

B285 

prt=i rf m-Xnw a-Xnwty msw-nsw Hr rdit 
n[=i] a.w=sn Sm.n m-xt r rw.ty-wr.ty 

 

Az mi kom out fram di 

Raiyal Yaad, di pikni di 

nisu baan a gi dem han fi 

mi. aafta, wi go opa di Big 

Dobl Giet. 

 

B286-

B290 

rdi.kwi r pr sA-nsw Spss.w im.f sqbb.wy 
im=f aXm.w n(y).w Axt xtmt im=f n(y).t pr-
HD Hbsw n(y).w sSrw-nsw antyw tp.t nsw 
sr.w mrr=f m at nb.t wdpw nb Hr irt=f 
 

Mi put ina nesu son (h)ous, 

gud tings ina iit, bafruum 

ina iit, piicha a di aafta laif, 

kwaliti ting fram di silva 

(h)ous ina iit, kluos fram di 

nesu gud klat, muor, an di 

nesu an ofishal dem we im 

lov tap ail ina evri ruum we 

evri saavan pan im wok. 

 

 

[B286]  [B287] 

 [B288]  [289] 

 [B290]  

 

Sanhat’s Burial 

[B290]  [B291]  [B292] 

 [B293] 

 [B294]  

[B295-B296]  [B297] 

 [B298] 
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 [B299] 

 

B290-

B292 

rdi swA rnpwt Hr Haw.i TA.kwi aab(.w) Snw=i 
iw rdi.(w) sbt n xAst Hbsw n nmiw-Sai  
 

di yier dem kom paas chruu 

mi badi. Mi shiev an mi ier 

komb. Dem gi wahn luod a 

di (h)il-konchri Biduwin 

kluos.  

 

B292-

B295 

sd.kwi m pAqt gs.kwi m tp.wt sDr.kwi Hr 
Hnkyt Di.n=i Sa n imiw=f mrHt n xt n wrH 
im=s 

Mi jres ina kris klous, mi 

toch wid di tap ail dem, mi 

sliip pan wahn bed. Mi gi 

(bak) di san tu di piipl ina 

iit an di wud ail fram di 

piipl simiir ina iit. 

 

B295-

B296 

iw rdi(w) n=i pr n nb S m wn m-a smr  
 

Dem gi wahn (h)ous fi 

gaagan fi mi wid wahn 

gyaadn siem wie laik we de 

ina ofishal han. 

 

B296-

B297 

iw Hmww asA Hr qd=f xt=f nb srd.w m mAwt   Nof kraf-man a bil iit an aal 

i chrii bil-op iina nyuu stail 

 

B297-

B299 

iw in.n.t(w) n=i SAb.w m aH sp 3 sp 4 m hrw 
Hrw-r ddt msw nsw nn At n(y).t irt Abw  

 

Dem bring mi (ni)nyam 

dem fram di palis chrii, fuo 

taim ina die aad an fram we 

di pikni dem di nisu baan 

bring kom ya. Taim fi tek 

tap no de-de. 

 

B300-

B302 

iw xwsw n=i mr m inr m-qAb mr.w 
hrtyw-ntr mDHw mr.w Hr Ssp sAtw=f  
 

Dem bil Mir-bildin wid 

(s)tuon fi mi iina di migl a 

di Mir-bildin-dem. 

 

B302,  

L2-L3 

 

imy-r sS.w-qd.wt Hr sS im=f imy-r qstyw Hr 
xtt im=f  
 
 

Di pienta dem baas a pient 

ina iit, di han kot-man dem 

baas a kot ina iit. 

 

 

B303-

B304 

imy-r kAtyw ntyw Hr Hrt Hr dAt TA r=f   Di woka dem baas uu oba 

di buringgrong a dig di lan 

fi iit 
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[B300]  [B301]  [B302] 

 [L2-L3]  

[B303]  [B304]  

[B305]  [B306]  

[B307]  [B308]   

B304-

B305 

xaw nb ddw r rwD ir Xr.t=f im  

 

 

Aal di kritikal ting dem 

bring kom fi di tuum an 

ting fi it kiip in de 

 

B305-

B307 

rdi n=i Hm.w-kA ir n=i S Hryt AHwt im=f m-
xntw r dmi mi irrt n smr tpy  
 

Dem behn bring Hem-ka 

mayalis man fi mi, dem 

behn mek wahn buri 

gyaadn fi mi iin front a di 

toun fiil ina iit in di rai laik 

we dem du fi tap rangkin. 

 

B307-

B308 

iw twt=i s-Xr.(w) m nbw SnDwt=f m Dam  

 

 

Mi picha set-op wid guol 

an iit bil wid electrum. 

 

B308-

B309 

in Hm=f rdi ir.t(w)=f nn SwAw iry n=f mytt  
 
 

Im Majisi siem wahn mek 

dem dwiit. Kaman smadi 

we dem du so fiim no de-

de. 

 

B309-

B310 

iw=i Xr Hs.wt n(y).t nsw r iwt hrw n mni  
 

Mi anda di rietinz fram di 

nesuu so til di die fi ded 

kom.  

 

B311 iw=f pw Hat=f r pH=fy mi gmiyt m sS A so iit go fram iit taat til 

iit don siem we laik we yu 

fain ina ting dem rait 
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[B309]  [B310] 

 [B311]  
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APPENDIX A:  

M=K PARTICLE DECLENSION  

 Masc. 

 

Common Fem. 

2SG , ,  m=k   m=T  
 m=t 

2PL  ,  m=Tn 
 m=tn 
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APPENDIX B:  

PERSONAL PRONOUNS 

 

Suffix Pronouns 

 JA  Fem. Common Masc. EN 

1SG Mi   =i  I, my 

2SG Yu   =T   =k You, yours 

3SG im/i 

im/shi/ar/i  ,  =s 
  =f He, his 

She, hers 

1PL wi   =n  us 

2PL Unu   =tn   

 =Tn 

 You, Yours 

3PL Dem   =sn  They, theirs 

 

Dependent Pronouns 

 JA  Fem. Common Masc. EN 

1SG Mi   wi  I, me 

2SG Yu  Tn 

 tn 

  Tw 

  tw  

You 

3SG im/i 

ar/shi/i 
 sy 

 s(y) 

  sw He, him 

She, her 

1PL Wi   n  We, Us 

2PL Unu   Tn 

 tn 

 You 

3PL Dem   sn 

 st 

 They, them 
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Independent Pronouns 

 JA  Fem. Common Masc. EN 

1SG Mi   ink 

 

 

 I 

2SG Yu ntT   ntk You 

3SG im/i 

im/shi/i 
nts  ntf He, 

She 

1PL Wi   inn  We 

2PL Unu   ntTn  You  

3PL Dem   ntsn  They 
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APPENDIX C: 

VERB CLASSES 

 

Regular Verbs 

 

 Base Stem Non-gemination Infinitive Stem 

Biliteral (2-lit)  Dd “say”   

Triliteral (3-lit)  sDm “hear”   

Quadriliteral (4-lit)  wsTn “stride”   

Quinqueliteral (5-lit) nhmhm 
“yell” 

  

Second Geminate  mAA “to 

see” 

 mA   

Third Geminate snbb 
“converse” 

  

Third weak  iri “to do”   ir.t “doing” 

Fourth Weak  Hmsi “sit”  Hms.t 
“sitting” 

 

S-Complement Stems 

 Verb Non-geminated Stem Infinitive Stem 

Biliteral s-mn 
“make firm” 

 s-mn.t 
“setting” 

Triliteral s-xpr  

“bring about, make 

happen” 

  

Quadriliteral s-xdxd 

“invert” 

  

Quinqueliteral s-nxbxb 

“cause to draw 

back” 

  

Second Geminate s-obb 

“make cool” 

  

Third weak  s-xpi  
“make walk, lead” 

  s-xat  
“make appear” 

Fourth Weak s-bAgi 
“make weary” 
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Irregular Verbs 

 

 Base Gemination Infinitive 

 rdi “give, put, 

cause” 

 rdi  
 di 

 dd  rdi.t, di.t 
,  di.t 

 ii “come”  i  
ii 

 iw,  iww  i.t,  ii.t 
 iw.t 
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APPENDIX D:  

RESULTATIVE STEMS 

 

 Masculine Common Feminine 

1SG  .kwi   

2SG ,  .ti   

3SG ,  .w 
ø (more common) 

  .ti 
.t(i) 

1PL  , .wyn 
 .nw 

 

2PL  .tiwny  

3PL  ,  .w 
 .ii 

ø 
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APPENDIX E: 

ABBREVIATIONS 

 

Abbreviation Text 

 

Adm. R. Enmarch, The Dialogue of Ipuwer and 

the Lord of All (Oxford, 2005) 

Amenemhat F. Adrom, Die Lehre des Amenemhet (BA 

19; Turnhout, 2006) 

Beni Hasan I P. E. Newberry and F. Ll. Griffith, Beni 

Hasan, 4 vols (ASE 1-2, 5, 7; London 

1893-1900) 

BD Book of the Dead – E. Naville, Das 

aegyptische Todtenbuch der XVIII. bis XX. 

Dynastie, 3 vols (Berlin, 1886) 

CG L. Borchardt, Statuen und Statuetten von 

Konigen und Privatleuten im Museum zu 

Kairo, Nr. 1-1294, 3 vols. (Berlin, 1911-

36); H. Lange and H Schaefer, Grab- and 

Denksteine des Mittleren Reiches, 4 vols. 

(Berlin, 1902-25) (CG 20001-20780) 

CT Coffin Texts – A. de Buck, The Egyptian 

Coffin Texts, 7 vols (OIP 34, 49, 64, 67, 

73, 81, 87; Chicago, 1935-61) 

Dunham, Uronarti D. Dunham, Naga-ed-Dêr Stelae (Boston, 

1937) 

Hatnub R. Anthes, Die Felsinchriften von Hatnub 

(UGAÄ 9; Leipzig, 1928) 

Helck, Djedefhor W. Helck, Die Lehre des Djedefhor und 

die Lehre eines Vaters an seinen Sohn 

(KTÄ; Wiesbaden, 1984) 

Helck, HBT W. Helck, Historich-biographische Texte 

der 2. Zwischenzeit und neue Texte der 18. 

Dynastie (KÄT 6; Wiesbaden, 1975) 

Heqanakht  The Heqanakht Papyri – J. P. Allen, The 

Heqanakht Papyri (PMMA 27; New York, 

2002) 
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Khakhep 

 

A. H. Gardiner, The Admonitions of an 

Egyptian Sage from a Hieratic papyrus in 

Leiden (Pap. Leiden 344 recto) 

(Hildesheim, 1969) 

Giza VI Herman Junker, Die Mastaba des Nfr 

(Nefer), Kdf.jj (Kedfi), K3hjf (Kahjef) und 

die westlich anschliessenden 

Grabanlagen. (Vienna and Leipzig: 

Hölder-Pichler-Tempsky, 1940) 

Kahun F. Ll. Griffith, The Petrie Papyri and 

Hieratic Papyri from Kahun and Gurob, 2 

vols. (London, 1898) 

L.D.  R. Lepsius, Denmaeler aus Aegypten und 

Aethiopien, 6 vols. (1849) 

Leb. J. P. Allen, The Debate between a Man 

and His Soul, a Masterpiece of Ancient 

Egyptian Literature (CHANE 44; Leiden 

and Boston, 2011) 

Les. K. Sethe, Ägyptische Lesestücke zum 

Gebrauch im akademischen Unterricht, 3rd 

ed. (Hildesheim, 1959) 

Merikare J. F. Quack, Studien zur Lehre für 

Merikare (GOF 23; Wiesbaden, 1992) 

MuK A. Erman, Zauberspruch für Mutter und 

Kind aus dem Papyrus 3027 des Berliner 

Museums (APAW; Berlin, 1901) 

Neferti W. Helck, Die Prophezeiung Nfr.tj (KÄT; 

Wiesbaden, 1970) 

pEb  H. Grapow, Grundriss der Medizin der 

Alten Ägypter, V: Die medizinische Texte 

in hieroglyphischer Umschreibung 

autographiert (Berlin, 1958) 

Paheri E. Naville et al., Ahnas el Medineh 

(Heraclleopolis Magna) and the Tomb of 

Paheri at el Kab (EEF 11; London, 1894) 

Peas. The Eloquent Peasant – R. Parkinson, The 

Tale of the Eloquent Peasant (Oxford, 

1991) 
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PN Ranke, Hermann, Die aegyptischen 

Personennamen, 3 vols (Gluckstadt 1935-

1977) 

PT Pyramid Texts – K. Sethe, Die 

altägyptischen Pyramidentexte, Vols I-II, 

2nd ed. (Hildesheim, 1960 and 1969) 

pRam VI A. H. Gardiner, The Rammesseum Papyri 

(Oxford 1955) 

Rhind Problem T.E. Peet, The Rhind Mathematical 

papyrus, British Museum 10057 and 

10058 (London, 1923) 

Siut F. Ll Griffth, The Inscriptions of Siuuit 

and Dêr Rîfeh (London, 1889); Kêmi 3 

(1930), E. Edel, Die Inschriften der 

Grabfronten der Siut-Gräber in 

Mittelëgypten aus der Herakleopolitenzeit 

(ARWAW 71; Opladem, 1984) 

ShS. The Shipwrecked Sailor – A. M. 

Blackman, Middle Egyptian Stories (BA 

2: Brussels, 1932) 

Sin. The Story of Sanhat (e.k.a Sinuhe) – R. 

Koch, Die Erzählung des Sinuhe (BA 17; 

Brussels, 1990) 

Tomb of Hezi David P. Silverman “The Threat-Formula 

and Biographical Text at Saqqara”, 

Journal of ARCE 37 (2000), 1-13 

TPPI J.J. Clère and J. Vandier, Textes de la 

Preimère Période Intermédiare et de la 

XIème dynastie (BA 10: Brussels, 1948) 

TTS III The Tombs of Two Officials of Tuthmosis 

the Fourth (Nos. 75 and 90) (TTS 3: 

London, 1923) 

URK I Sethe, K., Urkunden des Alten Reichs, 2nd 

ed. (Urkunden des ägyptischen Altertums 

VII: Leipzig, 1933) 

URK IV Sethe, K. and W. Helck, Urkunden der 18. 

Dynastie, 22 vols. (Urkunden des 

Ägyptischen Altertums IV: Leipzig and 

Berlin, 1906-84) 

URK VII Sethe, K., Historisch-biographische 

Urkunden des Mittleren Reiches, ed. By 
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W. Erichsen (Urkunden des ägyptischen 

Altertums VII: Leipzig, 1935) 

West. Westcar Papyrus – A. M. Blackman, The 

Story of King Kheops and the Magicians, 

Transcribed from Papyrus Westcar (Berlin 

Papyrus 3033), ed. By W. V. Davies 

(Reading, 1988) 

 


